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GENERAL SAFETY PRECAUTIONS 

The equipment described in this manual has been designed in accordance with 
IEC publication 348 (Class l) Safety Requirements for Electronic Measuring 
Apparatus, and has been supplied in a safe condition. To avoid injury to an 
operator or service technician the safety precautions given below, and throughout 
the manual, must be strictly adhered to, whenever the equipment is operated, 
serviced or repaired. For specific safety details, please refer to the relevant 
sections within the manual. 

The equipment is designed solely for electronic measurement and should be used 
for no other purpose. Solartron Instruments Ltd accept no responsibility for 
accidents or damage resulting from any failure to comply with these precautions. 

GROUNDING 
To minimize the hazard of electrical shock it is essential that the equipment is 
connected to a protective ground whenever the power supply, measurement or 
control circuits are connected, even if the equipment is switched off. The 
protective ground for ac and de supplies is connected separately. 

AC GROUND is connected via the ac supply cord. The cord must be plugged into 
an ac line outlet with a protective ground contact. When an extension lead is used, 
this must also contain a ground conductor. Always connect the ac supply cord to 
the supply outlet before connecting the control and signal cables; and, conversely, 
always disconnect control and signal cables before disconnecting the ac supply 
cord. The ac ground connection must have a continuous current rating of 6A. 

DC GROUND is connected via a ground stud on the equipment power supply unit 
(PSU). The de ground connection must have a continuous current rating of 35A. 

Where both protective grounds are used it must be ensured that these grounds are, 
and will remain, at the same potential. 

AC SUPPLY VOLTAGE 
Never operate the equipment from a line voltage or frequency in excess of that 
specified. Otherwise, the insulation of internal components may break down and 
cause excessive leakage currents. 

FUSES 
Before switching on the equipment check that the fuses accessible from the 
exterior of the equipment are of the correct rating. The rating of the ac line fuse 
must be in accordance with the voltage of the ac supply. 

Should any fuse continually blow, do not insert a fuse of a higher rating. Switch 
the equipment off, clearly label it "unserviceable" and inform a service technician. 

EXPLOSIVE ATMOSPHERES 
NEVER OPERA TE the equipment, or any sensors connected to the equipment, in 
a potentially explosive atmosphere. It is NOT intrinsically safe and could possibly 
cause an explosion. 

Continued overleaf 



SAFETY PRECAUTIONS (continued from previous page) 

SAFETY SYMBOLS 

For the guidance and protection of the user, the following safety symbols appear 
on the equipment: 

SYMBOL MEANING 

Refer to operating manual for detailed instructions of use. 

Hazardous voltages. 

Protective conductor terminal. This must be connected to ground 
before operating the equipment. 

NOTES, CAUTIONS AND WARNINGS 
For the guidance and protection of the user, Notes, Cautions and Warnings appear 
throughout the manual. The significance of these is as follows: 

NOTES 
CAUTIONS 
WARNINGS 

highlight important information for the reader's special attention. 
guide the reader in avoiding damage to the equipment. 
guide the reader in avoiding a hazard that could cause injury or 
death. 

A VOID UNSAFE EQUIPMENT 
The equipment may be unsafe if any of the following statements apply: 

• Equipment shows visible damage. 
• Equipment has failed to perform an intended operation. 
• Equipment has been subjected to prolonged storage under unfavorable 

conditions. 
• Equipment has been subjected to severe physical stress. 

If in any doubt as to the serviceability of the equipment, don't use it. Get it 
properly checked out by a qualified service technician. 

LIVE CONDUCTORS 
When the equipment is connected to its measurement inputs or supply, the 
opening of covers or removal of parts could expose live conductors. The 
equipment must be disconnected from all power and signal sources before it is 
opened for any adjustment, replacement, maintenance or repair. Adjustments, 
maintenance or repair, must be done only by qualified personnel, who should 
refer to the Maintenance Manual. 

EQUIPMENT MODIFICATION 
To avoid introducing safety hazards, never install non-standard parts in the 
equipment, or make any unauthorized modification. To maintain safety, always 
return the equipment to Solartron Instruments Ltd for service and repair. 
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SAFETY 

The instrument has been designed and tested in accordance with the recommendations of IEC 348 Class 1. It is primarily intended for indoor use, and for such use it is supplied in a safe condition. However, no degradation of its safety will be caused if it is occasionally subjected to temperatures below normal room temperature (see Specification). 

This manual contains information and warnings which the user should follow to ensure his own safety and the continued safe operation of the instrument. 7081 has been engineered with ease of use as one of the primary considerations. Attention has also been given to making the instrument immune to most inadvertent overloads. It should be appreciated, however, that even the most sophisticated measuring instrument can be dangerous when connected to high voltages, unless elementary safety precautions are observed. 

The voltage limits of lkV on AC and DC mean that no damage will be caused to the instrument at this level of input. Other than the displayed reading, however, no indication is given to the user that a voltage of such a magnitude is present at the input terminals. Care should therefore be exercised whenever the dvm input leads are being connected to/removed from live circuits, especially where high voltages are known to exist, or high transients could occur. 

Similarly, when using the instrument on mains operated equipment capable of delivering high voltage outputs, it is strongly recommended that the equipment under test is NOT switched off with the dvm still connected. For example, consider 7081 connected across the secondary winding of a large mains transformer. The instruments very high input resistance is such that, in the event of the mains supply being interrupted, the resultant back emf induced in the undamped secondary could be in the order of lOOkV. This is obviously hazardous to the user and would certainly harm the voltmeter. 

When measuring high voltages, always ensure that the 7081 Hi and Lo inputs are connected correctly, i.e. Hi to the largest potential with respect to earth, Lo to the lowest. Once the measurement has been taken, disconnect 7081 from the high voltage equipment before switching the equipment off. User safety can be improved in these circumstances by the inclusion of a switch between the 7081 and the high voltage equipment; the switch could then be turned on, and off, whilst the equipment remained powered. 

Whenever it is likely that the safety of the instrument has been impaired, e.g. if it shows visible signs of damage, if it fails to perform correctly, or if the specifications have been exceeded in any way, it should be made inoperative and referred to a suitable repair organisation. 

Any adjustment, maintenance or repair of this instrument should be carried out only by a skilled person who is aware of the hazards associated with mains operated equipment. Such adjustment, maintenance or repair should be carried out in accordance with the procedures, and observing the precautions, detailed in the Maintenance Manual. 

GAM/7081/Part 112 



INTRODUCTION 

The 7081 operating manual is arranged in two separate parts, covering local and systems (remote) 
use. Each part contains all the information necessary for operating the instrument in that particular 
role. 

Included in Part 1 is the specification applicable to the functions described, the tables showing the 
expected instrument performance relative to time since calibration. A further: section of Part 1 is 
devoted to the unit's processing capabilities and front panel operations. Part 2 describes the use of 
the instrument in a systems environment. 

GAM/7081/Part 1/2 
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1.2 

I Introduction 

The 7081 voltmeter is a high quality instrument designed for calibration, laboratory and 
systems applications. It combines superb measurement performance with data storage 
facilities and processing power. The unit has no internal options having all facilities as 
standard. 

2 Facilities 

The instrument provides the following facilities: 

• DC voltage and resistance measurements to a scale length of 140 000 000 and 
true rms volts ac, or volts ac + de, to a scale length of 1 400 000. 

• The ability to ratio any of the above inputs to a de voltage or to a constant.. 

• Automatic storage of results (History file). 

• Processing of measurements to provide additional results. 

• Remote control using either RS232C or IEEE-488 (GP-IB) interfaces. 

• Calibration, via either of the two interfaces, without the need to remove covers. 

• Interface for Minate analogue scanner, providing a multi-channel measurement 
capability. 

3 Measurement Capability 

DC voltage measurements can be made using scale lengths of 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 x 9; the 
3 and 4 x 9 scales are available only by remote control. Each scale length provides a 
different integration time and can be used over all ranges, i.e. 0.1 to lOOOV. 

Two types of ac voltage measurement are possible; a true rms value of the ac component 
only of an input or therms of the total signal (ac +de). Scale lengths of 3, 4, 5, and 6 x 9 
and ranges of 0.1 to lOOOV are available for both types of measurement. 

Ranges ofO.lk.O to lOOOM.O are provided for resistance measurement; the 0.1,1,10,100 and 
IOOOk.O ranges use a 4 terminal technique whereas the 10 to lOOOM.O ranges use a special 
ratio method. The 7081 also offers a 'True ohms' facility, i.e. the unit measures the 
resistance with the current source off and then with it on. Subtracting the former 
measurement from the latter removes any errors caused by thermal emfs or external 
currents. The 7081 'True ohms' facility can deal with emfs of up to lOV. 

All measurements taken by the 7081 are averaged readings over the selected integration 
time. 

4 Ratio 

Eight types of ratio measurement are possible using either a reference input or a constant. 
The latter may be a measurement result accessed from the voltmeter memory or a number 
entered from the front panel controls. The ratios can be presented in linear or logarithmic 
(dB) form. 

GAM/7081/Part 112 



5 History File 

The voltmeter has a separate memory, the history file, for storing readings. These may be 
straightforward measurements or processed results. 

The value displayed on the voltmeter, which is subsequently stored, is not necessarily 
displayed or printed in the identical format on recall. Up to 1500 unformatted readings 
(numeric value only) can be stored or 500 fully formatted readings. 

6 Processing 

7 

7.1 

7.2 

7.3 

The unit provides the following programs:-

Ratio 
Digital Filter 
Scale 
Statistics 
Limits and max/min 

The programs may be used together or individually and are listed in their chaining order, 
i.e. the input data to one program may be the result of the previous program. 

Access to the programs can be made either from the front panel or over the interfaces. 

For further details on processing, refer to Chapter 4. 

Interfaces 

Two interfaces, the RS232C V24 and the IEEE 488/1978, are fitted as standard. 

RS232 Interface 

Access to this interface is via a 25-way Cannon socket on the rear of the instrument. 
Baud rates from 110 to 9600 are available, which are selected from three internal switches, 
the normal factory setting being 300 baud. 

IEEE 488 Interface (GP-IB) 

The unit fully implements the requirements of the IEEE 488/1978 standard, access to 
the interface being provided via a connector on the rear panel of the instrument. The 
instrument address is set up via the GP-IB Selector switches also mounted on the rear 
panel. 

Interface Language 

A common language, which is based on English, is used over both interfaces. 

Comprehensive error reporting is available giving the exact position in a command where 
the mistake lies. A HELP command is available, if required. 

For further details, refer to Part 2 of the Operating Manual. 

GAM/7081/Part 112 1.3 



8 Unit Calibration 

Calibration is enabled via a front panel key operated switch. This allows the unit to be 
calibrated without removal of the covers or disturbance of the analogue circuitry. 

Unit calibration is based on the equation:-

y=mx+c 

where y = calibrated reading 
x = uncalibrated reading 
m = range/mode multiplier 
c = zero offset 

Every range/mode combination has its own set of constants (m and c), which are stored in a 
non-volatile memory with a predicted life of ten years. 

Calibration can only be carried out over the IEEE or RS232C Interfaces. 

9 Multi-Channel Capability 

A Minate (7010) interface is also fitted to the unit. This interface is capable of driving 127 
channels and provides programmable pull-in and drop-out delays, if required. 

The connector has the pin/signal assignment shown in Table 1.1 

Table 1.1 

Pin No. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

IO 
II 
12 
13 

14-23 
24 
25 

Multi-Channel Connector Pin/Signal Assignment 

Signal 

I 
2 
4 
8 

10 
20 
40 
80 

Device control 

Contact closure remote trigger (connect to OV) 
Out of limit high (Logic 1 =True) 
Out of limit low (Logic I =True) 
0 Volts 
+5 Volts (IOOmA max. load) 
Not Used 
TTL compatible measurement complete signal (Logic 1 =True) 
I kV probe enable (connect to OV) 

Figure I. I shows the relative positions of the pins. 

13 

0000000000000 
000000000000 

Fig 1. 1 Multi-Channel Connector 

1.4 GAM/7081/Part 112 



10 Accessories 

IO.I 

The items listed below are supplied with 7081: 
Input lead 
Power lead 
Crocodile clips (2) 
Rack ears (2) and fixing screws 
Operating manual 
5-way DIN plug (for connection to the rear panel reference/ratio socket) 
Spare fuses: 2 X 200mA slo-blo and 2 X 400mA slo-blo 
Calibration key 
25-way socket kit 

The following optional accessories are available for use with 7081: 
3 Terminal Input Lead 3193 
5 Terminal Input Lead 3183 
Kelvin Clip Lead 70758E 
Telescopic Rack Sliders 70759A 
Low Thermal Lead 707580 
High Voltage Probe 7075A 
Maintenance Manual 7071 & 7081 70810014 

2 Terminal Input Lead 

This input lead, supplied with 7081, may be used for all standard measurements. The RED 
lead should be connected to Hi, normally the largest potential with respect to earth. The 
BLACK lead should be connected to Lo and provides the return path (see Figure 1.2). The 
cores are enclosed in a braided screen which is connected to Guard. At the free-end of the 
cable, this screen is connected to the black lead thus effectively preserving the guard right 
up to the signal source. This prevents the measurement being affected in any way by 
common mode current flowing in the screen and via leakage to earth. The input may be 
floated above mains earth by up to 350V; the use of higher common mode voltages is not 
recommended purely to ensure safety for equipment and the user. The guard is not made 
available as a separate termination. 

The two il source leads are connected within the cable to the Hi and Lo leads and are not 
available as separate terminations. 

The input lead can be connected to either the front or rear panel input socket. Before 
initiating measurements. ensure that the front panel Input Select switch is in the correct 
position. Refer to Chapter 3 for the switch positions. 

Red 

Hi fl (Yellow) ~ '-----1 
e 

Lon (Blue) 

1k 
Black 

\ 

'\_ Guard (Green) -----------
Fig 1.2 2 Terminal Input Lead 

DVM 
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1.6 

10.2 Reference/Ratio Plug 

Three lines from this 5-way plug are used: Ratio Hi, Ratio Lo and OV. The Ratio Hi and Lo 
lines must not have more than± l4V, with respect to OV, connected to them, the voltage 
measured being the difference between these two lines. 

Ratio Hi shouid be connected to the higher reference potential, Ratio Lo to the lower 
reference potential. Ratio Lo can be connected to OV only if Ratio Lo is connected to 
the main input Lo. 

Fig 1.3 Rear Panel Reference Socket 

10.3 3 Terminal Input Lead 

The 3 Terminal Input Lead, Part No. 3193, can be used to eliminate sources of interference 
in the circuit under measurement. 

Within the instrument the cable screen is connected to the guard 'box' (a screening 
compartment which encloses the input circuits) and at the free end the screen is connected 
directly to the source of interference thus isolating common mode current from the input 
leads. (See Figure 1.4). 

Red (Hi) 

e 

HiO(Yellow) 

Black (lo) 

LoO(Blue) 

Ve 

Fig 1.4 3 Terminal Input Lead 
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10.4 

10.5 

Using this arrangement, even if the interference was the permitted maximum, it is most 
unlikely that there would be any discernable error, even at the most sensitive range. 

If 'Guard' can not be connected directly to an interference source, it should be connected to 
the Lo line, i.e. not left unconnected. 

5 Terminal Input Lead 

The 5 Terminal Input Lead, Part No. 3183, can be used for resistance measurements and 
has the four cores and guard screen terminated separately as shown in Figure 1.5. 

HiQ(Yellow) 

Hi(Red) 

Resistor 

ToDVM 

Lo(Black) 

LoO(Blue) 

Guard (Green) 

Fig 1.5 5 Terminal Input Lead 

When measuring low values of resistance, the voltage dropped along the _leads can 
sometimes introduce errors. This effect may be eliminated by employing the 4 wire 
technique in which two wires supply the current to the resistor and two others sense the 
potential developed across it. The guard screen can be used to reduce any errors due to 
common mode interference. 

High Voltage Probe (70757A) 

The High Voltage (H. V.) probe effectively increases the de voltage range of the voltmeter, 
to a maximum of20kV. 

Safety Precautions: When using the H. V. probe, the following safety precautions should be 
observed. 

Do not use the instrument in the Autorange mode as damage might occur. 

The 50 way cannon plug supplied with the probe must be inserted into the minate interface 
at the rear of the instrument. This secures the instrument for this mode of operation. The 
display reads in kV. 

Know the equipment under test: locate all high voltage points before commencing work. 

Do not work alone. 

Do not depend on the insulation of high voltage cables for protection. 

Remember that high voltages may appear at unexpected points in defective equipment. 
Note that even though equipment may be switched off, bleeder resistors may be open 
circuited and capacitors charged to high voltages. 

PD/7081/Part 113 I. 7 



1.8 

High voltages can discharge from point to point or point to air (corona). Keep hand closed 
on the handle of the probe and away from high voltage points. 

Keep hands and shoes and test area absolutely dry. 

Ensure that the surface of the probe is clean and moisture free. 

BEFORE MAKING ANY MEASUREMENT, ENSURE THATTHE GROUND LEAD 
OF THE PROBE IS CONNECTED TO THE LOW POTENTIAL OR GROUND SIDE 
OF THE HIGH VOLTAGE SUPPLY BEING MEASURED. 

PD/7081/Part 1/1 



11 SPECIFICATION 

ROOT-YEAR RELATIONSHIP 
Realistic specifications should not be based on speculation. 
They require a real knowledge of components, their behaviour 
under stress, and their drift with time. 

Long term assessment of precision components has enabled 
Schlumberger to specify performance from 90 days to 9 years 
using a simple square-root-year relationship for calibration 
drift with time. Tests conducted over several years using 
precision resistors and zeners from many leading 
manufacturers indicate that drift reduces with time and the 
change is proportional to the square root of time. Using pre
aged, hermetically encapsulated components, the drift is 
reduced to extremely low levels and can be predicted accurately 
for short or long periods. Accuracy specified for one year can be 
used with a multiplier to provide all additional information, as 
shown below: 

Required 
Spec Time 
3 months 
ft months 
lyear 
2years 
4years 
9years 

CALI BRA TED FOR LIFE 

One Year 
Multiplier 

0.5 
0.7 
1.0 
1.4 
2.0 
3.0 

Beyond nine years the drift becomes insignificant such that 
three times the one year figure will predict the performance of 
the 7081 for the life of the voltmeter -however long that may 
be. Traceabiliy to International Standards can be maintained 
for long periods. · 

The square-root-year relationship applies to the 7081. The 
voltmeter will retain its predicted long term specification, even 
if subjected to rigorous working conditions. However, the best 
stabilty, and minimum long term drift, will be obtained by 
maintaining the voltmeter in a reasonable environment. The 
user should consider leaving the voltmeter switched on and 
avoid extreme environmental conditions. In these 
circumstances the long term performance can be expected to be 
even better than that which is predicted. 

Calibration for life, introduced for the first time by 
Schlumberger, gives important savings in time and money, 
thus making a significant reduction in cost of ownership. 

±PPM 7081 ACCURACY 
WITHOUT RECALIBRATION 

100 ... 
" -< ... _, 
0 80 
> 
0 
Q. 

a: 60 
0 a: a: 
w 
tL 40 
0 

"' ... 
~ 20 ::; 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

INSTRUMENT AGE IN YEARS 
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ACCURACY 
The following apply to the Accuracy sections: 

Limits of' Error: apply after24hourswarm-up• 
with ac inputs > 2% ofrange 
and de resistance with null in use. 

Temperature Coefficient: expressed as ±ppm rdgrC and 
valid from 1 o•c to 30°C. 

Calibration temperature Te is the temperature of the 
calibration room. Calibration occurs at 20°C (23°C for the USA) 
and is directly traceable to International Standards via the 
National Physical Laboratory or the National Bureau of 
Standards. Recalibration is valid at Te from 18°C to 25°C. 

Factory traceability to NPL is 111V for standard cells, 1.5ppm 
for lOVdc reference, 5ppm for resistors and 60ppm for AC/DC 
transfer. 

Temperature coefficient need be applied only outside the 
temperature span quoted with T8 • 

•Instruments are usable within minutes after switch-on but for 
ultimate precision a long warm-up in a stable therms.I 
environment is recommended. 

If an instrument has been stored at below 5°C for long, follow 
the special warm-up procedure given in Chapter 2, Section 3. 

RATIO 
Differential measurement of Hi,..r and Lore£• with respect to 
input Lo on a fixed lOV derange to establish V rat-

V re£• maximum permitted input: 
V re£• error: 
Ratio error: 

±14Vdc 
±2Xerroron lOVrange 
± [V m error+ V ref error I 

1.9 



DC VOLTAGE 
Stability 
24hrs, T 0 ± 1°C, 8112 digits, ± [ppm rdg + ppm fsJ 
Range Sensitivity Full Scale Guaranteed Transfer 
0.1V 10nV 0.140 000 00 2.0 + 0.8 0 + 0.8 1V 10nV 1.400 000 00 1.0 + 0.4 0 + 0.4 10V 100nV 14.000 000 0 0.5 + 0.3 0 + 0.3 1 OOV 1 µV 140.000 000 1.0 + 0.4 0 + 0.4 1 OOOV 1 OµV 1000.000 00 2.0 + 0.3 0 + 0.3 

limits of error 
81/2 digits, Te ± 3°C, ± [ppm rdg + ppm fsJ 
Range 90 Day 1 Year 2nd Year* Temp. Coeff 
0.1 v 6 + 0.8 9 + 0.8 6 + 0.8 
1 v 5 + 0.4 7 + 0.4 5 + 0.4 
1 OV 4 + 0.3 6 + 0.3 4 + 0.3 
1 OOV 5 + 0.4 8 + 0.4 5 + 0.4 
1 OOOV 6 + 0.3 9 + 0.3 6 + 0.3 

RESISTANCE 
Stability 
24hrs, T0 ± 1°C, 8112digits, ±[ppm rdg +ppm fsJ 

1.2 
1.0 
0.5 
1.3 
1.3 

Range Sensitivity Full Scale Guaranteed Transfer 
0.1k0 10µ0 0.140 000 00 2.0 + 0.8 0 + 0.8 1k0 10µ0 1.40000000 1.5+0.4 0+0.4 1 OkO 100µ0 14.000 000 0 1.5 + 0.3 0 + 0.3 1 OOkO 1 mO 140.000 000 1.5 + 0.4 0 + 0.4 1 OOOkO 1 OmO 1400.000 00 2.0 + 0.3 0 + 0.3 1 OMO 1 OOmO 14.000 000 0 8.0 + 0.5 0 + 0.5 1 OOOMO 1 ppm rdg > 1400.000 1 ppm/MO 

limits of error . 
8112 digits, T0 ± 3°C, ±[ppm rdg +ppm fsJ 
Range 90 Day 1 Year 2nd Year* Temp. Coeff 
0.1 kO 7 + 1.0 10 + 1.0 7 + 1.0 1.2 1 kO 6 + 0.5 9 + 0.5 6 + 0.5 1.2 1 OkO 6 + 0.5 9 + 0.5 6 + 0.5 1.0 1 OOkO 8 + 0.5 12 + 0.5 8 + 0.5 1.3 1000k0 8 + 0.5 12 + 0.5 8 + 0.5 1.2 1 QMO 20 + 0.5 30 + 0.5 20 + 0.5 4.0 1 OOOMO 6ppm/MO 1 Oppm/MO 1 Oppm/MO 1 ppm/MO 

Traceability 
The abilit\' to relate indh:idual measurements lo 
lnte!·11atio11al Standards through an unbroken 
cha111 of co111pa1iso11s. 

Transfer Accuracy 
Transfer accuracy is the short-term limit of error for measurements of similar value. 

l.10 

Scale length, integration time, tracking speed 
Scale Digits Integration Speed 
8x9 8V2 51.2s 1/51.2s 
7x9 7112 3.2s 1/3.2s 
6x9 6V2 0.4s 2.5/s 
5x9 5 112 0.1s 10/s 
4x9 4V2 6.25ms 85/s 
3x9 3V2 1.56ms 100/s 

. - -·--~-------------=.~-

Add Error 

±2digits 
±1 digit 
±1 digit 
±1 digit 
±1 digit 

Input Resistance: 0. 1 . 1, 1 OV range: 
100. 1 OOOV range: 

Input Current at Te °C: 
Range of Null: 
Sample settling time: 

>10GO 
10MO 

<20pA 
± 10% of range 

13ms x (digits selected) 
Overload Protection 
Autorange: 
Commanded range: 0.1 . 1 , 1 OV: 

100, 1000V: 
Linearity: 

1kVpk 
350Vpk 

1kVpk 
<0.2ppm offs 

Scale length, integration time, tracking speed 
Scale Digits Integration Speed Add Error 
8X9 81/2 51.2s 1/51.2 
7x9 7112 3.2s 1/3.2 ±2 digits 

±1 digit 
±1 digit 
±1 digit 
±1 digit 

6x9 6 112 0.4s 2.5/s 
5x9 5V2 0.1s 10/s 
4x9 4112 6.25ms 85/s 
3x9 3 112 1.56ms 100/s 

Measurement configuration: 

Current source. fully floating: 

Overload protection: 
Open circuit voltage: 
Range of Null: 
Maximum total lead resistance: 
Sample settling time: 

* After first year recalibration 

4-wire. 0.1 kO to 1 OOOkO ranges 
2-wire, 1 OMO and 1 OOOMO range 

0.1, 1, 10k0 1mA 
1 OOkO. 1 OOOkO 1 OµA 
1 OMO, 1 OOOMO 1 µA max 

350Vpk 
17Vdc 

± 10% of range 
1k0 

13ms x (digits selected) 
Add 10ms/MO 

Stability 
The abilit\' to remain n-ithi11 predefined error limits Ji>r a short tim;_ The reading at the beginning of the time pen.od is the dat11111for the limits. 
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AC VOLTAGE True rms of ac or ac+dc 
Stability 
24 hrs, 90 day, Te ± 1°C, ± [% reading + % full scale] 
Range Sensitivity Full Scafe 1 o to 40Hz 40Hz to 1 OkHz 10kto30kHz 30k to 1 OOkHz 1 OOk to 200kHz 200kto 1MHz 
0.1 V 1 µV 0.140 .000 0.05 + 0.006 0.005 + 0.005 
1 V 1 µV 1.400 000 0.05 + 0.006 0.005 + 0.005 
10V 10µV 14.000 00 0.05 + 0.006 0.012 + 0.005 
1 OOV 1 OOµV 140.000 0 0.06 + 0.006 0.01 7 + 0.005 

0.015 + 0.015 
O.D15 + 0.015 
0.03 + 0.02 
0.08 + 0.02 
0.1 + 0.03 

0.02 +0.03 
0.02 + 0.03 
0.05+0.03 
0.20 + 0.03 

0.2 + 0.2 
0.2 + 0.2 
0.3 + 0.2 
0.3 + 0.2 

1 OOOV 1 mV 1000.000 0.08 + 0.01 0.035 + 0.007 

Limits of error 
1Year,2 Years, Te± 5°C, ±[ppm rdg +ppm ts] 
Range Full Scale 1 O to 40Hz 40Hz to 1 OkHz 10kto30kHz 
0.1 v 0.140 000 0.06 + 0.006 0.015 + 0.005 0.02 +0.02 

0.02 + 0.02 
0.04+ 0.03 
0.1 + 0.03 
0.15 + 0.04 

1V 1.400 000 0.06 + 0.006 O.Q15 + 0.005 
1 ov 14.000 00 0.06 + 0.006 0.022 + 0.005 
1 DOV 140.000 0 0.07 + 0.006 0.027 + 0.005 
1 OOOV 1000.000 0.09 + O.D1 0.045 + 0.007 

Scale length, integration time, tracking speed 
Digits Display Integration Speed 
8X9 6112 51.2S 1/51.2 
7x9 6V2 3.2s 1/3.2 
6x9 5112 0.4s 2.5/s 
5x9 4V2 0.1s 10/s 
4x9 3V2 6.25ms 85/s 
3x9 3% 1.56ms 100/s 

Low Frequency Error 
below 1kHz 
5to 10Hz 
3to5Hz 
2to3Hz 
1.5to 2Hz 
DC 

Add Error 

±1 digit 
±1 digit 
±2 digits 

use- Filt. 
add 0.25% rdg 

add0.3%rdg 
add0.6%rdg 
add 1.0% rdg 
add0.1% rdg 

Input Impedance: 
Temp, Coeff. up to 1 OkHz: 
Sample settling time: 

- Filter selected: 

1MOjj150 pF 
±30 ppm rdg/°C 

20ms x (digits selected) 
400ms x (digits selected) 

Maximum Inputs 
Autorange: 
Commanded range: 0.1 , 1 V: 

10, 100, 1 OOOV: 
Maximum V x Hz: 
Crest Factor at fs: 

20 
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1kVpk 
350Vpk 

1kVpk 
107 
5:1 

30k to 1 OOkHz 

0.03+ 0.04 
0.03+ 0.04 
0.06+ 0.04 
0.21+0.04 

1 OOk to 200kHz 

0.2 + 0.2 
0.2 + 0.2 
0.3 + 0.2 
0.3 + 0.2 

1 + 1 
1 + 1 
1+1 

200kto 1MHz 

1 + 1 
1+1 
1 + 1 

I. ff 



FUNCTIONS 
Modes: 

Ranging: 
Scale length: 

Additional: 

Programs: 

Vdc, \'ac, Vac +de, Filter (ac), Ohms, 
True Ohms, Ratio 
:\uto or manual 
7081 : 31/z*, 41/z*, 51/z, 61/z, 7 'lz, 81/z 
*through remote control. 
Local, Null, Null On, SRQ, Self Test, 
I listory forward, Historv re\'erse, 
Cmnp~te On/Off, Compute History, 
I listory clear, I lclp, clear results. 
Ratio 8 subsets 
Digital Filter 3 subsets 
Scale and offset 
Statistics 
Limits 
Time, real or elapsed 

6 subsets 
8 subsets 

History File: 1500 readings numeric only 
500 Readings with time, channel mode, 
History number recircultating or fixed 
Selectable dump facility 

SYSTEMS USE 
The following interfaces arc provided as standard. 
IEEE 488 (1978) 
Provides full talker/listener facilities and remote control of all 
functions. 
Subset: SHI, AHi, TS, TEO, L3, LEO, El, SRI, RLI, DC!, 
CO, DTI, PP! 
RS232C 
Provides full remote control of all functions. 
Speed, user selectable: 110 to 9600 bits/s 
Scanner 
Interface provided for Minate (7010) 
Channels: 16 to 128 
Pull in and drop out delays: 
Additional control lines 
External Sample: 
Sample complete: 
Out of limit High: 
Out of limit Low: 

SYSTEMS LANGUAGE 

programmable 

contact closure 
TTL level 

open collector 40mA 
open collector 40mA 

The 7081 is programmed by use of El'\GLISH words. These 
may be of a full or shortened form, and conform to 
recommended practices set out in 1981 draft 'Code and format 
conventions for use with IEEE standard 488 ( 1978)'. 
A 'HELP' facility is available for case of programming. 

1.12 

INTERFERENCE REJECTION 
Normal Mode Rejection, de measurement. 
81/2 to 51/z digits at 50(60) or 400! lz, ± 3% 
Effective Common Mode Rejection 

>70dB 

With lkil imbalance. 
DC measurement 
81/2 to 5 1/z digits, at 50(60)Ilz, ± 3%: 
81/2 to 51/z digits, at 400! lz ± 3%: 

>140dB 
>IZOdB 

AC measurement 
Rejection of 50/60!-lz ± 3%: 
Maximum permitted common mode: 

>40dB 
500\' de or pk 

GENERAL 
Power Supply 
Voltage: 
Frequency, automatic sensing: 

Consumption: 
Safety 

100/120/220/240\" + lsrlr -10% 
48 to 52llz, 

57 to 6Jllz, 384 to 41611z 
40\" . .\ 

Designed in accordance with IEC 348, BS4743 and U,1244 
Environment 
Operating: 
Storage: 
Relati\·e Humidity 
Dimensions 
Height: 
Width: 
Depth: 
\II/eight: 

0°C to +45°C 
- Z0°C to + 70°C 

900(- at 40°C (non condensing) 

88mm ( 3 .Sins) 
432mm (I /ins) 

41 <Jmm ( 16.Sins) 
8.25kg ( l 91bs) 
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2.2 

1 Voltage Selection 

The 7081 is fitted with a multi-purpose mains input unit on the rear panel which contains the 
mains input socket, fuses, voltage selector and filter. Before applying mains power, ensure 
that the voltage selector is correctly set; IOOV, 120V, 200V, or 240V will appear in the small 
aperture. 

The voltage selector must be set as follows: 

lOOV for 90V to l 15V ac input 
120V for 1 IOV to 135V ac input 
200V for l 90V to 215V ac input 
240V for 230V to 255V ac input 

To change the selector: 

1. Remove the mains plug from the input socket. 
2. Lift the hinged flap. 
3. Turn the voltage selector roller block so that the desired voltage shows through the 

aperture. 
4. Check fuses as described below. 
5. Close flap. 

2 Fuses 

There are two fuses mounted below the voltage selector. Both LINE and NEUTRAL are 
fused with the following fuse values depending upon the voltage selected: 

100 and 120V 
200and 240V 

400mA slo-blo 
200mA slo-blo 

To change the fuses, press the arrow in the direction indicated and pull the fuse out. 
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3 Warm-up Procedure After Prolonged Low-Temperature Storage 

For optimum calibration performance the instrument should normally be warmed up for 
24·hours in a stable thermal environment. However, if it has been stored below 5°C for long 
(e.g. during initial shipment or outside in cold weather), use the following special warm-up 
procedure: 

l. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Vnpack the instrument, but leave the middle box located within the outer box by the 
foam 'corners' (Fig. 2.1) 

Set aside the inner box, expanded polystyrene packings, and thermal inertia bottles. 
These are not used in this procedure 

Connect a mains lead, and stand the instrument directly inside the middle box 

Plug in the mains lead, switch on the instrument, and close both middle and outer box 
covers to form an 'oven' enclosure 

Leave to stand for 24 hours in this high temperature (-35°C) environment 

Remove the instrument, place in a stable room temperature environment. and allow to 
stand powered up a further 24 hours. 

The instrument is now ready for accurate use. 

Middle box 

Inner box 

Outer box 

Expanded 
polystyrene 

packings Foam 'corners· 

Thermal 
inertia 
bottles 

Rg 2. 1 Instrument packaged for shipment (side l'iew) 
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4 Rack Mounting 

The 7081 can be rack mounted in two ways: either by using fixed rails in the rack to 
support the underside of the case, or by using telescopic slides to support the 7081 and 
allow easy withdrawal for servicing. 

With either method, the pair of rack mounting brackets included in the accessory kit is 
substituted for the finisher trims on the 7081. Screws inserted through the brackets and 
into the rack keep the unit in place. 

Note 1: The rack mounting brackets must be used only to prevent the 7081 sliding out of 
the rack. They are not designed to support the whole weight of the instrument. 

Note 2: When the 7081 is rack mounted on telescopic slides, ensure that the rack will not 
tip over when the sides are fully extended. 

4.1 Telescopic Slide Mounting Kit 70759 

This slide mounting kit is available from Solartron as an optional accessory, and 
contains: 

a. 1 telescopic slide kit, plus fixings 
b. 12 screws, M4x6 panhead, to fix slide inner members to the mounting bars 
c. I 2 washers, M4 crinkle 
d. 2 screws, M6 satin chrome, to fix front panel to rack 
e. 2 washers, M6 plain 
f. 2 caged nuts, 116, to fix front panel to rack 

The kit is suitable only for 30 inch deep IMHOF IMRAK Series 80 or dimensionally 
similar cabinets. 

4.2 Rack Dimensions 

The internal rack dimensions required for fitting the 7081 are: 

610mm (24ins) deep x 485mm (19 ins) wide for fixed rail mounting, and 

760mm (30 ins) deep x 485mm (19 ins) wide for telescopic slide mounting. 
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4.3 Fitting the Telescopic Slide Mounting Kit 

~.3.1 Remove the following items from the unit. :is shown in Fig. 2.1: 

a. Finisher Trim <two offi 
Keep the four ~4::<16 panhead screws and ~4 crinkle washers for securing the rack 
brackets. 

b. Handle and Handle Trim 

c. SideTrim 
Located on the opposite side to the handle, it is normally secured by a pip on the 
finisher trim, and slides out backwards. 

d. Feet (four om a~d Tilt Bar 
The tilt bar is secured by the two front feet. 

0 

8' 'o 

, , ]F!msher trim 
... ... 

.... ·-~ 

r.it bar·, 
... 

Foot 
0 

• • 

Fig. 2.1 Remvrnl oicrims. handle.ieet and tilt bar 
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4.3.2 

a. 

Fit the following items to the unit, as shown in Fig. 2.2: 

Rack Mounting Brackets (two) 
Fit rack mounting brackets in place of the finisher trim, using the same fixings. 

The brackets. may be fitted as illustrated, or with their flanges facing the rear of the 
7081, which causes the unit to stand out further in the rack, allowing use of racks 
too shallow for normal mounting. 

b. Slide Mounting Bar 
The slide mounting bar and fittings are provided with the 7081 accessories. Screw 
the bar to the chassis in the former position of the handle, using the four M4xl2 
countersunk screws provided. The bar fits correctly only one way round, with 
threaded holes nearest the front. 

The corresponding mounting bar on the left-hand side of the unit is supplied 
already fitted behind the side trim: it is slightly narrower than the right-hand bar. 

'· 

Fig. 2.2 Fitting mounting brackets and telescopic slide inner members 
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4.3.3 

c. Telescopic Slide Inner Members (two) 
The telescopic slides are supplied with inner and outer members slotted together. 
Slide out the inner member as shown in Fig. 2.3, depressing the locking catch at the 
half way point. 

Locking catch 

Fig. 2.3 Separating the inner and outer slide members, prior to fixing 

Screw the slide inner members to the mounting bars, using the 12 M4 x 6 panhead 
screws supplied, 6 each side. 

Fit the following items to the telescopic slide outer members, as shown in Figs. 2.4 and 
2.5: 

a. Adjustable Rear Brackets <two I 
Fit one rear bracket to each outer member, but do not fully tighten the screws until 
the 7081 is fitted into the rack !Section 4.3.6). 

8-32 UNC x S/16 pan head 

screws and crinkle washers 

rear bracket 

(~~__-Nut plate 
' Q 

3- ·, 

' ' 
' 

Fig. 2.4 Fitting a rear bracket 
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b. Fixed Front Brackets together with Support Brackets (two of each). 

~ 

Support l 
Bracket~~ 

~@ 
~ M4 nuts and 

crinkle washers 

l~•---Fixed front bracket 

Fig. 2.5 Fitting a front bracket and support bracket 

4.3.4 Fit the M6 caged nuts for outer slide member and rack slide member and rack mounting 
bracket fixing into the rack, in the positions shown in Fig. 2.6 Hovv· to insert and remove 
caged nuts is shown in the figure detail. 

0 
0 

0 
0 

Slide 
1-----member------l 

fixings 

0 
0 
m 
El 
0 
El 

Rack bra.cket fixing 
(right hand side) 

·B·-·- -·-·1SECTION 
0 'f 'A' .,.-------L--1 

CAGED NUT INSERTION: CAGED NUT 

REMOVAL: 

~~ 
SECTION 

'A' 

~DZUS DP-134-9 

Fig. 2.6 Caged nut insertion in I mrak Series 80 (and similar) cabinets 
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4.3.5 Fit the Outer Slide Members (two) to the raek as shown in Fig. 2.7 

Note that the tapped holes in the nut plate are positioned off-centre in order to provide 
maximum lateral adjustment. Fit the plates, as shown, with the holes offset towards the 
rack exterior. 

Fitting one end of an outer member is made easier if the other end is supported, by 
hooking the bracket at the other end over an MS screw pushed into the top caged nut. 

Tighten the M5 screws securing each member until it is held moderately firmly in the 
rack, approximately in the centre of its travel. The members must, however, be free 
enough to take up any adjustment when the 7081 is first fitted into the rack. 

Special MS x 10 
Ch. HD. screws 

Outer slide ----..JI 
member 

Nut plate 

/ 
I 

' ' 

, 
/ 

/ 

\ 
I 
I 

G--

Fig. 2. 7 Fitting the outer slide members into the rack 
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4.3.6 Finally, fit the 7081 into the rack, as follows: 

a. Offer the 7081 up to the rack and feed the inner telescopic slide members into the 
outer members, pushing the unit into the rack until the locking catches engage and 
lock. 

b. Depress both catches and push the unit fully into the rack, ensuring that no cables 
are trapped. 

c. Tighten the screws on the outer slide members in the following order: 

1. the M5 screws securing the rear bracket to the rack, 

2. the .\15 screws securing the front bracket to the rack, 

3. the 8-32 UNC screws securing the rear bracket to the outer slide member. 
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3.2 

This chapter is intended to familiarise the user with those voltmeter controls and displays which are 
associated with its operation as a bench instrument. 

Some controls have additional functions. for processing. Also some displays are only concerned 
with the remote control of7081. Although mentioned here for continuity, more detailed 
information on remote control can be found in Part 2 of the manual. 

1 The Voltmeter Controls 

All of the voltmeter controls. with the exception of the mains ON/OFF switch. RS232 Baud 
rate switches and the GP-IB selector switches, are located on the unit front panel. 
An audible tone accompanies each control selection; a short tone for a valid selection and a 
long tone for an invalid selection. An invalid signal results, if. for example. the NULL 
control is selected with the voltmeter set to measure an ac function as nulling is a de 
facility. Similarly, a long tone resulting from a keyboard selection (other than by pressing 
local) indicates that the voltmeter may be under REMOTE control. 

2 Front Panel Controls 

The front panel controls are used to select the following unit operations: 

1. Measurement 
2. Ranging 
3. Scale length 
4. Trigger 
5. Special functions 
6. Input select 

~ 1081 PRECISION VOLTMETER 

1·23'-156189 VIJ[ - SRQ 

_ ..... 
-cCM'npu1e 

]
-.. ·~ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Fig 3. 1 Front Panel 

2.1 Measurement 

V= DC Volts 
Measures the average de input over the selected integration time. 

V-AC Volts 
Measures the true rms of the ac component of the input over the selected integration time. 

V- +=AC+ DC Volts 
Measures the true rms of the total ( ac + de) input over the selected integration time. i.e . 
.Jrvac2 + Vdc2). 

-FILT 
Selects ac filter. This control can only be used in conjunction with the V- + =and V
controls and should be selected for full accuracv below I kHz. 
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!1 Resistance 
Measures the average resistance over the selected integration time. 

True fl 
Measures the resistance eliminating any spurious emfs. 

RATIO 
Measures the ratio of the unknown input against a reference. (For further details refer to 
Chapter 4.) The default setting is main/reference. 

2.2 Ranging 

AUTO 
Selects automatic ranging. The unit will select the required range for each measurement 
taken. Deselection causes the existing range to be held. 

A 
Ranges down to a more sensitive range. The unit is therefore set to a specific range. 

'Y 
Ranges up to a less sensitive range. The unit is therefore set to a specific range. 

2.3 Scale Length 

Control Example Outputs Approximate Integration 
Maximum Output Time 

5x9 0.54833, 2.5491 1.40000 O.ls 
6x9 0.548488, 2.54883 1.400000 0.4s 
7x9 0.5485005, 2.548854 1.4000000 3.2s 
8x9 0.54850758, 2.5488129 1.40000000 51.2s 

2.4 Trigger 

TRACK 
Causes continuously updated· measurements. Press again to stop measurements. 

SAMPLE 
Causes a single measurement. 

2.5 Special Functions 

-HIST 
Recalls the last displayed reading. Press again to recall the last but one reading and so on. 
Up to 1500 readings may be recalled, if the file is set to compressed, or 500 readings. if the 
file is set to expanded format. 

HIST-
Operates as -HIST but recalls the readings in reverse order, i.e. starting from the first 
reading in the file. 

Note: Holding either of the above two controls ON scrolls through the stored values until 
the control is released at the required value. This facility provides fast access to records. 

NULL 
Commands the unit to NULL on any selected de or ohms range. If the AUTO control is in 
use, all ranges for the chosen measurement function are nulled. 
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3.4 

NULL ON 
Disables/re-enables a NULL. This control can be used to provide a comparison check on 
previously nulled ranges. If NULL is in use, the NULL ON annunciator is illuminated. 

Note: The unit remembers any nulled range. It is not therefore necessary to re-null after 
returning from another function. 

DIGFILT 
Provides digital filtering of the measurements. (For further details, refer to Chapter 4.) 
The default setting is Walking Window averaging with a sample size of 10. 

memory 
Places the last displayed numeric value into a specific single slot memory location. The 
value can be accessed directly and used during program set-up, e.g. as the value Nin Ratio. 
To place a display in the memory or to recall a result from the memory, press the memory 
control. A result will remain in the memory until over-written or until the 7081 is initialised. 

initialise 
Returns the unit to the initialised state, i.e. vdc, autorange, 6 x 9, local, with all programs 
off. The Ratio and Digital Filter programs adopt their default settings and both interfaces 
and the nulling facility are disabled. 

self test 
Initiates a s_equence of tests on the voltmeter internal measuring circuits using known 
inputs. Checks the ohms drive generator, ac amplifier, de input amplifier and a-to-d 
converter. A fail display, e.g. FAIL, TEST OV, appears if a circuit is faulty. Self test 
stops at a failure, or displays *PASS* if successful. 

program 
Causes the program status to be displayed and introduces the keyboard shifted level for 
program selection. and ~efinition. After program definition the control must be pressed 
again to activate the program. (See Shifted Leve_! Controls). 

compute 
Enables already defined programs to be turned on or off without the need to clear them 
from the memory. 

Note: If compute is pressed to turn the programs off, the RATIO and DIG FILT 
annunciators may remain on. Under these circumstances, the results will not be processed 
by these two programs as the compute control overrides the other controls. 

SRQ 
Permits the user to generate a service request. This control can be used, for example, to 
indicate to the controller that some local operation has been carried out and that control 
can now be returned to the controller. Local use of SRQ (usually an automatic voltmeter 
function) must be enabled via remote control. 

local 
Returns the voltmeter to local control (from remote), provided that Local Lockout has not 
been enabled from the controller. 
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2.6 Input Select ( 
FRONT .... 

0 
--REAR 

) 
INPUT 

Input pins have the following 
signal assignment: 

1. Guard 
2. Lo 
3. n source Lo 
4. Hi 
5. n source Hi 

Lo - Guard 200V max '.>-'U .O ~ '! .r 
Hi- Lo 1 OOOV max :J <>-

GUARD- EARTH SOOV v-.\ t..'I'" 

~ 35io_o5t;Jo/prr-oso30 ........._/ 
Selects inputs to be routed either via the front panel contlzl§r (push button out) or the rear tr, I?_-

1 f 
panel connector (push button in). _ .S ....,.,,._, _. 

kM&i ' V\~ 

3 Shifted Level Controls 

For processing, some of the front panel controls lose their face value meanings and assume 
different functions. These second, or shifted-level, functions become available after the 
program key has been pressed. Programs, which may be used individually or combined, 
can be selected from the following using the adjacent controls: 

ratio dig filt scale stats limits time 

After selection, programs may be entered then defined. 

For program definition, the numeric, the •/EXP and the+/- controls are used. Pressing 
the above (from left to right) will either select the required program option or enable any 
numeric value plus sign and exponent to be selected as the constant in a program. The 
invalid tone will advise when no further options are available for the chosen program. 

The remaining shifted-level controls are: 

ENTER 
Enters program(s), options and constants into memory prior to program execution. 

CLEAR 
Clears either one program or all programs in preparation for a new program definition or 
run. This control also clears the program constants. 

RECALL 
Recalls processed results to the display. Applies to Stats, Limits and, in one case only, to 
Digital Filter programs. 

CLR HIST 
Clears the contents of the history file. 

COMP HIST 
Passes the contents of the history file through any activated programs in the chaining order. 

CLRRSLTS 
Clears any processed results from the program memory. 

HELP 
Displays the program options available. Refer to Chapter 4 for a list of the messages 
displayed. 
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4 Rear Panel Controls 

The rear panel controls have the following functions: 

MAINS ON/OFF 
When ON, applies mains power to the unit, initiates a power-up test sequence and causes 
trickle. charge of the RAM back-up batteries. 

GP-IB Interface Selectors 
Only applicable when the unit is under remote control via the GP-IB interface. (See Part 2). 

5 Displays 

When under local control, the voltmeter conveys visual information to the user via the front 
panel annunciators and the main 14-segment display windows. The audible tone. with its 
valid or invalid "beep", complements the above two facilities. 

5.1 Annunciators 

When lit, the push button annunciators indicate some active state, e.g. the fl annunciator 
indicates that the voltmeter is primed to measure resistance. 

The HIST (history file) and range (.A and T) controls require no annunciation since a 
change is clearly visible on the main display as it is occurring. 

The two nulling controls (NULL and NULL ON) have only one annunciator. When 
NULL is pressed, the NULL ON annunciator lights after the nulling sequence is 
completed. Thereafter, NULL ON acts as a switch to either remove the null offset (light 
off) or to activate it (light on). 

The program control has two distinct functions: 

1. To introduce shifted-level controls for program selection. 

2. To return from programming to ordinary measurement mode. 

Executing operation 2 above will cause the 'compute' annunciator to light indicating that 
programs are defined for use. 

Two other annunciators on the front panel are associated only with remote control and have 
the following functions when lit: 

TALK - indicates that the voltmeter is primed to send, or is sending data via the GP-IB 
interface. 

LISTEN - indicates that the voltmeter is primed to receive or is receiving data via the 
GP-IB interface. 

It is possible for the two remaining annunciators. 'SRO' and 'local' to be activated either by 
front panel operation or by remote control. 

The reasons why a service request (SRO) is raised are varied but, usually, SRO is raised 
automatically as a result of some action (or inaction) over the interface. It is possible for 
the user to raise an SRO by pressing the SRO control. 

When the 'local' annunciator is lit, the voltmeter may be controlled fully via the front panel; 
otherwise ('local' annunciator out) only remote control is possible. Under certain 
conditions. local control may be re-asserted by pressing local. 
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5.2 Display 

A 20-character, alpha-numeric display is used to indicate measurement values, program 
results and messages. A fixed minus sign appears in the left-hand window if the display 
quantity is negative. 

Table 3.1 lists the 7081 display messages that may appear when the unit is being operated 
via the front panel. 

Table 3.1 Local Afessages 

Message Reason for display 

WAlT@F 

*RESUMED* 

*INITIALISED* 

MAINS FAULT 
DUMP FAIL 
NVMFAIL 
CAL INCOMPLETE 

*PASS* 

FAIL, TEST OVDC 
FAIL, TEST lOVDC 
FAIL, TEST OHMS 
FAIL, TEST AC 

COMPLETE 

NULL TOO HIGH 

NULLINGn 

*ARMED* 

*READY* 

COMPUTING 

INSUFFICIENT 
HISTORY 

NO PROGRAMS ON 

Appears during 7081 power-up or initialise sequence. 
If message remains displayed, a fault exists. 

7081 has been successfully powered-up. 

7081 has been initialised either by power-up or by pressing 
the initialise control. 

}A fault has occuced at powec-up. 

Self test has been successful. 

} 7081 has 1a;1ed pact of the self test. 

Nulling or history compute successfully completed. 

Nulling unsuccessful. 

Nulling of range n in operation. 

Time program ready for use. 

Program(s) ready for use. 

History compute in operation. 

Not enough history in the file to complete a history 
compute operation. 

There are no programs enabled and, therefore, history 
compute has no meaning. 

Note: A full list of the responses displayed when the HELP control is pressed is given in 
Chapter 4. 
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5.3 Overload Indications 

An overload condition is indicated by a flashing display. Usually this occurs when the value 
at the voltmeter's input terminals becomes too large for a given selected range. Selecting a 
higher (less sensitive) range, or changing to Autorange, will cause a normal display to 
return as the instrument automatically protects itself up to the specified maximum input, 
i.e. 350V if range is fixed on 0.1, 1 or lOV. 

Overload may be indicated even when a measurement has not been requested, since the 
a-to-d converter is always assessing the input. 
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4.2 

This chapter covers the basic operation techniques for the unit including program initiation and use. 

1 Power-Up 

When the voltmeter is switched ON, a power-up test sequence automatically commences. 

This checks the voltmeter's two microprocessors and also its battery back-up (for internal 

calibration memory (RAM)). 

The full sequence should conclude with the display: 

RESUMED 

indicating that the test sequence has been concluded satisfactorily and that the voltmeter 

may resume normal operation, i.e. any program constants or history file contents entered 

before the unit was switched off are retained in the memory. 

During the test sequence, the display: 

WAIT@F 

should appear momentarily then clear. A failure to clear indicates that the "floating" 

microprocessor (hence "F") has failed to come out of the reset condition and thus a fault 

exists. The microprocessor is said to be "floating" because the supply voltages to that side 

of the unit are tied to the input and therefore subject to some variation. 

If, instead of RESUMED, the following appears in the display: 

INITIALISED 

battery back-up has been unsatisfactory, i.e. the unit has been switched off for too long to 

retain any history file contents, programs etc. 

If 

DISPLAY OFF 

appears, the display has been turned off via remote control. In order to receive any results, 

messages, etc. via the front panel, the 7081 must be initialised by pressing the front panel 

initialise control or the display must be turned on again using a remote control device. 

If the unit has a fault, one of the following messages may appear in the display after 

WAIT@F: 

MAINS FAULT, DUMP FAIL, NVM FAIL, CAL INCOMPLETE 

The first of these messages indicates that the "floating" microprocessor has been unable to 

identify the mains frequency. The second, third and fourth messages relate to the 

calibration constants as described in the following section. 

Once the power-up sequence is complete, the unit adopts the volts de, auto range, 6 x 9 

mode. 
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2 Calibration Transfer 

The calibration constants are stored in a Non-Volatile Memory (NVM) situated on the 
"floating" side of the voltmeter. There are two identical pages of constants in the NVM so 
that, if a fault occurs on one page, the other can still be used. 

At power-up or initialise, the calibration constants are transferred from the NVM into 
battery-backed RAM on the "earthy" side. This transfer is performed to reduce the access 
required to the NVM and hence decrease the possibility of corruption of the constants. 
When the constants are read out of the NVM, a checksum character is computed and 
compared to the character in the NVM. Each page has its own checksum and, if the page is 
correct, the result of the comparison will be zero. The NVM checksum has an offset value 
so that it can distinguish between a valid result and an "all zeros" result produced when the 
page is empty. 

If page one of the NVM is incorrect, page two is checked and the message NVM FAIL 
displayed. If page two is incorrect, it will still be transferred to the RAM. The 
microprocessor checks that the RAM has been given the correct number of constants 
and, if there is an error, DUMP FAIL is displayed. If any of the constants are incorrect, 
the microprocessor substitutes the default values and the message CAL INCOMPLETE 
is displayed. 

The voltmeter can still be used, if any of these calibration messages appear, but 
recalibration is required for precision work. 

3 Self Test 

A unit self test can be initiated by pressing the self test control. During the self test, the 
voltmeter internal measuring circuits are checked using known inputs. The test sequence is 
as follows: 

1. Press self test. 

2. Observe the following displays: 

TESTOV 
TESTIOV 
TEST OHMS 
TESTVAC 

3. The sequence is completed with: 

* * * * * PASS * * * * * 
if all the circuits are functioning correctly. 

In the event ofa failure, one of the displays listed below will appear. 

FAIL, TESTOV- indicates a failure in the OV circuitry. 

FAIL, TEST IOV- indicates a failure in the de measurement circuitry. 

FAIL, TEST OHMS - indicates a failure in the circuitry used to measure resistance. 

FAIL, TEST VAC- indicates a failure in the ac measurement circuitry. 

All self testing stops at a failure. 

If the voltmeter fails the OV or JOY test, it should not be used but, if it fails the ohms or ac 
test, it can be used, if absolutely necessary, for de measurement only. 
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4 Operation 

Normal measurement flow is presented in Figure 4.1 

RS232 

GPIB 

COMMAND 
INTERPRETER 
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If the unit is to be used, via the front panel, to take individual measurements, the following 
procedures should be used. 

1. Once the unit has been powered-up and a power-up test completed, press the relevant 
measurement control, e.g. V=, V- etc. (It is not necessary to press the de 
control (V=), if the unit is in the powered-up or initialised state). 

2. Select the required scale length, i.e. 5, 6, 7 or 8 x 9. 

3. Select manual range, if required, using the .A or T controls. 

4. Connect the test source to either the front or rear panel connector, ensuring that the 
Input Select switch is in the correct position, i.e. Out for front panel connector, In for 
rear panel connector. 

5. Press SAMPLE for each reading required or select TRACK for repetitive readings. 

For any measurement function the user may select Digital Filter. 

Before generating a new command into the system, the front panel keyboard checks on the 
pressure of work and amount of pending inputs, returning an invalid tone if conditions are 
unsatisfactory, e.g. if repeated samples are requested on 6 x 9 or higher, the 7081 cannot 
generate results as fast as they are requested and a backlog of trigger commands builds up 
until, eventually, the invalid tone is heard. 

Under certain conditions, controls are rendered invalid to prevent potential confusion, e.g. 

1. When measuring under clock control, most of the controls are disabled. This is because 
new measurement setting commands cannot be actioned until the present measurement 
command has been completed and so there would be no status display/annunciator 
feedback or change to the new setting for what could be a very long time. 
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2. When computing history, the prompting mechanism (on error or completion) requires 
that no further input is generated until the process is complete'. To ensure this, most 
controls are disabled whilst the computing process is being carried out. 

Nulling 

The NULL facility allows offsets during a measurement sequence to be removed from 
the result. For example, the resistance of test probes could affect the accuracy of a 
measurement but, by using the NULL facility, this can be allowed for. 

When the NULL control is pressed, the message: 

NULLINGn 

appears, where n =0.1, 1.0, 10, 100, 1000, 10 j 4 depending upon the range being nulled. 

Upon completion of the null sequence, the message: 

COMPLETE 

appears in the display. 

If the NULL is unsuccessful, 

NULL TOO HIGH 

appears. 

Processing 

The programs available for the 7081 are: 

Ratio 
Digital Filter 
Scale 
Statistics 
Limits 
Time 

The programs have a specific "chaining" order, i.e. result flow order. Therefore a result 
input into a program may be a result derived from a previous program as shown in Figure 
4.2. 

If programs are required in a different order to the fixed order, the COMP HIST facility 
should be used, as shown below. 

To calculate the current in a circuit for multiple values of fixed resistances: 

I. Clear the history file by pressing the CLR HIST control. 

2. Set up the Scale program for m=3, c=O and activate the program. 

3. Set the voltmeter to measure True H. 
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4. Press the SAMPLE control to measure and process the required number of results. 

5. When the measurements are completed, clear the Scale program by pressing program, 
scale, CLEAR. 

6. Set up and activate the Ratio program for N/Main with N equal to the known circuit 
voltage. 

7. Press the COMP HIST control. 

8. The results displayed will be equal to: known voltage I 3 x measured resistances. 

2 3 4 5 

R ESULT - DIGITAL - SCALE& - - LIMITS ~ RATIO STATISTICS ~ - FILTER - OFFSET - - MAX/MIN 

·~ 
6 

~ MEASUREMENT - TIME - PROGRAM 

t 
INPUT 

Fig 4.2 Program Chaining Order 

6.1 Ratio Program 

Ratio has a front panel control, which has the effect of turning the program on or off. Its 
mode of operation, however, may be changed via the program control. The modes 
available are: 

Main/reference dB, i.e. x/Ref.dB 
Reference/main dB, Ref./xdB 
Main/reference, i.e. x/Ref. 
Reference/main, i.e. Ref.Ix 
Main/N dB, i.e. x!NdB 
N/main dB, i.e. NlxdB 
Main/N, i.e. x/N 
N/main, i.e. Nix 

where xis the input value. 

'Main' refers to the input terminals (front or rear panel) and 'Reference· to the reference or 
ratio terminals (rear panel). N is a user defined constant. The default setting for the 
program is main/reference, which is adopted on initialise. 

The maximum permitted input for the reference terminals is± 14V de but, using the 
memory, the unit can be used to ratio volts ac and resistance._ 
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To ratio resistance values, for example, the following sequence could be used. 

1. Measure resistance 1 (RI) and store the result in the unit memory. 

2. Set up the Ratio program using the memory contents as the value Nin the program. 

3. Measure resistance 2 (R2) using the Ratio program. Results of R2/Rl, or Rl/R2 can be 
obtained. 

This program can also be used to enable the instrument to measure current, for example in 
a resistive circuit: 

1. Measure the resistance (R) in the circuit, using the True !l control, and store the result 
in the 7081 memory. 

2. Set up the Ratio program for Main/ N with the unit memory contents as N. 

3. Measure the voltage (V) in the circuit using the Ratio program. This will give the result 
V/R, i.e. current (I). 

Program Definition 

To access the Ratio program, press program, ratio, ENTER. 

The program mode is set by pressing one of the controls shown below followed by ENTER. 

default 

+ main dB main main dB main 
ref ref N N 

ref dB ref _!!_dB N 
main main main main 

The value for N is keyed in or obtained from memory. 

If required, define the value for N and press ENTER. 

To activate the program, press the program control. 

READY appears in the display and the compute annunciator lights. 

Readings can be taken by pressing the SAMPLE or TRACK control. 

To deactivate the program, press compute. 
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6.2 Digital Filter Program 

The Digital Filter averaging program has three modes of operation: 

Continuous averaging 
Simple averaging 
Walking window averaging 

In continuous averaging, an updated average is output for every input. 

205 210 215 

RESULTS(n) 

Fig 4.3 Continuous averaging 

220 225 

Readings can be taken using either the SAMPLE or TRACK controls, the difference being 
that the TRACK control takes measurements at fixed time intervals, whereas the SAMPLE 
control can be pressed at varying time intervals depending upon the user's requirements. If 
the TRACK control is used, the program has the capability of producing a continuously 
updated average for up to 1.37 years before the unit runs out of computing ability owing to 
the increasing size of the numbers involved. 

n measurements 

• RESULT~ + + + + t 
+ 

+ • f 
TIME 

I I ,.. 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

t t t t t t t t + t 
nSAMPLES 

Fig4.4 Simple Average of n Measurements (Sample Control Used) 
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In simple averaging, one average result is produced for each sample size (n). The sample 
size is user definable and has a maximum value of 1El8. A result does not appear on the 
display until n readings have been taken, therefore, after each reading, (as a result of 
pressing the SAMPLE control) the number of samples to go is displayed, finally replacing n 
= 1 with the result. The procedure.then repeats itself for another n readings. When using 
the TRACK control the number of samples to go is not displayed. 

n measurements ~1 

I 
• + n measurements • • • • * • • 

+ • • / • • RESULT 

• + • • • * • • 'RESULT 

TIME 

r ,, 3 4' 5 6 7 8 9 10 5 10 

TRACK 

Fig 4.5 Simple Average of n Measurements (Track Control Used) 

In walking window averaging, the sample window used to produce the average result 
consists of the last n readings where n is the user defined sample size. Therefore, once the 
sample size has been fulfilled, an average result is produced for every new input. The 
maximum sample size for this mode is 16. If a sample size> 16 is set, the program will 
default to a sample size of 16. 

I 
•1STWINDOW ~1 

I 
I i 2NDWINDOW 

I I , .. 3RDWINDOW 

l I i 

l l 
i I I • I 
I 

! • i 

I • • * * * * + • * ' 2 3 4 5 

+ 
TIME ,.. 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

-MEASUREMENTS 
WALKING WINDOW, n = 7 

Fig4.6 Walking Window Averaging 
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A result does not appear on the display until n readings have been taken. Therefore, after 
each reading taken using the SAMPLE control, the number of samples to go is displayed 
until the window is full. The result is then displayed. The sample count down does not 
appear again, as the window is always full, unless the window is reset or cleared. 

Digital Filter has a front panel control, which enables the user to directly turn the program 
on and off. The mode of operation and, if applicable, the sample size may be changed via 
the program control. The program default setting, which is adopted on initialise, is walking 
window averaging with a sample size of 10. 

Program Definition 

To access the Digital Filter program, press program, dig filt, ENTER. 

The program mode is set by pressing one of the controls shown below followed by ENTER. 

Continuous Average 

Simple Average 

Walking Window Average 

Define the sample or window size and press ENTER, if required. 

To activate the program, press the program control. 

READY appears in the display and the compute annunciator lights. 

Readings can be taken by pressing the SAMPLE or TRACK control. 

To deactivate the program, press compute. 

default 
n = 10 
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6.3 Scale Program 

The Scale program provides: 

y=mx+c 

where y is the processed result, x the input, and m and c user defined constants. 

MEASUREMENT x 

Fig 4. 7 Scale and Offset 

Both m and c may be taken from memory thus enabling a measured value (e.g. of an offset) 
to be used. 

Readings can be taken using either the SAMPLE or TRACK controls. 

Program Definition 

To access the Scale program, press program, scale, ENTER. 

Set the required value form. Press ENTER. 

Set the required value for c. Press ENTER. 

To activate the program, press the program control. 

READY appears in the display and the compute annunciator lights. 

Readings can be taken by pressing the SAMPLE or TRACK control. 

To deactivate the program, press compute. 
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6.4 Statistics Program 

The Statistics program can be used in either continuous or window mode. 

In continuous mode, the running variables are constantly updated and a result is output for 
every input. 

In window mode, the result is derived from a user defined sample size up to a maximum of 
1El8. After the result has been produced, the variables are reset and a new sample 
collected. 

Both modes may be configured to pass on any of the following outputs: 

Normal, i.e. x (reading passed on unaltered) 
Number so far, i.e. n (number of samples collected so far) 

1 n 
Average, i.e. x = - :E x· 

n • 1 I 
1= 

Variance, i.e. l ~ (X; -xl 
n i = 1 

Standard Deviation, i.e. 
1 fl 

z: (x;-x/ 
11 

i = I 

Root mean square, i.e. J 1 II 2 n z: x; 
i = 1 

All of the outputs, with the exception of 'Normal', are stored in the unit's program memory 
and can be recalled at any time during the program's life by pressing the RECALL control. 

Readings can be taken for this program using either the SAMPLE or TRACK ~ntrols. 
However, when in window mode, a number of samples are required before a result is 
produced. Therefore, a sample count down is displayed to give the user an indication of 
how many more readings are required to produce a result. 

.... l continuous ---0 

~window(n)--n-
~1---11t------~normal----------,l 

no. of samples-------,.... 0 
average -------o..._ 

OUTPUT 
RESULT . --.._.,...._ ___ _..., 

CALCULATE 

std. dev.--------~ 9 
rms----------~J 

std. dev.--------v 

rms---------~ 

Fig 4.8 Statistics Program 
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Note: The standard deviation and variance given in the Statistics program are the standard 
deviation and variance of the actual sample taken. If a predicted variance of a much larger 
sample is required, the equation: 

Variance= 
n-1 

fl 2 

~ (x; - x) 
i =I 

should be used. This can be calculated using both the Statistics and Ratio programs in the 
following way: 

l. Clear the history file by pressing the CLR HIST control. 

2. Set up the Statistics program for a variance output and activate the program. 

3. Take the required number of measurements. 

4. Clear the Statistics program by pressing program, stats, CLEAR. 

5. Set up and activate the Ratio program for Main/N with N = (n - l)/n where n is the 
sample size used in the Statistics program. 

6. Press the COMP HIST control. 

7. The reading displayed will be equal to: 

n-1 

n 2 
~ (x; - x) 

i = 1 

i.e. the variance of the total population. 

Program Definition 

To access the Statistics program, press program, stats, ENTER. 

The program mode is set by pressing one of the controls shown below followed by ENTER. 
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To define the output, press one of the controls shown beiow followed by ENTER. 

Normal 

No. of Samples 

Average 

Variance 

I 
Sltd. Deviation 

rms 

I 

GJGJQQGJQ 
nrtio cig fit scale stats limits time 

To activate the program, press the program control. 

~ ,----;-i 
~J~~ 

READY appears in the display and the compute annunciator lights. 

Readings can be taken by pressing the SAMPLE or TRACK control. 

To deactivate the program, press compute. 

Recall 

To recall the results stored in the program memory, press program, stats, RECALL. 

Press the RECALL control to scoll through the results, which are displayed in the following 
order:-

Number of samples 
Average 
Variance 
Standard Deviation 
Root Mean Square 

To return to the normal measurement mode, press program. 
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6.5 Limits Program 

This program can be used in both continuous and window mode. 

In continuous mode, the results are constantly updated and an output result is displayed for 
every input. 

In window mode, one result is produced for each sample size. The sample size is user 
definable up to a maximum of IE18. 

The output of the program may be configured to be any of the following: 

Normal, i.e. x (reading passed on unaltered) 
Number high, i.e. n> Hi limit (number above high limit) 
Number low, i.e. n< Lo limit (number below low limit) 
Number no go, i.e. Hi< n <Lo (number out of limits) 
Number go, i.e. Lo~ n ~Hi (number within limits) 
Max~ value, i.e. Max. x found 
Min. value, i.e. Min. x found 
Peak to Peak value, i.e. Max. x - Min. x 
High results, i.e. x >Hi (only high results output) 
Low results, i.e. x <Lo (only low results output) 
No Go results, i.e. Hi< x <Lo (only out of limits results output) 
Go results, i.e. Lo~ x ~Hi (only within limits results output) 

The unit stores the number of high, low, go and no go results, the max., min. and peak to 
peak values in the program memory. These results can be recalled at any time during the 
program's life by pressing the RECALL control. 

_I continuous ----0 

.... L window (n) ---n~ 
...---1.----------normal---------~ 

CALCULATE 

STORE 

~-- no. of results> Hi --~ 

no. of results< Lo ~ ""
~-- no. of results No Go ~b 

--- no. of results Go ~O OUTPUT 
---- max. value RESULT 

~;:::------- min. value -0 

~-- ~=l~:t::ak~value ---::53 
~-- value< Lo ___/ /, 
~-- value No Go 

~-- value Go -----~ 

~-- no. of results> Hi ---

no. of results< Lo ?\ 
...---- no. of results No Go ~ 

K:"----- no. of results Go -0 RECALL 91 
~--max.----------< , 

min. - ~ 
'---- peak to peak value ~ 

Fig 4.9 Limits Program 

Measurements for the Limits program can be taken using either the SAMPLE or TRACK 
controls. However, if the program is configured for window mode, several measurements 
are required before an output is displayed. In this instance, a sample count down is 
displayed, in response to the SAMPLE control, which finally replaces fl= l with the result. 
The process then repeats itself for another fl measurements 
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Program Definition 

To access the Limits program, press program, limits, ENTER. 

The program mode is set by pressing one of the controls shown below followed by ENTER. 

Continuous Sampling 

Window Sampling 

I 
( V= o) GJ [v~+~] [ WICT

3

) GJ [True;) [ RATI0

6 

)( AUT0

7

) - ...... ..... 

Enter the sample size, high and low limits, if required. 

To define the output, press one of the controls shown below followed by ENTER. 

NORMAL 
OUTPUT 

I 

THE NUMBER OF RESULTS 

> Hi < Lo No-Go Go 
Max Min 

THE VALUE OF THE RESULTS 

p-p >Hi <Lo No-Go 

GJGJQG;:JGJQG;JG;JOO ~· ; ·...._ ____ _,; .... dglit 0" 

Results equal to Hi or Lo Limit are treated as in limit (Go). 

To activate the program, press the program control. 

READY appears in the display and the compute annunciator lights. 

Readings can be taken by pressing the SAMPLE or TRACK control. 

To deactivate the program, press compute. 

Recall 

To recall the results stored in the program memory, press program, limits, RECALL. 

Press the RECALL control to scroll through the results, which are displayed in the 
following order:-

Number of results> Hi 
Number of results< Lo 
Number of results No Go 
Number of results Go 
Maximum value 
Minimum value 
Peak to peak value 

To return to the normal measurement mode, press program. 

Go 

I 
( 6 .~'-] 

0.4s 
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6.6 Time program 

The Time program is a measurement control function and not a processing function. Its 
main object is to enable the unit to take automatic measurements under clock control. 
The compute annunciator does not light when the Time program is in use. 

Two modes are available for the program: 

Real Time 
Elapsed Time 

When in the real time mode, the begin and end times for the program must be set to a time 
of day, e.g. BEGIN 11,55,31.6,01, END 11,58,31.6,01. 

In the elapsed time mode, the begin time indicates the time between the moment the user 
presses the SAMPLE control and the moment the voltmeter makes the first measurement. 
The end time indicates the period over which the unit will continue to take measurements. 

In both modes, the interval time denotes the time between individual measurements 

ACTIVATE 

REAL 
TIME 

MEASUREMENTS 

BEGIN 
INTERVAL 
END 

10,30,00.0,00 
00,00,30.0,00 
17, 15,00.0,00 

l S~P~~y 
- - - ...... ..__ _ _... ____ . __ _.. ... _ - - - - - - - - ... 

I I INTERVAL 
~ 30s 

BEGIN 
10.30H 

ACTIVATE 
SAMPLE KEY 

ELAPSED TIME 

MEASUREMENTS 

BEGIN 
INTERVAL 
END 

00, 10,00.0,00 
00,00, 15.0,00 
02, 10,00.0,00 

---• • . . ... - - - - - --•---•....._ ..... __ __.. •. 
0 BEGIN 

10m 

I I INTERVAL 
~ 15s 

Fig 4. 10 Time Program 

END 
2h10m 

• • 
END 

17.15h 

The values should be entered in hours, minutes, seconds, tenths of seconds and elapsed 
days format. 

The TRACK control cannot be used with this program. 
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Program Definition 

To access the Time program, press program, time, ENTER. 

The program mode is set by pressing one of the controls shown below followed by ENTER. 

Real 

Elapsed 

Define the values for the begin, interval, end and time of day. Follow each time setting by 
pressing the ENTER control. 

To activate the program, press the program control. 

ARMED appears in the display. 

Press the SAMPLE control to begin measurements. 

Time of Day 

It is possible to set the Time of day in 7081 using the Time program as time of day appears 
after the begin, interval and end times. Therefore, if begin, interval and end are to be 
'unchanged' but time of day is to be altered, the following procedure should be adopted: 

I. Press program, time, ENTER. 

2. Press the v=control, to denote real time, followed by ENTER. 

3. Press ENTER three times. 

4. Define the time of day required in hours, minutes format, e.g. 11, 15, followed by 
pressing the ENTER control. 

5. To activate the setting, press the program control. 
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7 HELP Control 

The HELP control can be used at any time during program definition to display the options 
available. Refer to Table 4.1 for a list of the messages displayed. 

Table4.1 Help Messages 

Display Message Occurence/Use Definition 

Select 0 ~s EN RE PRO HELP control pressed . . Press control 0 to 5, ENTER, 
immediately after program RECALL or program 
control 

o~ RECALL+ To set Limits window, high Press controls 0 to 9, •I 
MEMORY or low, Scale corm, Ratio N, EXP,+/-, ENTER, 

Digital Filter window or CLEAR, RECALL or 
Statistics window memory 

o~9ENT To set Time Begin, Interval Press controls 0 to 9, followed 
HH,MM,SS-T,DD or End by ENTER, in hours, minutes, 

seconds, tenths of seconds, 
days format 

0 ~9 ENTER HH, MM To set Time now Press controls 0 to 9, followed 
by ENTER, in hours, minutes 
format 

SELECTO ~+I- ENTER To set Limits output Press control 0 to 9, •/EXP or 
+/-followed by ENTER 

SELECT 0 ~s ENTER To set Statistics output Press control 0 to 5, followed by 
ENTER 

SELECT 0 ~ 7 ENTER To set Ratio mode Press control 0 to 7, followed by 
ENTER 

SELECT 0 ~2 ENTER To set Digital Filter mode Press control 0 to 2, followed by 
ENTER 

SELECT 0 ~ 1 ENTER To set Statistics, Limits or Press control 0 to 1, followed by 
Time mode ENTER 

RECALL PROGRAM After results displayed Press RECALL to access next 
result or program to exit from 
results sequence. 
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4.20 

8 Clearing Programs 

Once the programs have been set up, they can be turned on or off, as required, by pressing 
the compute control. Also, any results stored in the program memory can be cleared by 
pressing program followed by the CLR RSLTS control. The programs remain unaffected. 

If all the defined programs are no longer required, they can be cleared by pressing program 
and then CLEAR. To clear individual programs, for example the Ratio program, press 
program, ratio, CLEAR. Any other defined programs will remain intact. 

9 Computing History 

The contents of the history file can be passed through any of the programs by setting up the 
programs required and then pressing the COMP HIST control. For example, in order to 
ratio a number of results against a constant the following procedure could be adopted: 

1. Clear the history file by pressing the CLR HIST control. 

2. Set up the voltmeter to measure, for example, volts de, 7 x 9, auto and press the 
SAMPLE control to measure the required number of inputs. 

3. Set up the Ratio program for Main/N and activate the program, ensuring that the 
required value for N is entered 

4. Press the COMP HIST control. 

5. The results displayed will be equal to: measured voltages/constant(N) 

The processed results are placed in the history file. 
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Appendix 1 
Operating System Error Messages 

The following messages should never be seen as they indicate an internal fault: @ F, REL 
S, REL M, RELL, REL U, GET U,@S,@W,@ P. If one does appear (the unit may be 
under either local or remote control), the following procedure should be adherred to: 

1. Power-off the 7081. 

2. Power-on and press the initialise control. 

3. If the fault persists, power-off and hold the initialise control depressed whilst 
powering-on. 

4. If this also fails to clear the fault, contact Solartron giving details of the error message 
and the exact circumstances of its occurrence. 
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Accessories, 2 Terminal Input Lead, 1.5 
Accessories, 3 Terminal Input Lead, 1.6 
Accessories, 5 Terminal Input Lead, 1. 7 
Accessories, General, 1.5 
Accessories, Ratio Plug, 1.6 
ARMED, 3.7 

Calibration Transfer, 4.3 
Calibration, General, 1.4 
Capabilities, 1.2 
Clear, 3.5 
Clear History, 3.5 
Clear Results, 3.5 
Clearing, Programs, 4.20 
Compute History, 3.5, 4.20 
Compute, 3.4 
Controls, Front Panel, 3.2 
Controls, Shifted Level, 3.5 

Digital Filter, General, 3.4, 4.8 
Digital Filter, Program Definition, 4.10 
DISPLAY OFF, 4.2 
Displays, Alpha-Numeric, 3.7 
Displays, Annunciators, 3.6 

Error Messages, A 1.1 

Facilities, 1.2 
Fuses, 2.2 

GPIB, 1.3 
GPIB, Interface Selectors, 3.6 

Help Messages, 4.18 
Help, 3.5 
History File, General, 1.3, 3.3 

Initialisation, 3.4 
INITIALISED, 4.2 
Input Select, 3.5 
Interfaces, General, 1.3 

Limits, General, 4.15 
Limits, Program Definition, 4.16 
Limits, Recall, 4.16 
Local Operation, 3.4 

Measurement Capabilities, 1.2 
Measurement, General, 3.2 
Memory, 1.3, 3.4 
Messages, Help, 4.18 
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7081 WITHIN A SYSTEM 

The need for a precision measurement module in a data acquisition, or other processor-controlled, 
system is readily satisfied by the 7081 voltmeter. All front-panel-selectable facilities (with the 
exception of the Input Select switch) are fully programmable. The instrument can thus be remotely 
controlled by electrical commands. An interface - the user has a choice of two international 
standards - accepts command data from, generates the control signals required by, and outputs data 
to, the external system. The output information can be simple measurements, processed 
measurement data, or data accessed from the 7081 history file. 

In a simple system, involving the use of just one other device, e.g. a keyboard terminal, the 
measurement processing and data storage/manipulation facilities of the voltmeter offer considerable 
sophistication and obviate the need for the terminal to be intelligent. On the other hand, by 
choosing 7081 for inclusion in a complex, multi-device system such as a fully automated test facility, 
the instrument's ability to manipulate data can be exploited to complement the computational 
power of the System Controller. The latter will thus be freed for other tasks, such as servicing the 
needs of other devices within the system. 

The 7081 contains two interfaces either of which can be used on its own, or a system can be 
configured which combines the facilities that they offer: 

1. A two-wire Serial Interface, conforming to the RS232/CCITT V24 standard. 

2. A bit-parallel, byte-serial Interface, conforming to IEEE 488(1978)- the GP-IB Interface. 

Chapter 1 of this part contains an introduction to interfacing whilst Chapters 2 and 4 provide a brief 
outline of the two standards and how 7081 utilises them within a system. Chapter 3 is devoted to an 
explanation of the command languague and error messages. 
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l Introduction 

The 7081 interfaces function as bi-directional data transfer devices. Information is 
received. at an interface. as coded electrical commands and the voltmeter responds by 
sending either measurements or other data as commanded by the system controller. 

Two interfacing standards are available: 

l. A serial interface conforming to RS232C. 
2. A bit-parallel. byte-serial interface conforming to IEEE 488/1978. 

Selection is made simply by connecting 7081 to the system via the appropriate· RS232C or 
IEEE socket at the rear of the unit. The RS232C baud rate is set up by internal switches 
and the IEEE device address by rear panel switches. 

2 Combined System 

The 7081 is capable of operation within a combined system using both RS232C and IEEE 
compatible equipment e.g. the voltmeter might be configured within a full IEEE system 
and yet also be connected. via a separate rear panel connector. to an RS232C terminal. 

In a system containing more than one controller, only one can be controller-in-charge at 
any one time. The other(s) must remain in the idle state until control is handed over. 
Initially. the controller-in-charge is the first controller to send instructions on the bus. 

3 RS232C (V24) 

RS232C defines a standard interface between daca terminal equipment (DTE) and data 
communication equipment (DCE) employing serial binary data interchange. In this 
instance. the 7081 acts as a DCE: the DTE might typically be a teleprinter. such as the 
Texas ASR 743 . 

...---------------1 
I Scope of RS232 I 
I . 

I 
I 

DTE I INTERFACE (ASA 743) 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

INTERFACE 
I DCE 

I (7081) 

I 
I 
I I L ______________ J 

Fig 1.1 RS232C Linking 
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3.1 Interface Details 

The interface standard, definable by its mechanical and electrical characteristics, specifies 
fourteen interchange circuit configurations for data transmission. The 7081 RS232C 
interface is classified as Type E and has the pin/signal assignment listed in Table 1.1. 

Table 1.1 Pin/Signal Assignment. 

Pin No Signal 

1 Protective Ground 
2 Transmitted Data 
3 Received Data 
5 Clear to Send 
6 Data Set Ready 
7 Signal Ground 
8 Received Line Signal Detector 

20 Data Terminal Ready 

All the RS232C control signals (pins 5, 6, 7, 8 and 20) are internally commoned within 7081, 
thus the voltmeter transmits and receives data over what is effectively a twin-wire system. 

4 IEEE 488/1978 (GP-IB) 

The IEEE 488 interfacing standard, or GP-IB as it is also known, defines a bi-directional 
bus structure for the interconnection of programmable instruments in byte-serial. 
bit-parallel interfacing systems. The.cables, connectors and control protocols used are 
rigidly defined to ensure unambiguous interdevice communication. The limitations on a 
system are: 

1. A maximum of 15 devices can be interconnected by a single bus. 
2. The total bus length should not be greater than 20m or number of devices x2m, 

whichever is the shorter. 
3. Transmission rate should not exceed 1 Megabaud. 
4. All bus data should be digital. 

4.1 Devices 

4.2 

Of the 15 devices on the GP-IB. only one is designated controller-in-charge. This device 
exercises overall bus control and is capable of both receiving and sending data. The 
remaining devices can be designated as follows: 

Listener - able to receive messages 
Talker- able to send messages 
Talker/Listener Combined - e.g. 7081 

The controller can address other devices and command them to listen. address one device 
to talk. and wait whilst a message is sent. Message routes are set up by the controller but it 
need not take part in the data interchange. 

Cabling 

The GP-IB is a standard cable linking the individual instruments into a coherent system. It 
contains 16 signal wires and 8 earth returns. The cable connectors consist of a plug/socket 
piggy-back arrangement, so that additional cables can be connected maintaining the 
parallel bus structure. 
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The 16 signal wires form the communication highway and comprise: 

8 data wires -digital input/output (DIO) 
5 management wires - interface control signals 
3 handshake wires - transfer of data control 

4.3 Management 

The management lines are used for bus supervision. The signal A TN (Attention) is asserted by 
the controller whenever it places an address or command message byte on the bus. A TN is used 
in conjunction with EOI (end or identify) when the controller is carrying out a-device poll. The 
EOI line can also be driven by a talker to indicate the end of a message. 

~ , 
DEVICE A \ ·./"':.: :·.· ::· .;. : 

Able to talk, listen, 
and control. ·:··· 

Controller :;:<· 
:::'.(i 

( 
~ I\ DataBus l!t IJ (8 lines) 

•··.·.··· 
DEVICES ., ........ ::.;: .• :t•:;:,:r ::::· :;:. :> :-:;.:: ~j:;· f ·:::.,:·•·:::•··.:<::·• 

:•• .. •;::\) ·•·::•: :::·: .· 

Able to talk and 
!ii;.:::·::: listen. 

(f 

[ii::;; 

( 
...,_ 

\ (e.g. Digital Voltmeter) 
:':-_:··· 3 Wire Handshake 

) ~:-.:·:/ System --
DEVICEC !\{)''\ r~. !ifi~ 

:;:· t :'/\ ( !:.:. 
t ···:.: i(· .;. 

I 
Only able to listen. 

I.rs- .... I'-. 
(e.g. Signal Generator) 

~ 
I\ General Interface 
lJ t:/ Management Bus 

'•- ,_/ ,,. I:, (5 lines) 
DEVICED ~·-@=-: :;:··· ·•· :m: fi"if: t'':::::; :::: ::=::· ;::·· 

Only able to talk. • Vi} :;;;:;::::;:;:;;Jffil) } 010 1-8 

(e.g. Tape Reader) 

DAV 

NRFD 

NDAC 

I 
IFC 
ATN 
SRO 
REN 

EOI 

Rg 1.2 G P-1 B Structure 
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To alert the controller to the fact that service is required, e.g. data for transfer, a device 
asserts SRQ. The controller then conducts a device poll to determine which device requires 
service. 

The remaining two lines are largely self-explanatory. IFC (Interface Clear) is used by the 
controller to initialise the interface to a predetermined state. REN (Remote Enable) is 
used by the controller to enable an addressed device/devices to accept remote control. 

4.4 Handshake 

Message data is transferred under the control of a 3-wire handshake. which can be arranged 
to run at the speed of the slowest bus device concerned with the interchange. The talker 
indicates that a byte is present by asserting DAV (Data Valid), then waits for all devices to 
indicate that the data has been accepted. The listeners do this by releasing the NDAC (Not 
Data Accepted) line. Data may only be sent if all devices are ready to receive. This is 
indicated by the releasing of the NRFD (Not Ready for Data) line by every device as it 
becomes ready for another data byte. 

ATN 

FIRST DATA BYTE SECOND OAT A BYTE 

~g~:o~~------~~~--------~~ 
DAV 

NRFD 

NDAC 
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I..._ V_AL_ID_~( 
NOT VALID NOT VALID 

I._ v_AL_10_ ....... I 
SOME READY ALL READY 

I 
.--,.-::-;--::-;-n-

• I I I I I 

' ' ' ' ' ' NONEREADY NONE READY i ! j : ! ! .__ _____ _ 

SOME ACCEPTED ,----, , , , 
• I 1 I 
1 I t I 
I I t t .. 

ALL SOME 
ACCEPTED ACCEPTED ALL ACCEPTED 

,-;--:::-;-... 
1 1 I I 
I I I I 

NONE ACCEPTED : : • : 

Fig 1.3 Handshake Routine Timing 
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1.6 

4.5 Address and Talk/Listen Selection 

For normal operation on the GP-IB (using a controller) set the selector switch on the rear 
panel as indicated in Figure 1.4. 

ADDRESS: As required 

LISTi;:N ONLY: OFF 
TALK ONLY: OFF 

Ag 1.4 

rr=USTEN!ONL Y 
ADDRESS I TALK ONLY 

2 4 8 16 ON 

• 

• • • • • • • 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 OFF 

GP-IB Selector Switches 

For operation without a controller. e.g. if a printer only is connected to 7081. the TALK 
ONLY mode should be selected. To achieve this. set TALK ONLY to ON. 

Note: The voltmeter only looks at the selector switch settings at power-up or initialise. 

5 Command Language 

The command language for both interfaces is formed of English language words, decimal 
numbers and a set of punctuation symbols. It incorporates, where applicable. the 
recommended practices set out in the 1981 draft .. CODE AND FORMAT 
CONVENTIONS FOR USE WITH IEEE STANDARD 488 (1978)". The form and type 
of words (see Chapter 3) are based on those specified in the IEEE standard 416 ( 1978) 
commonly known as ATLAS. 
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2.2 

This chapter describes the use of 7081 within a GP-IB system. 

1 Introduction 

All 7081 facilities can be accessed and controlled remotely via the GP-IB using a suitable 
controller. These facilities consist of all those offered at the front panel plus some additional 
ones. 

The 7081 will accept commands from the controller, initiate measurements and send results 
back to the controller when requested. In addition the 7081 can be programmed to interrupt 
the controller when a measurement or an error occurs, thereby allowing the controller to 
conduct other tasks until interrupted and so increase system efficiency. 

Connection to the GP-IB is made using the IEEE 488/GP-IB Interface socket on the rear 
panel. The 7081 address and Talk/Listen status are selected using the adjacent switch. 

2 Commanding Remote and Local 

Depending upon the interface switch settings and certain GP-IB commanded parameters, 
7081 can be switched between local and remote operation either manually, or by electrical 
commands. With full IEEE 488/1978 implementation, i.e. GP-IB ON and 7081 not in 
TALK ONLY: 

l. On power-up the instrument is in local operation without Local Lockout. 

2. With REN (Remote Enable) asserted and after the listen address has been received 
from the GP-IB controller, 7081 will be in remote. 

3. Local Lockout disables the local control preventing any attempt to return to local via the 
front panel. The RS232 interface is also disabled by this command. 

4. If the instrument, in the remote state, receives the GP-IB command GO TO LOCAL. or 
REN is unasserted, 7081 enters the local state. 

The remainder of this description covers the operation of 7081 in remote. 

3 Commanding Measurements 

With 7081 under remote control, front panel selection of function. range, scale length etc. is 
not possible. Therefore, the controller must command all the settings and instruct the 
voltmeter to take a measurement. Instructions are sent in the form of a message string, 
using the appropriate commands followed by a number or word which clearly defines the 
setting. For example, to command 7081 to operate on the 100 range, the command is 
RANge= 100; if Autorange is required the command is RANge=Auto. 

Other parameters are commanded in a similar fashion; measurement function is, for 
example MODe=VDC; displayed scale length is Nlnes=n where n=3 to 8. Thus: 

MODe=VDC: RANge=Auto: Nlnes=6 

commands the voltmeter to select Vdc. Autorange, 6x9's displayed. 
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The Measure command is used to instruct the voltmeter to take a measurement. The 
command can take several forms: 

I. MEAsure, Single 
or 
MEAsure, I 

Both these commands are equivalent and cause a measurement to be made on the 
present settings. The measurement is preceded by a sample delay appropriate to those 
settings or a user defined delay, if required. 

COMMAND 
ENTERED 

l 
,,__ 

SAMPLE DELAY 

2. MEAsure, COntinuous 

MEASUREMENT • 

This command causes successive measurements to be taken at the fastest possible rate for 
the integration time selected. There is a sample delay before measurements begin, but, 
once measurements have begun. there is no inter measurement delay. Sample delays are 
only implemented if there is a measurement setting change (mode or range). 

COMMAND 
ENTERED 

l 
SAMPLE DELAY 

3. MEAsure, 6 

Six measurements are produced on the present settings. There is a sample delay between 
each measurement. 

COMMAND 
ENTERED 

l 
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4. MEAsure, CLock controlled 

Single measurements are generated at defined times, the total number of measurements 
taken depending on the time values set up via the Begin, Interval, End and Clock 
commands. 

COMMAND 
ENTERED 

l 
0 I 

BEGIN 
10m 
I -----SAMPLE 
DELAY 

INTERVAL= 30s 
PLUS SAMPLE DELAY 

BEGIN= 00,10 
INTERVAL= 00,00,30 
END= 00,13 
CLOCK = ELAPSED 

When operating 7081 with a multi-channel scanner, such as Solartron Minate (7010), 
channel measurements can be taken using the commands given below. 

5. MEAsure, CHannel, 4, 1, S 

A single measurement is performed on each of the channels specified. Channel pull-in 
and drop-out delays may be specified under the Channel command and are in addition to 
the sample delays. The voltmeter is left on the last channel selected. 

COMMAND 
ENTERED 

SAMPLE 
DELAY 

1-----
1SAMPLE 
I DELAY 
I 

SAMPLE 
DELAY 

CHANNEL1 

CHANNEL2 

CHANNEL3 

CHANNEL4 

CHANNELS 
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6. MEAsure, 2, CHannel, 1, To, 3 

A single measurement is made of each specified channel and then the process is 
repeated until the specified number of channel scans, i.e. 2, has taken place. 

COMMAND 
ENTERED 

~ 
Sample 
Delay 

I~ 
1Sample 
I Delay 
I 

I~ : I~ 
Sample I Sample 

CHANNELl 

CHANNEL2 

~~~~~~---'~~~~~D-el-ay~~-'-~~ ..... t't--~:~~~~~D-~_a_y~~~~--"• ... _.•C~H.~N-~~~~ 
I~ I~ 
Sample Sample 
~~ ~~ 

7. MEAsure, CLock controlled, CHannel, 1, To, 3 

In this command each event commanded by the clock control is a channel scan. 

COMMAND 
ENTERED 

BEGIN= 00, 10 
INTERVAL= 00, 15 
END= 00,45 
CLOCK= ELAPSED 

BEGIN 
10m 

----1 
Sample 
Delay 

I"" ~I 
t Interval= 1 Sm 
I plus 
I Sample Delay 

1~1 : I~ 
Sample 1 Sample 

CHANNEL 1 

CHANNEL2 

~--''--~~~~~~~D_e_i._v~~-'-~--"• ..... ~:'--~~~~~~D-e_
1

a_v~~-'-~--'• ..... •C~HANNEL! 
0 I~ I~ 

Sample Sample 
Delay Delay 

8. TRigger 

This command initiates a measurement event which has been 'armed', i.e. 

MEAsure, 9, ARM 

ARM may be used with facilities 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7, and has the meaning "waiting for 
trigger". If no facility has been armed, TRigger assumes the meaning MEAsure 
Single. 
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2.6 

It is not always possible to determine how much output will be generated as a result of a 
Measure command, e_g. 

If an interval time for clock controlled measurements is shorter that the event takes to be 
performed, fewer readings than expected will be obtained_ In this case, the following 
command could be used: 

MEAsure, CLock : MEAsure? 

As Measure commands are actioned sequentially, the reply to MEAsure? only appears 
after the clock control has finished_ 

MEAsure, COntinuous can be stopped using the MEAsure, STop command; however, 
although no more measurements are produced, there may be results 'in the pipeline' - If no 
more output is required, STOp should be used as this command clears both the input and 
output queues. 

4 Message Protocols 

For 7081 to accept the controller's message and act upon its instructions, certain conditions 
must be met: 

L The voltmeter must receive the message_ 

2. The message must be recognisable as being a command. 

3. A terminator must follow the message. 

Condition 1 is satisfied by the GP-IB controller asserting REN and sending MLA (My 
Listen Address), i.e. addressing 7081 as a Listener. 

Condition 2 in the GP-IB system calls for the unassertion of A TN (Attention), the signal 
which identifies the information as a Device Dependent Message. 

Condition 3. Command messages, of any type and irrespective of their origin, are received 
by the interface and stored in a queue. Up to 76 characters can be accepted as a single 
command string. The 7081 will only action the command string on receipt of: 

LF Line Feed character 
or 
EOI with any character 

5 Invalid Characters 

As a general rule, 7081 will ignore commands etc. not included in the command language. 
If required however, the interface can be programmed to output an error message over the 
GP-18 or assert SRO if it receives an invalid command or an invalid command argument. 
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6 input and Output 

If the controller attempts to input messages to the 7081 at a faster rate than the unit can 
implement them, the 7081 will slow down the handshake routine thereby slowing the 
controller's ability to input messages. 

The output of7081 will queue, in general, up to three messages before ceasing operation, 
i.e. measurements, processing, etc., if the connected devices do not take the output. Once 
the queued output has been taken, 7081 will continue where it left off. The voltmeter will 
still accept up to three input messages, if the output is queued. 

Note: A message is defined, in this context, as an input line terminated by a Carriage 
Return, Line Feed or EOI. 

The following commands are relevant to output control: 

I. OUTPUT - allows generated data to be routed only to the interfaces desired. If both 
RS232 and GP-IB are on, output occurs at the rate of the slowest device to ensure that 
both outputs remain synchronised. 

2. FORMAT - controls the format of the measurement results output. 

3. CAPITALS LOCK - particularly useful with primitive controllers. 

4. DELIMIT - defines the 'end of line' character. 

5. ERROR- if the GP-IB output is on and ERror = Verbose, error reporting messages 
will also appear over the bus. 

6. SRQ-enables a Service Request to be generated on Ready. Output Available, Error, 
etc. 

These commands, together with specific program commands, enable powerful editing of 
information transmitted to the output and into the history file. 

7 GP-IB Functions 

Two messages, Service Request and Parallel Poll Configure, are actioned only within the 
GP-IB. They enable: 7081 to request service from the GP-IB controller by means of the 
SRQ line; the unit's DIO lines to be configured, i.e. coded, for Parallel Poll interrogation 
by the controller. 

7. I Parallel Poll 

In a system containing more than one controlled device it is essential that the controller 
should be able to identify which instrument is requesting service when SRQ is asserted. It 
obtains this information by conducting a Parallel Poll. 

The systems interface is configured for parallel poll in accordance with sub-set PPI of the 
IEEE 488/1978 standard. 

The 7081 interface allows for the voltmeter to be allocated a unique data wire (DIO I 
through 8) as its parallel poll code wire. 

In the multi-device system under consideration, if an interrupt occurs as a result of SRQ, 
the controller must initiate a parallel poll using the GP-IB IDENTIFY (JOY) command. 
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In configuring for parallel poll, the controller allocates each instrument one of the eight 
0 IO wires as its code wire. When the IOY command is obeyed, the data sent back to the 
controller is a representation of the 8 lines indicating which devices are responding, i.e. 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

indicates that the device allocated 010 1 is requesting attention. 

To complete its response to the SRQ interrupt, the controller must interrogate (Serial Poll) 
the device requesting service, by sending SPE as described below. 

7 .2 Parallel Poll Sharing 

Where the number of controlled devices exceeds eight (the number of OIO lines available), 
it is not possible to allocate each device an individual 010 wire for polling purposes. Thus, 
if may be necessary for two devices to share a common line. A parallel poll will establish 
which 010 line has been set, then serial polling will ascertain which of the two devices has 
requested service, and what service is required. 

7 .3 Serial Poll 

When the controller conducts a Serial Poll it sends SPE (Serial Poll Enable) along with a 
talk address to 7081 which responds by outputting the value of its serial poll byte. 

It is recommended that, for maximum value in a computer-controlled system, the Serial 
Poll instruction is used as part of a user-program subroutine. 

7.4 Serial Poll Byte 

Voltmeter status is coded in an 8-bit register in the interface as the Serial Poll Byte, which is 
made up as follows: 

8 7 6 

Request for service I J 
1 = 7081 generating 
SRO 

1 = Abnormal/O = normal 

1 = Busy/O =ready--------~ 

5 4 

1 =Output available------------~ 

3 

User (manual)-------------------~ 

2 

Abnormality Code------------------------~ 
00 = Command Interpretation Error 
01 =Command Execution Error 
1 O = Calibration Fault 
11 = Input Message too long(> 76 chars). 

Flg 2. 1 Serial Poll Byte 

J 
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The 7081 requests service by setting the rqs bit true and asserting the SRQ line. The user's 
software must include the means of detecting, and reacting to SRQ. The SRQ (and rqs) 
facility is controlled by the SRQ command, where SRq=OFF inhibits SRQ; Error, Output, 
User and Ready define what will cause an SRQ. 

Output is an 'enable' for SRQ when data, control information, error messages are available 
at the GP-IB interface; bit 4 of the serial poll byte is set, 7081 asserts SRQ and sets bit 7 
true. 

User enables the front panel SRQ control; bit 3 of the serial poll byte is set. 7081 asserts 
SRQ and sets bit 7 true. 

Ready enables SRQ when the unit is not busy; bit 5 of the serial poll byte is set to zero, 7081 
asserts SRQ and sets bit 7 true. SRQ will only be asserted when all of the instrument is 
ready. 

7 .5 Error Indication 

The value of the serial poll byte will be modified if SRQ is generated as a result of the 
interface receiving an invalid message. Although the voltmeter itself ignores the setting 
commanded by the invalid message, the error is detected by the interface and SRQ is 
asserted. At the same time, the error type is coded in bits I and 2 of the serial poll byte and 
rqs is set true. In the 7081 interface, the possible codes are: 

00 = Command Interpretation Error 
01 = Command Execution Error 
IO = Calibration Fault 
11 = Input Message too long (> 76 chars.) 

8 Lock Front Panel Command 

When 7081 is functioning under remote control, it is possible, under certain conditions, for 
an operator to resume local control by pressing the front panel Local key. For controllers 
which do not implement Local Lockout, this can be prevented by inhibiting the keyboard 
with the command: LOck front panel=ON. The front panel controls are enabled by: LOck 
front panel=OFF. 

9 Interrogation Characters 

It is desirable to have a means whereby the commanded settings can be verified. 7081 's 
settings can be accessed individually, by means of the query character. e.g.: 

MO De? 
RANge? 

- interrogates the measurement function 
- interrogates the selected range 

to which the unit will respond with a status reply. 
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10 Processed Measurement 

The processing commands are sent as command strings in exactly the same way as those 
commanding unprocessed measurement. Thus, for program definition, the message: 

RATio, MOde=Main/N, N=5.6, ON 

can be sent. This defines the Ratio program to mode main/N with a value of 5.6 for N. The 
command also turns the program on. 

10.1 History Dump 

If the user wishes to access information stored within the instrument, the Dump command 
should be used. This command initiates output of the unit history file contents. 

The Dump command is also useful in determining how many results a program has 
produced. For example, if the Limits program is configured to output only no go results, the 
number of results out of range will be indeterminate. The readings could be stored in the 
history file and upon completion, the command DUmp? could be used to indicate the 
number of readings to dump. 

10 .2 Program Exit 

The 7081 can be commanded to perform a mixture of unprocessed and processed 
measurements. Exit from processed measurement is commanded by COmpute, OFF, i.e. 
the instrument reverts to unprocessed measurement. COmpute, ON causes 7081 to resume 
processed measurement. 

11 Programming Examples - HP9835A 

In the following examples of controlling the 7081 via the GP-IB, the system controller is 
assumed to be a HP9835A calculator. All command messages are, therefore, in the 
operating code and format of that device. 

Example I Single measurement under remote control 

IO DIM B$[80) 

20 RESET716 

30 OUTPUT 716; "INITIALISE" 

35WAIT3000 

This instruction is internal to the controller. It defines 
a string variable, B$, of length 80 characters. 

Clears the interface to a pre-defined state and 7081 to 
its power-up (resumed) conditions. 

Initialises the 7081. 

Wait for 7081 to complete initialisation. (Value in 
milliseconds.) 

40 OUTPUT 716; "OUTPUT, GP-IB, ON: FORMAT= ENGINEERING.EXPANDED" 
Thi-; command line turns on the G P-1 B output and 
defines the format of the output. 

50 OUTPUT716; "MODE=VAC: RANGE=lOO: NINES=7" 
Defines the mode, range and scale length for 7081 to 
use. 

60 OUTPUT 716; "MEASURE, SINGLE" 
Instructs 7081 to perform a single measurement. 
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70 ENTER 716; 8$ 

80 PRINTB$ 

90STOP 

These two commands store the result in 8$ within the 
controller and then access the store and print the 
result. 

Stop is a Local message to the controller, terminating 
the program. 

To execute the program, press the controller RUN button. 

Example 2 Using the Ratio program 

10 DIM N$ [90] Internal string definition. 

20 RESET716 As in Example 1. 

30 OUTPUT 716; "INITIALISE" 

35 WAIT3000 

40 OUTPUT 716; "OUTPUT, GP-IB, ON: FORMAT= DVM, COMPRESSED" 
This command line turns on the GP-18 output and 
defines the format of the output. 

50 OUTPUT716; "RATIO, MODE= MAIN/N, N=6, ON" 
Defines the Ratio program for 7081. 

60 OU"1'PUT 716; "MEASURE, 15" Instructs 7081 to take 15 measurements and process 
them. 

70 FOR I= 1TO15 

80 ENTER 716; N$ 

90 PRINTN$ 

IOONEXTI 

110 STOP 

Enters into the controller and prims each of the 15 
results. 

Program terminator. 

Fifteen results are output, when this program is run, indicating the ratio of the main input 
terminals to the value N =6. 
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Example 3 This example uses the Statistics program to obtain the average of a set of 
results, and then scales these averages. 

10 DIM C$ (70] 

20 RESET716 

30 OUTPUT 716; "INITIALISE" 

35 WAIT3000 

40 OUTPUT716; "OUTPUT, GP-IB, ON: FORMAT=ENGINEERING, EXPANDED" 

50 OUTPUT 716; "ST A TISTICS, MODE = WINDOW, WINDOW SIZE= 10, 
OUTPUT= AVERAGE, ON" Defines the Statistics program for 7081. 

60 FOR I = 1 TO IO 

70 OUTPUT 716; "MEASURE, 10" 

80 ENTER 716; C$ 

90 PRINTC$ 

100 LET X = V AL(C$) 

llOLETY = 3*X+2 

120 PRINTY 

130 NEXT I 

140 PRINT "COMPLETE" 

150 STOP 

This command sequence produces JO averages, 
multiplies each one by 3 and adds 2. The average is 
then displayed at the output followed by the result of 
the scale equation. 
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Example 4 Using the Scaie and Limits programs 

10 DIM A$[70],B$[70J 

20 RESET716 

30 OUTPUT 716; "INITIALISE" 

35 WAIT3000 

40 OUTPUT716; "OUTPUT,GP-IB, ON: FORMAT=DVM, EXPANDED" 

50 OUTPUT 716; "MODE=VAC" Sets the 7081 measurement function to volts ac. 

60 OUTPUT 716; "SCALE,M=2, C=4,0N" 
Defines the Scale program. 

70 OUTPUT 716; "MEASURE,4" Initiates and prints 4 results 

80 FOR I= 1TO4 

90 ENTER 716; A$ 

lOOPRINT A$ 

llONEXTI 

120 OUTPUT716; "LIMITS, MODE= WINDOW, HI LIMIT= 10, LO LIMIT= 2, 
WINDOW SIZE= 4, OUTPUT= NUMBER GO, ON" 

130 FORJ=l TO 4 

140 OUTPUT 716; "MEASURE.4" 

150 ENTER 716; 8$ 

160 PRINT 8$ 

170NEXT J 

180 PRINT "COMPLETE" 

190 STOP 
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Defines the Limits program 

Initiates and prints 4 results, which are passed 
through both the Scale and Limits programs 
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11.1 Clock Controlled Measurements 

The following four example programs show the different techniques that can be used when 
initiating clock controlled measurements. The basic programming techniques could also be 
applied to other commands. 

Exampie I This program sets up the clock and takes measurements which are then output 
and displayed at the controller. To implement the program the user must know in advance 
how many results will be produced as this number is used for the FOR ... NEXT loop. 

10 DIM B$[80] 

20 RESET716 

30 OUTPUT716; "INITIALISE" 

40WAIT3000 

50 REMOTE 716 

60 LOCAL LOCKOUT 7 

Defines a string variable, B$, of length 80 characters. 
This command is internal to the controller. 

Clears the interface to a pre-defined state and 7081 to 
its power-up (resumed) conditions. 

Initialises the 708/. 

Defines a waiting time to enable the 7081 to complete 
initialisation. 

Puts the 7081 into the remote state. 

Disables the 7081 'local' control. 

70 OUTPUT 716; "OUTPUT,GP-IB, ON: FORMAT= EXPANDED" 

80 OUTPUT 716; "NINES= 5" 

Turns on the voltmeter GP-1B output and sets the 
result format to expanded. 

Defines the 7081 scale length and integration time. At 
power-up the voltmeter adopts mode = V de, range = 
Auto so these commands do not have to be specified. 

90 OUTPUT 716; "BEGIN= 0,0,30" Sets up the start time for the clock to 30 seconds after 
clock control activation. 

91OUTPUT716; "INTERVAL= 0,0,30" 
Defines the interval between measurements as 30 
seconds. 

92 OUTPUT 716; "END= 0,5,30:CLOCK=ELAPSED" 
Sets up the end time as five minutes, 30 seconds after 
the start and defines the clock time as elapsed time as 
opposed to real time. 

100 OUTPUT 716; "MEASURE, CLOCK CONTROLLED" 

110 FOR I= I TO 11 

120 ENTER 716;8$ 

130 PRINT 8$ 

140 NEXT I 

150STOP 

Activates measurements under 1he control of the clock 
sel up in lines 90, 91and92. 

This FOR ... NEXT loop reads a measurement from 
1he voltmeter illlo the string variable defined in line 
JO, prints out 1he result and then passes on to the next 
measurement. 

Terminates the program 
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Example 2 In the event that the number of results a program will produce is not known, 
the following technique could be used. The query MEASURE? is used to inform the 
controller when the 7081 has ceased measuring. 

10 DIM B$ [80] Defines a string variable, B$, of length 80 characters. 
This command is internal to the controller. 

20 RESET 716 Clears the interface to a pre-defined state and 7081 to 
its power-up (resumed) conditions. 

30 OUTPUT716; "INITIALISE" Initialises the 7081. 

40 WAIT 3000 Defines a waiting time to enable the 7081 to complete 
initialisation. 

50 REMOTE 716 Puts the 7081 into the remote state. 

60 LOCAL LOCKOUT 7 Disables the 7081 'local' control. 

700UTPUT716; "OUTPUT, GP-IB, ON: FORMAT= EXPANDED" 

80 OUTPUT 716; "NINES= 5" 

Turns on the voltmeter G P-1 B output and sets the 
result format to expanded. 

Defines the 7081 scale length and integration time. At 
power-up the voltmeter adopts mode = V de, range = 

Auto so these commands do not have to be speczfied. 

90 OUTPUT 716; "BEGIN = 0,0,30" 
Sets up the start time for the clock to 30 seconds after 
clock control activation. 

100 OUTPUT 716; "INTERVAL=:= 0,0,30" 
Defines the interval between measurements as 30 
seconds. 

1100UTPUT716; "END= 0,5,30: CLOCK= ELAPSED" 
Sets up the end time as five minutes, 30 seconds after 
the start and defines the clock time as elapsed time as 
opposed to real time. 

120 OUTPUT 716; "MEASURE, CLOCK CONTROLLED" 
Activates measurements under the control of the clock 
set up in lines 90, JOO and I JO. 

130 OUTPUT 716; "MEASURE?" Queries the state of the measurements, i.e., when the 
end time has been reached the unit will cease 
measuring and MEASURE? will produce the reply 
MEASURE= STOP. 

140 ENTER 716; 8$ Enters each measurement into B$ 

150 IF UPC$ (8$) ="MEASURE= STOP" THEN 180 

160 PRINTB$ 

170GOTO 140 

180STOP 
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When 7081 outputs MEASURE= STOP into 8$ the 
program will jump to the terminator. 

Prints out each measurement placed in 8$ except 
MEASURE= STOP. 

Goes onto the next measurement. 

Program terminator. 
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Example 3 In this program, 7081 uses its Serial Poll Byte to signal to the controller when it 
has data for output. The controller performs a background routine and 7081 interrupts this 
routine when it has completed its measurements. To use a program of this type the 
controller must be able to conduct both a parallel and a serial poll. 

10 DIM A$ [100) Defines a string variable, A$, of length JOO 
characters. 

20 S=O! SERIAL POLL HOLDING REG 
Defines the serial poll register and sets it to zero. 

30 P=O! PARALLEL POLL HOLDING REG 
Defines the parallel poll register and sets it to zero. 

40 Waiting= O! BACKGROUND WAITING FOR SIGNAL FLAG 
Sets the Waiting flag, for the background routine, to 
zero. 

50 Signal= O! INTERRUPT ACKNOWLEDGE FLAG 
Sets the Interrupt Acknowledge flag, for the 
background routine, to zero. 

60 Rqs = 6! SERPOL BIT- REQUEST FOR SERVICE 
Defines the Serial Poll Request for Service bit. 

70 Out= 3! SERPOL BIT - OUTPUT AV AIABLE 
Defines the Serial Poll Output available bit. 

80 RESET 716 Clears the interface to a predefined state and 7081 to 
its power-up (resumed) conditions. 

90 OUTPUT716; "INITIALISE" Initialises the 7081. 

100 WAIT 3000 Defines a waiting time to enable the 7081 to complete 
initialisation. 

110 GOSUB Setremote Switches the program to the 'Setremote' subroutine. 

120 ON INT #7 GOSUB Intserve! DEFINE INTERRUPT SERVICE ROUTINE 
When the 7081 interrupts the controller the program 
switches to the '/ntserve' subroutine. 

130 CONTROL MASK 7; 128! UNMASK GP-IB INTERRUPT 
Unmasks the GP-IB Interrupt bit. 

140 CARD ENABLE 7! ENABLE INTERRUPT 
Enables the interrupt card in the controller. 

150 OUTPUT716; "OUTPUT, GP-IB, ON: FORMAT= EXPANDED" 
Turns on the voltmeter G P-1 B output and sets the 
result format to expanded. 

160 OUTPUT716; "SRQ, OUTPUT AVAILABLE, ON" 
Enables the voltmeter service request bit and defines it 
to be asserted when the 7081 has output available at 
the interface. 
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1700UTPUT716; "NINES= 5" Defines the 7081 scale length and integtration time. At 
power-up the voltmeter adopts mode = V de, range = 
Auto so these commands do not have to be specified. 

180 OUTPUT 716; "BEGIN= 0,0,10" 
Sets up the start time for the clock to JO seconds after 
a trigger. 

190 OUTPUT 716; "INTERVAL= 0,0,05" 
Defines the interval between measurements as 5 
seconds. 

200 OUTPUT716; "END= 0,1,30: CLOCK=ELAPSED" 
Sets the end time as one minute, 30 seconds after the 
start and defines the clock time as elapsed time as 
opposed to real time. 

210 OUTPUT 716; "MEASURE, CLOCK CONTROLLED" 
Activates measurements under the control of the clock 
set up in lines 180, 190 and 200. 

220 OUTPUT 716; "MEASURE?" Queries the state of the measurements, i.e. when the 
end time has been reached the unit will cease 
measuring and MEASURE? will receive the reply 
MEASURE=STOP. 

230 Run:! Defines a program label to return to after a 
subroutine. 

240 GOSUB Waitsignal Switches the program to the 'Waitsignal' subroutine. 

250 IF UPC$(A$) = "MEASURE= STOP" THEN GOTO Stop 

260GOTORun 

270 Stop:! 

280 DISP "END" 

290STOP 

300! 
310! 
320! 

When 7081 outputs MEASURE=STOP into A$ the 
program will jump to the line labelled Stop. 

Returns the program to the line labelled Run. 

Defines a program label. 

Prompts the controller to display 'END' 

Program terminator 

These lines just supply gaps in the 
program between the main body of the 
program and the subroutines. 

330 Waitsignal: Waiting= I ! SET WAITING FLAG 

340 Idle= 0 

350 Repeatwait:! REPEAT 

360 Idle = Idle + 1 
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This line supplies both a label for the · Waitsigna/' 
subroutine, i.e. marks the beginning, and sets the 
Wailing flag to 1. 

Sets the controller Idle flag to zero. 

Defines a program label to return to. 

Increments the Idle flag. 
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370 DISP "STATUS: WAITING FOR INTERRUPT"; Idle 
Prompts the controller to display 'Status: Waiting for 
Interrupt' followed by the value of the Idle flag. 

380 IF Signal = 0 THEN GOTO Repeatwait! REPEAT UNTIL SIGNAL SET 

390 Signal = 0 

400 PRINT" " 

410RETURN 

Switches the program back to the line labelled 
'Repeatwait' unless the Interrupt Acknowledge flag 
has the value I. 

Resets the Interrupt Acknowledge flag. 

Prompts the controller to print out a blank line. 

Switches the program back to the line after the . 
subroutine was called, i.e. line 250. 

420! INTERRUPT SERVICE ROUTINE 
This line serves no programming function. It simply 
serves as a title used to describe the subroutine which 
follows. 

430 Intserve:! Label line which marks the beginning of the Interrupt 
Service routine. 

440 Int = Int + 1 Defines the number of the Interrupt. 

450 PRINT "INTERRUPT#"; Int Prompts the controller to print out 'Interrupt#' 
followed by the number of the interrupt. 

460 PPOLL CONFIGURE 716; "00001011"! BIT 3, SENSE TRUE 
Assigns Bit 3 sense true to the 7081. 

470 P = P POLL 7! CONDUCT POLL 

480 GOSUB Remotelocal 

Causes the controller to perform a parallel poll. 

Switches the program to the 'Remotelocaf' 
subroutine. 

490 IF BIT (P,3) <> 1 THEN GOTO Endpol ! 7081 REQUESTING SERVICE? 

500 STATUS 716;S 

Switches the program to the end of the polling 
sequence if bit 3 is not true during a parallel poll. 

The controller conducts a serial poll. 

510 IF BIT (S,Rqs) <> 1 THEN GOTO Endpol 
Switches the program to the end of the polling 
sequence if the Request for Service hit is not set to I 
during a serial poll. 

520 IF BIT (S, Out)<> 1 THEN GOTO Endtry! OUTPUT AVAILABLE? 
Switches the program to the end of the polling 
sequence if the Output Available bit is not set to I 
during a serial poll. 

530 PRINT "OUTPUT AVAILABLE:"; 
Prompts the controller to print out 'Outplll 
Available'. 
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540 ENTER 716; A$ Enters each measurement into A$. 

550 PRINT A$ Prints out each measurement placed in A$. 

560 Signal = I! SIGNAL BACKGROUND 

570 Endtry: ! 

Sets the Interrupt Acknowledge flag to I to indicate 
that the interrupt has been attended to. 

Line !able signifying the end of an interrupt. 

580 IF Waiting= 0 THEN GOTO Endwait! IF BACKGROUND WAITING 
Switches the program to the line labelled Endwait if 
the 'Waiting for Signal' flag is reset. 

590 Waiting = O! THEN CLEAR WAITING FLAG 
Reset the Waiting flag if set. 

600 Endwait: ! Line label signifying Waiting flag reset. 

610 Endpol: ! Line label signifying end of polling sequence. 

620 PPOLL UNCONFIGURE 716 Unconfigures the parallel poll previously set up. 

630 GOSUB Remotelocal Switches the program to the "Remotelocal" 
subroutine. 

640 CARD ENABLE 7! RE-ENABLE INTERRUPT 

650RETURN 

660 Setremote: ! 

Re-enables the interrupt card in the controller. 

Switches the program back to the line after the 
subroutine was called, i.e. line 130. 

Line label marking the beginning of the 'Setremote' 
subroutine. 

670 Remote = 1 ! SET REMOTE FLAG 

680 REMOTE 716 

690 LOCAL LOCKOUT 7 

700 RETURN 

710 Sctlocal:! 

Sets the 'Remote' flag to 1. 

Puts the 7081 into the remote state. 

Disables the 7081 'local' control 

Switches the program back to the line after the 
subroutine was called, i.e. line 120 and 780. 

Line label marking the beginning of the 'Setlocal' 
subroutine. 

720 Remote = O! CLEAR REMOTE FLAG 

730 LOCAL 7 

740RETURN 
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Resets the 'Remote' flag to zero. 

Puts the 7081 into the local state. 

Switches the program back to the line after the 
subroutine was called, i.e. line 800. 
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750 Remotelocal: ! Line label marking the beginning of the 'Remotelocal' 
subroutine. This routine is needed because the 
H P9835A returns devices to local during a parallel 
poll. 

760 IF Remote = 0 THEN GOTO Elseremote! IF ST A TE WAS REMOTE 
Switches the program to the line labelled 'Else remote' 
if the 7081 was previously in local. 

770 GOSUB Setremote! THEN RETURN TO REMOTE 

780 GOTO Endremote 

Switches the program to the 'Setremote' subroutine if 
the 7081 was previously in remote. 

Switches the program to the line labelled' Endremote' 

790 Elseremote: GOSUB Setlocal! ELSE RETURN TO LOCAL 

800 Endremote: ! 

810RETURN 

Line labelled 'Elseremote' which switches the 
program to the 'Setlocal' subroutine. 

Line labez signifying the end of the 'Remoteloca/' 
subroutine. 

Switches the program back to the line after the 
subroutine was called, i.e. line 490. 

Example 4 In this program, 7081 signals the controller via the Serial Poll Byte, that it has 
completed the measurements. The measurements are then sent through the Limits program 
to find the peak to peak value. When 7081 has completed this computation it signals to the 
controller via its SRQ, READY command. To use a program of this type the controller 
must be able to conduct both a parallel and a serial poll. 

Interrupts for SRQ on Abnormal, Output Available and User are also contained in the 
program but they are not used. 

10 DIM A$ [100) Defines a string variable, A$, of length JOO 
characters. 

20 S=O! SERIAL POLL HOLDING REG 
Defines the serial poll register a11d sets it to zero. 

30 P=O! PARALLEL POLL HOLDING REG 
Defines the parallel poll register a11d sets it to zero. 

40 Waiting= O! BACKGROUND WAITING FOR SIGNAL FLAG 
Sets the Waiting flag, for the background rowi11c, to 
zero. 

50 Signal= O! INTERRUPT ACKNOWLEDGE FLAG 
Sets the Interrupt Acknowledge flag lO zero. 

60 Rqs = 6! SERPOL BIT- REQUEST FOR SERVICE 
Defines the Serial Poll Request for Service hit. 

70 Abn = 5! SERPOL BIT-ABNORMAL 
Defines the Serial Poll Abnormal bit. 
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80 Abnmask = 3! SERPOL ABNORMAL CODE MASK 
Defines the Serial Poll Abnormal Code Mask bit. 

90 Rdy = 4! SERPOL BIT- READY (O=READY) 
Defines the Serial Poll Ready bit. 

100 Out = 3! SERPOL BIT - OUTPUT AVAILABLE 
Defines the Serial Poll Output Available bit. 

110 Usr = 2! SERPOL BIT- USER/FRONT PANEL 
Defines the Serial Poll User bit. 

120 RESET 716 Clears the interface to a pre-defined state and 7081 to 
its power-up (resumed) conditions. 

130 OUTPUT 716; "INITIALISE" Initialises the 7081 

140 WAIT 3000 Defines a waiting time to enable the 7081 to complete 
initialisation. 

150 GOSUB Setremote Switches the program to the 'Setremote' subroutine. 

160 ON INT #7 GOSUB Intserve! DEFINE INTERRUPT SERVICE ROUTINE 
When the 7081 interrupts the controller the program 
switches to the 'lntserve' subroutine. 

170 CONTROL MASK 7; 128! UNMASK GP-IB INTERRUPT 
Unmasks the GP-IB Interrupt bit. 

180 CARD ENABLE 7! ENABLE INTERRUPT 
Enables the interrupt card in the controller. 

I900UTPUT716; "HISTORY, EXPAND" 

200 OUTPUT 716; "NINES = 5" 

Sets the 7081 History file to expanded format, i.e. 500 
fully formatted readings. 

Defines the 7081 scale length and integration time. At 
power-up the voltmeter adopts mode = V de, range = 
Auto so these commands do not have to be specified. 

210 OUTPUT 716; "BEGIN= 0,0,10" 
Sets up the start time of the clock to 10 seconds after 
activation of clock control. 

2200UTPUT716; "INTERVAL= 0,0.10" 
Defines the interval between measurements as IO 
seconds. 

230 OUTPUT 716; "END= 0,1.30: CLOCK= ELAPSED" 
Sets the end time as one minllle, 30 seconds after the 
start and defines the clock time as elapsed time as 
opposed to real time. 

240 OUTPUT 716; "MEASURE, CLOCK CONTROLLED" 
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Activates measurements under the control of the clock 
set up in lines 210, 220 and 230. 
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250 OUTPUT 716; "SRQ, READY, ON" 
Enables the voltmeter Service Request bit and defines 
it to be asserted when 7081 is ready, i.e. not busy. 

260 GOSUB Waitsignal Switches the program to the 'Waitsigna/' subroutine. 

270 OUTPUT 716; "SRQ,OFF" Disables the voltmeter Service Request bit. 

280 OUTPUT 716; "LIMITS, ON" Turns on the 7081 Limits program 

290 OUTPUT 716; "COMPUTE, HISTORY" 
Sends the contents of the History file, i.e. the clock 
controlled measurements, through the Limits 
program. 

300 OUTPUT716;" SRQ, READY, ON" 

310 GOSUB Waitsignal 

Enables the voltmeter Service Request bit and defines 
it to be asserted when 7081 is ready, i.e. not busy. 

Switches the program to the 'Waitsigna/' subroutine. 

320 OUTPUT716; "SRQ, OFF: OUTPUT, GP-IB, ON" 
Disables the voltmeter Service Request bit and turns 
the GP-IB output on. 

330 OUTPUT 716; "LIMITS, PEAK TO PEAK?" 

340 ENTER 716; A$ 

350PRINT A$ 

Asks for the peak to peak value from the Limits 
program. 

Enters the result into A$. 

Prints out the result from A$. 

355 DISP "EXAMPLE COMPLETE" 

360STOP 

Prompts the controller to display 'Example 
complete.' 

Program terminator. 

370 Waitsignal: Waiting= 1 ! SET WAITING FLAG 

380 Idle= 0 

390 Repeatwait : ! REPEAT 

400 Idle = Idle + 1 

This line supplies both a label for the 'Waitsignal' 
subroutine, i.e. marks the beginning, and sets the 
Wailing flag to I. 

Sets the controller Idle flag to zero. 

Defines a program label to return to. 

Increments the Idle flag. 

410 DISP "STATUS: WAITING FOR INTERRUPT'; Idle 
Prompts the controller to display 'Status: Waiting for 
Interrupt' followed by the value of the Idle flag. 

420 IF Signal = 0 THEN GOTO Repeatwait! REPEAT UNTIL SIGNAL SET 
Switches the program back to the line labelled 
'Repeatwait' unless the Interrupt Acknowledge flag 
has the value 1. 
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430 Signal = 0 

440 PRINT" " 

450RETURN 

Resets the Interrupt Acknowledge flag. 

Prompts the controller to print out a blank line. 

Switches the program back to the line after the 
subroutine was called i.e. lines 270 and 320. 

460! INTERRUPT SERVICE ROUTNE 
This line serves no programming function. It simply 
serves as a title used to describe the subroutine which 
follows. The Interrupt Service routine in this program 
is general purpose as it shows how to access all of the 
main 7081 SRQ features. 

470 Intserve: ! Label line which marks the beginning of the Interrupt 
Service routine. 

480 Int = Int + 1 Defines the number of the Interrupt. 

490 PRINT "INTERRUPT#"; Int Prompts the controller to print out 'Interrupt#' 
followed by the number of the interrupt. 

500 PPOLL CONFIGURE 716; .. 00001011" ! BIT 3, SENSE TRUE 
Assigns Bit 3 sense true to the 7081. 

510 P = P POLL (7)! CONDUCT POLL 

520 GOSUB Remotelocal 

Causes the controller to perform a parallel poll. 

Switches the program to the 'Remotelocal' 
subroutine. 

530 IF BIT (P,3) <> 1 THEN GOTO Endpol ! 7081 REQUESTING SERVICE? 

540 STATUS 716; S 

Switches the program to the end of the polling 
sequence if bit 3 is not true during a parallel poll. 

The controller conducts a serial poll. 

550 IF BIT (S,Rqs)<> I THEN GOTO Endpol 
Switches the program to the end of the polling 
sequence if the Request for Service bit is not set to I 
during a serial poll. 

560 IF BIT (S,Abn)<> I THEN GOTO Tryrdy! CASE ABNORMAL: 
Switches the program to the SRQ on Ready sequence 
if the Abnormal bit is not set to I during a serial poll. 

570 Abncode = BIN AND (S, Abnmask) 
Perfonns a binary AND of the Serial Poll Byte and 
the Abnormal Code Mask bit enabli11g the reading of 
the Abnormality Code bits. 

580 ON Abncode + I GOTO Corn int. Comex, Cal, lovf 
On Abnormality Code + I the program switches to 
the lines labelled 'Comint', 'Conmex', 'Cal' or 'Iovf. 

590 Comint: PRINT "ABNORMAL SET*** COMMAND SYNTAX ERROR" 
Prompls the conlrol/er to pri11t out "Abnormal Set 
* * * Comma11d Syn/ax Error'. 
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600 GOTO Tryrdy Switches the program to the line labelled 'Tryrdy'. 

610 Comex: PRINT "ABNORMAL SET*** COMMAND EXECUTION ERROR" 
Prompts the controller to print out 'Abnormal Set 
***Command Execution Error.' 

620 GOTO Tryrdy Switches the program to the line labelled 'Tryrdy'. 

630 Cal: PRINT "ABNORMAL SET*** CALIBRATION FAULT" 

640 GOTO Tryrdy 

Prompts the controller to print out 'Abnormal Set 
***Calibration Fault'. 

Switches the program to the line labelled 'Tryrdy'. 

650 Iovf: PRINT "ABNORMAL SET*** INPUT BUFFER OVERFLOW" 
Prompts the controller to print out 'Abnormal Set 
***Input Buffer Overflow'. 

660 Tryrdy: ! Line label signifying the beginning of the Service 
Request on Ready sequence. 

670 IF BIT (S,Rdy)=l THEN GOTO Tryout 

680 PRINT "READY" 

660 Tryout:! 

Switches the program to the SRQ on Output 
Available sequence if the Ready bit is set to I during a 
serial poll. 

Prompts the controller to print out 'Ready'. 

Line label signifying the beginning of the SRQ on 
Output Available sequence. 

700 IF BIT (S,Out) <> 1 THEN GOTO Tryusr! OUTPUT AVAILABLE? 
Switches the program to the SRQ on User sequence if 
the Output Available bit is not set to I during a serial 
poll. 

710 PRINT "OUTPUT AVAILABLE" 

720 ENTER 716; A$ 

730PRINT A$ 

740 Tryusr: ! 

Prompts the controller to print out 'Output 
Available'. 

Enters each measurement into A$. 

Prints out each measurement placed in A$. 

Line label signifying the beginning of the Service 
Request on User sequence. 

750 IF BIT(S,Usr) <>I THEN GOTO Endtry ! USER? 

760 PRINT "USER SRQ" 

770 Endtry: ! 

Switches the program to the end of the SRQ sequence 
if the User bit is not set to I during a serial poll. 

Prompts the controller to print out' User SRQ'. 

Line label signifying the end of the Interrupt 
sequence. 
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780 IF Waiting= O! THEN GOTO Endwait ! IF BACKGROUND WAITING 
Switches the program to the line labelled Endwait if 
the 'Waiting for Signal' flag is reset. 

790 Waiting = O! THEN CLEAR WAITING FLAG 
Resets the Waiting flag if set. 

800 Signal= I! SIGNAL BACKGROUND 
Sets the Interrupt Acknowledge flag to 1 to indicate 
that the interrupt has been attended to. 

810 Endwait: ! Line label signifying Waiting flag reset. 

820 Endpol: ! Line label signifying end of polling sequence. 

830 PPOLL UNCONFIGURE 716 Unconfigures the parallel poll previously set up. 

840 GOSUB Remotelocal Switches the program to the 'Remotelocal' 
subroutine. 

850 CARD ENABLE 7! RE-ENABLE INTERRUPT 

860RETURN 

870 Setremote : ! 

Re-enables the interrupt card in the controller. 

Switches the program back to the line after the 
subroutine was called, i.e. line 170. 

Line label marking the beginning of the 'Setremote' 
subroutine. 

880 Remote = 1! SET REMOTE FLAG 

890 REMOTE 716 

900 LOCAL LOCKOUT 7 

9IORETURN 

920 Setlocal: ! 

Sets the 'Remote' flag to 1. 

Puts the 7081 into the remote state. 

Disables the 7081 'local' key. 

Switches the program back to the line after the 
subroutine was called, i.e. lines 160 and 990. 

Line label marking the beginning of the 'Setlocal' 
subroutine. 

930 Remote= O! CLEAR REMOTE FLAG 

940 LOCAL 7 

950 RETURN 

960 Rcmotclocal:! 

Resets the Remote flag to zero. 

Puts 7081 into the local state. 

Switches the program back to the line after the 
subroutine was called, i.e. line 1010. 

Line label marking the beginning of the 'Remotelocal' 
subroutine. This routine is needed because the 
H P9835A returns devices to local during a parallel 
poll. 

970 IF Remote = 0 THEN GOTO Elscremotc ! IF STATE WAS REMOTE 
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Switches the program to the line labelled Elseremote 
if the 7081 was previously in local. 
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980 GOSUB Setremote! THEN RETURN TO REMOTE 

990 GOTO Endremote ! 

Switches the program to the 'Setremote' subroutine if 
the 7081 was previously in remote. 

Switches the program to the line labelled Endremote. 

1000 Elseremote: GOSUB Setlocal! ELSE RETURN TO LOCAL 

1010 Endremote:! 

1020RETURN 

Line labelled 'Elseremote' which switches the 
program to the 'Setlocal' subroutine. 

Line label signifying the end of the 'Remotelocal' 
subroutine. 

Switches the program back to the line after the 
subroutine was called, i.e. lines 530 and 850. 
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3.2 

This chapter is intended to familiarise the user with the commands used and error messages produced 
when the voltmeter is configured under remote control. 

1 Introduction 

The command language is for use with both the GP-IB and RS232 interfaces, and is made 
up of English language words, decimal numbers and a set of punctuation symbols. 

The language symbols are defined in Table 3.1. 

Table 3. 1 Language Symbol Definitions 

Symbols Definition 

MEAsure Upper case characters indicate the required minimum abbreviation. 

space May be used anywhere to improve command readability. 

? Causes the current status of the command to be output. 

Used in multicommand lines to separate the commands, 
e.g. MODe = VDC:RANge = 100. 

Used to separate command words. 

May be used instead of',' except where the context would be confused, 
e.g. SCale,M=2=C=4 will produce an error. 

2 Commands 

The command words available, with their page numbers, are given in Table 3.2. 

Each command is represented by a syntax diagram. The symbols used in the diagrams are 
explained in Table 3.3. 
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Table3.2 Command Words 

Command Page No. Command Page No. 

BEEp 3.4 INTerval 3.26 
BE Gin 3.5 Limits 3.27 
CALIBRATE 3.6 LOck front panel 3.30 
CAPitals lock 3.7 MEAsure 3.31 
CHannel 3.8 MEMory 3.33 
CLock 3.9 MO De 3.34 
compute 3.10 Nines 3.35 
DAte 3.11 NUii 3.36 
DELAy 3.12 Output 3.37 
DELimit 3.13 Pad count 3.38 
DIGital filter 3.14 RANge 3.39 
DISplay 3.16 RA Tio 3..40 
DRift 3.17 SCale 3.41 
DU mp 3.18 SRq 3.42 
ENd 3.19 STATistics 3.43 
ERror 3.20 ST Op 3.45 
FORmat 3.21 TEst 3.46 
HEip 3.23 Time 3.47 
History 3.24 TRigger 3.48 
INitialise 3.25 

Table 3.3 Sytax Diagram Symbols 

Symbols 

( ) 

0 
D 

Definition 

Ovals are used to represent command words/abbreviations that must be 
entered by the user. Alternatives are shown inside the same symbol. 

Circles represent separators. Alternatives are shown inside the same 
symbol. 

Rectangles contain values or elements that are to be defined or that are 
shown in their own diagram. 

Lines and arrows indicate authorised paths and are used to show the 
acceptable sequences(s) of elements in the syntax diagram. 

Each command line should be terminated with either Carriage Return (RS232) or, Line Feed or 
EOI (GP-IB). 
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BEEp 

Enables a tone which can be used to draw the user's attention to a command and/or result. 

( BEEp )1---------_. .. 

Fig 3. 1 Beep Command 
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BEG in 

Used to set the start time for clock controlled measurements. 

Day 

Seconds 
~to59 

Tenths of 
seconds 

Oto9 

No. 
~to98 

Fig 3.2 Begin Command 

Minutes 
~to59 

The time should be entered in hours, minutes, seconds, tenths of seconds format. A day value 
can also be entered; this value indicates 'elapsed' days to the activation of clock control. 

The Begin command is used in conjunction with the Interval, End and Clock commands. To 
initiate clock controlled measurements the Measure, Clock controlled command should be 
used. 

Examples 

BEGin = HUO 

BEGin = 15,45,Day=4 

BEGin? 
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- starts clock controlled measurements at 10.30 

- starts clock controlled measurements at 3.45pm in 4 
days time 

- produces a reply of the form: 

Begin= 15,45,l l.5,Day=04 
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CALIBRATE 

Used to calibrate the unit against known standards. 

CALIBRATE 1000 

100 

10 

1/1.0/1 

0.1/.1 

1000 

100 

10 

1}1.0/1 

0.1/.1 

10000 
10 !4 

1000 

100 

10 

1./1.0/1 

0.1/.1 

HIGH 

Value of 
Standard 

Value of 
Standard 

Value of 
Standard 

Value of 
Standard 

Value of 
Standard 

ZENER 64TO127 

Fig 3.3 Calibrate Command 

The Calibrate command is only valid when the 7081 front panel key is turned to the CAL 
position. 

Examples 

CALIBRATE, 
VDC=lO,HIGH=l0.000012 

CALIBRATE? 

- high point calibration using a standard of known 
value equal to 10.000012 volts. 

- produces a status reply of the form: 

Calibrate = Fail I 
Fail2 
Fail 3 
OK 

Refer to the 7081 Maintenance Manual 
for an explanation of these messages. 
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CAPitals lock 

Used to set the output format to capitals only. 

CAPitals lock 

Fig 3.4 Capitals Lock Command 

This command can be set to on or off. If CAPS lock is on, all output messages have lower case 
characters converted to upper case and any commas or colons replaced by spaces. 

Example 

CAPitals lock= OFF - default condition. 
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CHannel 

Used to select a specific Minate channel. 

.------.!? 

CHannel 

Pull-in delay 

Drop-out delay 

Channel No. 
Oto 127 1-....----------

Value 
Oto9999 

Fig 3.5 Channel Command 

This command selects a channel, for measurement purposes, and sets any pull-in or drop-out 
delays that may be required. Only one pull-in and one drop-out delay is available for all 
channels. 

Examples 

CHannel=40 - selects channel 40. 

CHannel= 12,Pull-in delay= 10,Drop-out delay= 5 

CHannel? 

- selects channel 12 and sets a pull-in delay of !Oms 
and a drop-out delay of 5ms. 

- produces a reply of the form: 

Channel=12, Pull-in Delay= !Oms, Drop-out Delay= 5ms. 
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CLock 

Sets the mode of the clock control parameters. 

Clock 

Elapsed 

Fig 3.6 Clock Command 

This command is used in conjunction with the Begin, Interval and End commands. When Clock 
is set to real, the Begin and End values must be set to a time of day. When Clock is set to 
elapsed, the Begin time should be set to the value required between the moment a measurement 
is 'triggered' and the moment the first measurement is taken. The End value should indicate the 
period over which the voltmeter will continue to take measurements and the Interval value the 
time between individual measurements. 

Examples 

CLock=REAI 

CLock =Elapsed 

CLock? 
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Begin, Interval and End times related to real time. 

Begin, Interval and End times related to the time 
elapsed since activation. 

- produces a reply of the form: 

Begin= 12,34,56.7,Day=Ol 
Interval = 00,00,30.0,Day=OO 
End = 12,54,56. 7 ,Day=02 
Clock= Real 
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compute 

This command is associated with the unit's programs. 

ON 

History 

RESET 

Fig 3. 7 Compute Command 

Compute is automatically turned on, if a program is enabled, or off, if no programs are left on. 
The command can also be used to process the contents of the History file or reset the program 
running variables. 

Examples 

COmpute=ON 

COmpute=OFF 

COmpute =History 

COmpute=RESET 

COmpute? 

- passes measurements through any activated 
programs in the chaining order. 

- measurements are not processed by the programs. 

- passes the contents of the History file through any 
activated programs in the chaining order and returns 
the processed results to the History file. 

- resets all the program running variables whether 
activated or not. 

- produces a reply of the form: 

Compute = OFF 
Ratio= OFF 
Digital Filter = OFF 
Scale= OFF 
Statisitics = OFF 
Limits= OFF 
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DAte 

Enables setting of the calendar date into the unit. 

.------1~ ? !-------· 

DAte 

Examples 

Month 
(1to12) 

DAte=21,6,1983 

DAte? 
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Y Year 1-------------· L--(a_o_to_9_9_99_)__, 

Fig 3.8 Date Command 

- enters the date 21,6,1983 into the unit. 

- produces a reply of the form: 

Date= 21,6,1983 
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DELAy 

Defines the trigger delay. 

~---~ ? 1------1~ 

DELAy User 

Normal 

Fig 3.9 Delay Command 

Delay value 
"'to9999 

This delay can be set to normal or a user defined time, entered in milliseconds, up to a 
maximum of 9999ms. If the delay is set to normal, the unit selects its own delay before carrying 
out a measurement. 

Examples 

DELAy=User,400 

DELAy? 

- trigger delay user defined at 400ms. 

- produces a reply of the form: 

Delay = Normal 
or 
Delay= User,400ms. 
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DELimit 

Defines the end of line character. 

( DEllmit )1-----1••1 CALF 

CR 

END+ CR 

END 

Fig 3. 19 Delimit Command 

Note: END is defined as: 
(a) assert EOI with the last character on the GP-IB. 
(b) output ETX as the last character on RS232. 

Example 

DELimit= END+CR - sets the end of line character to END+CR 
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DIGital filter 

Enables selection and definition of the Digital Filter program. 

DIGital filter 

MOde 

SAmplesize 
Window· size 

? 

ON 

OFF 

RESET 

continuous 
averaging 

Slmple averaging 

WAiking window 
averaging 

MEMory 

No.1 to 

1E18" 

* If Mode= Walking window, the maximum window size is I6. If ~·alues greater than I6 are entered, the program will ~efault 
to I6. No error message is produced to indicate that this has occurred and the response 10 DIGital filler? will give the value 
entered not the value used by the program. 

Fig 3. 11 Digital Filter Command 

This command can be used to set up all the program's parameters at once or just one parameter. 

The program has three modes of operation: 

Continuous averaging 
Simple averaging 
Walking window averaging 

In continuous averaging, an updated result is output for every input whereas, in simple 
averaging, one average result is produced for each sample size. The sample size has a maximum 
value of IE18. 

In walking window averaging, the sample window used to produce the result consists of the last 
n readings where n is the defined sample size. Once the sample size has been fulfilled an average 
result is produced for every new input. The maximum sample size is 16. 

The program adopts a default setting on initialise of walking window averaging with a sample 
size of 10. 
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Examples 

DIGital filter,MOde = WAiking window, Window size= 10,0N 

DIGital filter,MOde =Simple averaging 

DIGital filter? 
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- sets up the program to walking window 
mode with a window size of 10. This 
command also turns the program on. 

- changes the program mode to simple 
averaging. 

- produces a reply of the form: 

Digital Filter = OFF 
Mode= Walking Window Average 
Window Size= 10.0000000E+OO 
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DIS play 

Affects the voltmeter front panel display. 

DI Splay OFF 

ON 

Gp-ib address 

TI me 

String of up to 40 characters 

delimited with quotes 
r--------i~ 

Fig 3. 12 Display Command 

If a controller uses quotes(") for delimiting character strings, the quotes of the display 
command can be sent as their ASCII numeric value, the sending string being made up of these 
character values and the string itself, e.g. 

0 UTPUT 716; "D ISP LAY," &chr$(34 )& "Hello" &chr$(34) 

Examples 

DISplay=Time 

D !Splay .. , 1.23456789" 

- causes time of day to be continually displayed until 
displaced by other display information. 

- causes 1.23456789 to appear in the display until 
displaced by other display information. 
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DRift 

Enables or disables the automatic drift correct measurement. 

( DRift )1----...._-;11a~G)---.--~ ,_o_FF_ ..... 1------------.-

ON 

Now 

Fig 3.13 Drift Command 

A drift correct measurement is performed approximately once every 15 minutes and is also 
automatically invoked when the nines parameter is increased above 5 x 9. The 
measurement is performed at the number of nines integration selected or 6 x 9 whichever is 
the greater. 

Examples 

DRift =Now 

DRift =OFF 

DRift? 
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- enables an immediate drift correct. 

disables automatic drift correct. (A drift correct 
measurement will still be performed if the nines 
parameter is increased above 5 x 9). 

produces a reply of the form: 

Drift Correct= ON. 
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DU mp 

Enables the output of the contents of the specified History file locations. 

DU mp 

No. 
1 to 1500 

Forward 

Reverse 

To 

Rg 3.13 Dump Command 

No. 
1to1500 

The History contents are preserved after a Dump command. Forward direction defines the 
oldest record as history record number 1; reverse direction defines the newest record as 
history record number 1. 

Examples 

DU mp 

DUmp=l.To,20,25 

- outputs all the history records in the direction last 
specified. The default direction is forward. If no 
history exists, an error message is output. 

- outputs history records 1 to 20 and 25. 

DUmp=Reverse,20.To,25,30,To,26 

DU mp? 

- outputs history records 20 to 25, 30 to 26 relative to 
the newest record. 

- produces a reply of the form: 

Dump Direction = Forward. nnnn 
where nnnn is the numhcr of records present. 
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ENd 

Used to set the end time for clock controlled measurements. 

( ENd )1--___._I __ . ~.---~~u-;~ ----., Minutes 
0to59 

Day 

Seconds 
0to59 

Tenths of 
seconds O to 9 

No. 
0to98 

Fig 3. 15 End Command 

The time should be entered in hours, minutes, seconds, tenths of second format. A day 
value can also be entered : this value indicates 'elapsed' days since the start of clock control. 

The End command is used in conjunction with the Begin, Interval and Clock commands. 
To initiate clock controlled measurements the Measure, Clock controlled command should 
be used. 

Examples 

ENd= 15,45, Day=2 

ENd? 
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- ends clock controlled measurements at 3.45pm. 2 
days after the start. 

- produces a reply of the form: 

End= 15,45,l l.5,Day=02 
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ERror 

Defines the type of error messages that are produced. 

ERror Brief 
Compressed 

Verbose 
Expanded 

Fig 3. 15 Error Command 

The messages displayed are as shown in Table 3.4. For a full explanation of the error 
messages refer to the end of this chapter. 

Table 3.4 Error Messages 

Command 

SCale,M=2,C=2 

DU mp 

SCale,M=2=C=2 

Example 

ERror =Verbose 

Brief Message Verbose 

OK 

E50 

E4 

Command Syntax OK. 

No History Present. 

Invalid Separator Before Char No. 10 
This Part:2= 

- error messages are produced, instead of error 
numbers, on RS232 and at the GP-IB output if on. 
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FOrmat 

Defines the nature of the voltmeter output. 

FOrmat Dvm 

ENgineering 

Binary 

Compressed 

EXpanded 

Fig 3.17 Format Command 

Three format settings are available: DVM, Engineering and Binary, all of which can be 
selected as Compressed or Expanded 

DVM 

Engineering 

Binary 

- the decimal point occupies a fixed position in the 
output and the number is arranged to give a 
positional indication of magnitude, e.g. 

-0.11234567 
-1123.45678 

-11234.56 

If DVM, Expanded is selected, the units, time, day, 
channel and history file number (as applicable) will 
also be output, i.e. -1.52345 Vdc Time= 
12,34,56.7,Day=Ol Channel 123 Hist No:Ol23. 

- the number occupies a fixed position but the decimal 
point may occupy one of three positions. The 
exponent, which is always shown, is allowed to 
change in intervals of three, e.g. 
-l 12.3456E-06 

l.12345E+09 
- l 1.2345678E-06 

Engineering, Expanded produces an output of the 
form: 156.3445E+09 Vdc Time= 12,34,56.7, 
Day=OO Channel 123 Hist No:0034 

the IEEE 488 recommended format for binary real 
numbers is used. Binary, Expanded gives a 
representation of the time, day, channel and history 
file number. 

For further details on the formats available refer to Appendix I at the end of the manual. 
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Examples 

FOrmat= Dvm,EXpanded 

FOrmat? 

3.22 

- measurements displayed in DVM form with 
time, day, channel and history file number 
included. 

- produces a reply of the form: 

Format=Expanded, DVM:Caps Lock =OFF 
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HEip 

Explains the last error message, i.e. displays the verbose reply. 

c HEip )-------

Rg 3. 18 Help Command 
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3.24 

History 

Used to define the size and nature of the History file . 

.-------? 

History Clear 

Size 

Fixed 

ROllaround 
CONtinuous 

COM pressed 

EXpanded 

Fig 3.19 History Command 

In order to display the History file contents in expanded form, both History and Format 
must be set to Expanded. If Format is set to Compressed, the History file contents will be 
stored in expanded format but output in compressed format. 

Note: History size values >500 are not considered an error even if History is set to 
Expanded. In this instance, the file will default to 500. 

Examples 

History ,Fixed ,S lze = 100 

History,ROilaround, 
COMpressed, Size= 1500 

Hlstory,EXpandcd 

History? 

In fixed, the History file is not overwritten, hence 
the next 100 results are saved. The voltmeter 
continues measuring after the History file is full but 
no further results are stored. 

- In rollaround the last n readings are maintained in 
the file where n is the history size specified. In 
compressed, only the numeric values of up to a 
maximum of 1500 results are stored. 

- In expanded, full result information of up to a 
maximum of 500 results are stored. 

- produces a reply of the form: 

History .Compressed,Roll.Size=500. 
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INitialise 

Causes the unit to return to the initialised state. 

( INltialise )1--------11•~ 

Fig 3.2 Initialise Command 

The GP-IB status and handshake are not preserved during an initialise execution. 
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3.26 

INTerval 

Used to set the interval time for clock controlled measurements. 

INTerval 

Day 

Seconds 
¢to59 

Hours 
¢to23 

Tenths of 
seconds ¢ to 9 

Minutes 
¢to59 

No. 
¢to98 

Fig 3.21 Interval Command 

The time should be entered in hours, minutes, seconds, tenths of seconds format. A day 
value can also be entered: this value indicates 'elapsed' days. 

The Interval command is used in conjunction with the Begin, End and Clock commands. 
To initialise clock controlled measurements the Measure, Clock controlled command 
should be used. 

Examples 

INTerval=0,8,Day=O - sets the interval time to 8 minutes. 

INTerval? - produces a reply of the form: 

Interval =00,08,00.0,Day=OO 
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Limits 

Enables selection and definition of the Limits program 

? 

Limits OFF 

ON 

RESET 

NUMBERHigti 
NHigh 

NUMBER Low 
Nlow 

NUMBER No go 
NNogo 

NUMBER Go ?-NGo 

MAXimum 

MINimum 

Peak to peak 

High limit 

Low limit 

SAmplesize 
Window size 

MOde 

OUT put Output 
(see Fig. 3.23) 

Fig 3.22 Limits Command 
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Output 

- r NORmal '\ 

_ r NUMBER High \ 
NHigh 

r NUMBERLow \ 
Nlow 

- r NUMBER No go'\ 
- N No go 

- r NUMBER Go '\ - NGo 

r MAXimum ' --

r 
MINimum 

'\ - ) 

- r Peak to peak \ 

_f 
High results \ 

_r 
LOwresults 

\. 

- r NO Go results \ 

r 
GO results \ 

Fig 3.23 Limits Output Command 
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The Limits command can be used to set up all of the program functions at one time, a 
particular function of the program or query a result. 

Two program modes are available: 

Continuous sampling 
Window sampling 

In continuous sampling, the results are constantly updated and an output result is displayed 
for every input. 

In window sampling, one result is produced for each sample size. The maximum sample size 
is 1E18. 

The output of the program may be configured to be any of the following:-

Normal (reading passed on unaltered) 
Number high (number above high limit) 
Number low (number below low limit) 
Number no go (number out of limits) 
Number go (number within limits) 
Max. value 
Min. value 
Peak to peak value 
High results (only high results output) 
Low results (only low results output) 
No go results (only out of limits results output) 
Go results (only within limits results output) 

The 7081 stores the number of high, low, go and no go results, the max., min., and peak to 
peak values in the program memory. These results can be recalled at any time during the 
program's life by entering a query command, e.g. 

Limits,MAXimum? 

Examples 

Limits,MOde= Window, 
SAmple size= 10,High limit=6, 
Low Iimit=3,0UTput=GO 
results, ON 

Limits,OUTput=MAXimum, 
ON 

Llmits,Peak to peak? 

Limits? 

GAM/7081/Part 212 

- sets up the program for window sampling with a 
sample size of 10, high limit of 6. low limit of 3, 
output results within limits. The command also turns 
the program on. 

- sets the program output to maximum and turns the 
program on. 

- produces a reply of the form: 

PTO P = 1.0000000E+OO 

- produces a reply of the form: 

Limits= ON 
Mode = Window Sampling 
Output= Max. 
Hi Limit = 6.0000000E+OO 
Lo Limit = 3.0000000E+OO 
Sample Size= 10.0000000E+OO 
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3.30 

LOck front panel 

Enables or disables the front panel controls. 

LOckfront 
panel ON 

OFF 

Fig 3.24 Lock Front Panel Command 

The front panel controls are enabled at power-up. 

Examples 

LOck front panel= ON - front panel controls disabled. 

LOck front panel = OFF - front panel controls enabled. 
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MEAsure 

Used to initiate the taking of measurements. 

?1--------

( MEAsure )1--'-~ 

No.of times 
1to9999 

Clock 
controlled 

continuous 

Sing le 

ST op 

Fig 3.25 Measure Command 

CHannel 

ARM 

No. 
0 to 127 

No. 
0to 127 

ARM 

To 

Five main settings are available for the command: Clock controlled, Continuous, Single, 
Stop and a specified number from 1 to 9999. The channel can also be specified. If the word 
'ARM' is used in the command. the voltmeter will wait for a trigger signal before 
proceeding with the measurements. 

Examples 

MEAsure,CONtinuous 

MEAsure,STop 

GAM/7081/Part 2/2 

initiates measurements at the fastest possible rate. 

- this command can be used to stop continuous 
measurements. After the command has been 
entered, one result will appear and then the 
measuring will cease. If this command is used to stop 
any of the other measure commands, the unit will 
only cease measuring after the previous command 
has been implemented. 
e.g. MEAsure,25 

MEAsure,STop 

The unit will take 25 measurements and then stop. 

0 
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3.32 

MEAsure,Slngle - initiates a single measurement. 

MEAsure,CHannel,15,To,23,9 - initiates measurements on channels 15 to 23, and 9. 

MEAsure,25 - initiates 25 measurements. 

MEAsure,CLock controlled, CHannel,23,To,45 

MEAsure,5,ARM 

MEAsure? 

- initiates measurements, under clock control, of 
channels 23 to 45, i.e. each event under clock control 
is a scan of channels. 

- initiates 5 measurements on receipt of a trigger 
signal. 

- produces a reply of the form: 

Measure = Stop 
or 
Measure = Continuous 
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MEMory 

Used to store items in or recall items from the memory. 

MEMo~ t--~~+-~--1~ 

Examples 

MEMory 

MEMory,3.56 

MEMory? 
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No. 
-1E18to +1E18 

Fig 3.26 Memory Command 

- stores the last numeric output. 

- stores 3.56 in the memory. 

- recalls the memory contents, i.e. 

Memory Contents= 3.5600000E+OO 
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3.34 

MO De 

Enables selection of the measurement function. 

MO De TAueohms 

KOHM 

VAC +DC+ Filter 
voe + AC + Filter 
VAC + voe + Filter 
voe + VAC + Filter 

VAC +Filter r----------

voe 

VAC+ voe 
VDC+VAC 
VAC+ DC 
VOC+AC 

i------( RE~~~nce )1-------__,,. .. 

TESTOvdc 

TEST 10vdc 

i------•( TEST Kohm )1--------

TEST Ac 

Fig 3.27 Mode Command 

At power-up and initialise 7081 adopts Mode=VDC. 

Examples 

MODe=VAC - selects the ac voltage function. 

MODe=TRue ohms - selects the true resistance function. 

MO De? - produces a reply of the form: 

Mode = VDC [Front] 
where [Front] identifies the input terminals enabled. 
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Nines 

Enables setting of the scale length to any value from 3 to 8 x 9 inclusive. 

:~ 
... 

·I ( Nines ) No. ... 3to8 

Fig 3.28 Nines Command 

Examples 

Nlnes=7 - sets a scale length = 7 x 9 

Nines? - produces a reply of the form: 

Nines = 3 x 9's 
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3.36 

NUii 

Enables or disables the present null values, or enables a new null measurement. 

NUii 

Examples 

NUll,New 

NUll,ON 

NUii? 

ON 

New 

Fig 3.29 Null Command 

- initiates a new null measurement. If RANge = 
Auto, all ranges for the unit mode are nulled. Each 
nullable mode has its own null value set. 

- enables the present null value set. 

- produces a reply of the form: 

Null=ON 
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Output 

Enables selection of the unit output. 

(Output) Rs232 OFF 

Gp-ib ON 

Display OFF 

OFF ON 
Normal 

Monitor 

String of up to 60 
characters delimited 

with quotes 

Fig 3.30 Output Command 

The RS232 and GP-IB interfaces, and the voltmeter display can be turned on or off. The 
voltmeter display can also be set to Normal or Monitor: with Monitor selected the display 
gives an indication of everything going out to the interfaces, e.g. error messages. 

If the controller uses quotes (") for delimiting character strings, the quotes of the output 
command can be sent as their ASCII numeric value, the sending string being made up of 
these character values and the string itself e.g. 

OUTPUT 716; "OUTPUT," & chrs$(34) & "Hello" & chrs$ (34) 

Examples 

Output, Rs232, ON - turns the RS232 output on. 

Output,Display=Normal - sets the voltmeter display to normal operation. 

Output.OFF turns all interface outputs off. 
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3.38 

Pad count 

Used to set the number of nulls (0 to 9) after a Carriage Return and before a Line Feed at 
the RS232 output. 

(Pad coun01---i,,..,.(D1----iJo~ ..... I _f)_~-~9-· ---'~ 

Fig 3.31 Pad Count Command 

Example 

Pad count= 0 - no nulls inserted. 
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RANge 

Used to set the range used for taking measurements. 

RANge 

?i----------

Auto 

-----<-( ~gop~ )1------------.. 

1000 

1-----~c 100 )1-----------., .. ~ 

10 

1------1~ 1.0 1. 1 

0.1 
.1 

Fig 3.32 Range Command 

Not all ranges are available on all measurement functions but no error is reported if a range 
is selected which is not available on the current function. The unit remembers any 
attempted range selections for possible future implementation when a suitable function is 
selected. 

Examples 

RAN ge = 10000 

RANge =Auto 

RANge? 
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- selects the 10000 range 

- selects auto ranging 

- produces a reply of the form: 

Range= 100, Auto 
or 
Range = 100, Fixed 
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3.40 

RA Tio 

Enables selection and definition of the Ratio program. 

RATio OFF 

ON 

MOde 

N MEMory 

• The processed results should not exceed these bounds. 

Fig 3.33 Ratio Command 

MAIN/REF DB 
M/RDB 

REF/MAINO 
A/MOB 

MAIN/REF 
M/R 

REF/MAIN 
RIM 

MAIN/N DB 
M/NDB 

N/MAINDB 
NIMDB 

MAIN/N 
MIN 

N/MAIN 
NIM 

The Ratio command can be used to set up all of the program functions at one time or a 
particular function of the program. 

'Main' refers to the voltmeter input terminals (front or rear panel) and 'Reference' to the 
reference or ratio terminals (rear panel). N is a user defined constant. 

The program default setting, which is adopted at initialise, is Main/Reference. 

Examples 

RATio,MOde=Main/Ref DB, ON 
- provides results of the ratio of the main input 

terminals to the reference terminals and gives the 
values in dBs. 

RATio, MOde=Main/N,N=5.6, ON 

RA Tio? 

- provides results of the ratio of the main input 
terminals to a constant N (5.6). 

- produces a reply of the form: 

Ratio= OFF 
Mode = Main/N 
N=5.6000000E+OO 
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SCale 

Enables selection and definition of the Scale program. 

r------?1---------
SCale ON 

OFF 

M 

c 

• The processed results should not exceed these bounds. 

Fig 3.34 Scale Command 

The Scale program provides: 

y=mx+c 

MEMory 1---...---1~ 

. 
No. 

-1E18to +1E18 

where y is the processed result, x the input measurement, and m and c user defined 
constants. Both m and c may be taken from memory, thus enabling a previously measured 
value to be used. 

Examples 

SCale,M=28.1,C=MEMory,ON - turns the program on with M=28.l and C=the 
contents of the memory. 

SCale,OFF 

SCale? 
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- turns the program off. 

- produces a reply of the form: 

Scale=On 
M=28. IOOOOOOE+OO 
C= I .2000000E+OO 
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3.42 

SRq 

Enables or disables service request and allows definition of the requirements for asserting 

SRq. 

..----- ? 1--------1~ 

SRq 

Error 

OUtput 
available 

User 

Ready 

OFF 

Fig 3.35 SRQ Command 

OFF 

ON 

The settings for the SRQ command can be described as follows: 

Error 

Output available 

User 

Ready 

Examples 

SRq,User=ON 

SRq 

SRq? 

- an SRQ is asserted on an error. Four types of error 
are handled: Command Interpretation, Command 
Execution, Calibration Fault, Input Message too 
long, i.e. > 76 characters. 

- an SRQ is asserted when the unit has output 
available. The output can be data, error messages. 
control information, etc. 

- enables the voltmeter front panel SRQ control. 

- an SRQ is asserted when the unit is not busy. SRQ 
will only be asserted when all of the instrument is 
ready. 

- enables the voltmeter front panel SRQ control. 

- if SRq.Uscr=ON, this command causes SRQ to be 
asserted with the user bit set. 

- produces a reply of the form: 

SRq.Error=OFF,User=ON. 
Output=OFF.Ready=OFF 
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STATistics 

Enables selection and definition of the Statistics program 

STATistics 

? 

ON 

RESET 

MO de 

SAmplesize 
Window size 

OUT put 
configure 

Number 

Average 

Variance 

Standard 
deviation 

Root mean 
square 

OFF 

Fig 3.36 Statistics Command 

COntinuous 

Window 

MEMory 

No. 
1to1E18 

NO Amal 

NUmberof 
samples so far 

Average 

Variance 

Standard 
deviation 

Root mean 
square 
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3.44 

The Statistics command can be used to set up all of the program functions at one time, a 
particular function of the program or query a result. 

The program has two modes of operation: 

Continuous sampling 
Window sampling 

In continuous sampling, the running variables are constantly updated and an output result 
produced for every input. 

In window sampling, the result is derived from a user defined sample size up to a maximum 
of IE 18. After the result has been produced, the variables are reset and a new sample 
collected. 

Both modes may be configured to pass on any of the following outputs: 

Normal (reading passed on unaltered) 
Number so far (number of samples collected so far) 
Average 
Variance 
Standard deviation 
Root mean square 

All of the outputs, with the exception of 'Normal', are stored in the unit's program memory 
and can be recalled at any time during the program's life by entering a query command, e.g. 

ST ATistics,Root mean square? 

Examples 

STATistics,MOde=COntinuous,OUTput=Variance,On 

ST A Tistics? 

- selects a mode of continuous sampling with a 
variance output and turns the program on. 

- produces a reply of the form: 

Statistics= OFF 
Mode=Window Sampling 
Output= Variance 
Sample Size=lO.OOOOOOOE+OO 
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ST Op 

Aborts all measurement processes, clears the output queue and also clears any unexecuted 
input commands. 

( STOp )i------• 

Fig 3.37 Stop Command 

This command causes operation over the GP-IB to stop at the next character and the RS232 
to stop at the next end of line. 

If the Stop command is sent immediately after other commands to the voltmeter, some, if 
not all, of those commands may be ignored. This is because the commands are being 
aborted before they have been implemented. The Stop command should therefore never be 
used in a multicommand line. 
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TEst 

Causes execution of the internal test sequence. 

( TEst )------

Fig 3.38 Test Command 
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Time 

Used to set the voltmeter's real time clock. 

Time 

Examples 

Tlme=15,45 

Time? 
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Hours 
~to23 

Fig 3.39 Time Command 

- sets the unit's clock to 3.45pm. 

- produces a reply of the form: 

Time= 15,45,30.4 
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3.48 

TRigger 

Used to activate a function set up under ARM. 

( TRigger )1-------~•~ 

Fig 3.40 Trigger Command 

If no function is armed, TRigger has the same effect as MEAsure,Slngle. 

Examples 

MEAsure,5,CHannel, 1,5,9,ARM 
- defines a series of 5 scans of the channel set 

specified. 

TRigger - executes the series. 
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3 Command Execution Order 

The order in which commands are executed does not necessarily follow the command 
sequence. This allows the user to change parameters such as the format of the output, turn 
outputs on or off, turn programs on or off, alter program constants, change the mode of the 
history storage, etc., even though, for example, a clock controlled measurement has begun. 

In certain circumstances, operating a non-sequential system requires better user 
programming, e.g. in the program 

MEAsure,15 
Output,Gp-ib,ON 
DU mp 

the Output and history Dump commands are executed before all the results of the Measure 
command have been generated. To execute the Output and Dump commands after 
completion of the measurements requires some means of detecting the completion before 
sending the commands, e.g. SRQ on Ready. 

3.1 Command Message Flow 

Figure 3 .41 shows the functional areas under which commands are grouped and how areas 
interact with each other. 

A-to-Dand 

Keyboard 
Measurement 

Control 

RS232 Command 
Processing History Input Interpreter 

GP-IB Output 
Input Manager RS232 

c1cick GP-IB 

Fig 3.41 Command Functional Areas 

Each functional area receives its own commands in sequence but commands to parallel 
areas may be executed in parallel. There are three exceptions: 

I. The Test command puts the 7081 into a 'stopped' state to prevent further input until the 
self test is complete. 

2. The Stop command is actioned almost immediately upon receipt (See page 3.44). 

3. Only one Dump command can be actioned at any one time. 

Table 3.5 indicates which commands are grouped under which functional areas. 
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3.50 

Table 3.5 Command Groupings 

Functional Area 

A-to-D and 
Measurement Control 

Processing 

Output Manager 

Clock 

History via Output 
Manager 

RS232 via Output 
Manager 

GP-IB via Output 
Manager 

4 Error Messages 

Commands 

BEGin,CALIBRATE,CHannel,CLock,DELAy,DRift,ENd, 
INTerval,MEAsure,MODe,Nlnes,NUll,RANge,TRigger. 

COmpute,DIGital filter ,Llmits,MEMory ,RATio,SCale, 
ST A Tistics. 

BEEp,CAPitals lock,DELimit,DISplay,DUmp,ERror, 
FOrmat,HElp,History ,INitialise,LOck front panel,Output, 
Pad count,SRq. 

DAte,Time. 

DUmp,History. 

DELlmit,Pad count. 

SRq. 

7081 error messages are output in different forms depending upon the interface used and 
the command settings of that interface. Provided the display is on, error messages 20 to 50 
always appear when they arise. When the display is set to monitor, the first 20 characters of 
the verbose form of a command are displayed. 

4.1 Display 

If the voltmeter display is set to Monitor, verbose error messages will always appear. Error 
numbers never appear in the display but messages 20 to 50 will always appear in their 
verbose form regardless of the display setting. 

4.2 RS232 

The RS232 interface can be enabled for either brief or verbose error messages. If brief 
messages are enabled, the error numbers (E numbers) will appear but messages 20 to 49 
will always appear in their verbose form, provided the interface is on, regardless of the 
error setting. 
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4.3 GP-IB 

No error messages will be output, if error is set to brief, but the serial poll byte abnormality 
code will be set to a value between 00 and 11 depending upon the type of message 
generated, i.e. 

Command Interpretation Error 
Command Execution Error 
Calibration Fault 
Input Message Too Long (more than 76 chars) 

Code=OO 
Code=Ol 
Code=lO 
Code= II 

The GP-IB will receive verbose messages, if error is set to verbose. 

4.4 Message Groups 

The messages can be divided up into the following four groups. 

Error messages 0 to 19 may be displayed in response to a command input and are grouped 
under the GP-IB abnormality code settings shown in Table 3.6. 

Table 3.6 Errors 0 to 19 

Brief 
Message 

OK 

El 

E2 

E3 

E4 

E5 

E6 

E7 

Verbose Message 

Command Syntax OK 

Command Incomplete Before Char No. This Part: 

Numeric Not Expected Before Char No. This Part: 

'Word' Unrecognised Before Char No. This Part: 

Invalid Separator Before Char No. This Part: 

Numeric Out of Range Before Char No. This Part: 

Too many Arguments Before Char No. This Part: 

Argument Missing Before Char No. 

E8-9 Reserved For Future Use 

EIO Record nnnn Not Present (result of DU mp) 

El I Null Mode Illegal 

El2-!9 Reserved For Future Use 
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GP-18 
Abnormality Code 

00 

00 

00 

00 

00 

00 

00 

01 

01 
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3.52 

Error messages 20 to 49 may be displayed in response to a Calibration, Dump, Compute or 
Null command, or an Initialise or Power-up sequence. Refer to Table 3. 7 for a listing of the 
messages. 

Table 3. 7 Errors 20 to 49 

Brief 
Message 

E20 

Verbose Message 

Null Too High 

E21 Complete (null sequence) 

E22 *Initialised* 

E23 Cal OK 

E24 NVMFail 

E25 Dump Fail 

E26 Cal Incomplete 

E27 *Resumed* 

E28 Cal Ref Out Of Range 

E29 Zero Too Large 

E30 VrefOut Of Range 

E31 Factor Out Of Range 

E32 Cal Not Enabled 

E33 Pass (refers to self test) 

E34 Fail, Test OVdc 

E35 Fail, Test lOVdc 

E36 Fail, Test Ohms 

E37 Fail, Test AC 

E38 Insufficient History 

E39 Complete (refers to COmpute,History) 

E40 No Programs On 

E41-49 Reserved For Future Use 

GP-IB 
Abnormality Code 

01 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

01 

01 

01 

01 

01 

01 
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Table 3.8 Errors 50 to 59 

Brief 
Message 

E50 

E51-59 

Verbose Message 

No History Present 

Reserved For Future Use 

Table 3.9 Errors 60 Onwards 

Brief 
Message 

Verbose Message 

GP-IB 
Abnormality Code 

01 

GP-IB 
Abnormality Code 

E60 Complete (refers to DU mp command} 

E61 onwards Reserved For Future Use 

I 

4.5 Examples 

The following examples show both the brief and verbose responses. 

DU mp OK 
E50 

DUmp,1.To,5 OK 
5.97425 
5.97086 
5.89322 
ElO 
ElO 
Complete 

MEAsure,CHannel,1,To El 

MODe=I E2 

Filter,ON E3 

SCale,M=2=C=4 E4 
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Command Syntax OK 
No History Present 

Command Syntax OK 
5.97425 
5.97086 
5.89322 
Record 4 Not Present 
Record 5 Not Present 
Complete 

Command Incomplete Before Char No. 22 
This Part: To 

Numeric Not Expected Before Char No. 3 
This Part: I 

'Word' Unrecognised Before Char No. 7 
This Part: Filter 

Invalid Separator Before Char No. 10 
This Part: 2= 

3.53 
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This chapter describes the use of7081 via the RS232 interface. 

1 Introduction 

The 7081 voltmeter can be connected to any equipment conforming to the RS232 Standard 
via its RS232 Interface. This chapter details the interface and the voltmeter's RS232 
operation. 

2 Hardware and Terminology 

In RS232 terms, 7081 is designated the Data Communication Equipment (DCE) and its 
associated terminal the Data Terminal Equipment (DTE). Input commands from the DTE 
are referred to as Received Data, whilst output signals to the DTE are Transmitted Data. 
The data is carried, in serial bytes comprising serial bits, on two signal wires. 

There are four handshake wires: 

Data Terminal Ready 
Data Set Ready 
Clear to Send 
Carrier Detect 

- the DTE is ready to send primary data. 
- the DCE is ready to process input data. 
- the DCE is ready to send data. 
- the DCE acknowledges receipt of the DTE's signal carrier. 

The remaining two lines used are Protective Ground (supply OV) and Common Return 
(signal OV). 

3 Transmission Speeds 

Most RS232 devices can operate at up to 9600 baud and the 7081 speed must be set to match 
that of the terminal device. This is achieved via three switches mounted on printed circuit 
board 3. The possible switch settings are given in Table 4.1. Note that the normal factory 
setting is 300 baud. 

Table 4. 1 Baud Rate Switches 

Baud Rate Switch I Switch 2 Switch 4 

I IO ON ON ON 
150 OFF ON ON 
300 ON OFF ON 
600 OFF OFF ON 

1200 ON ON OFF 
2400 OFF ON OFF 
4800 ON OFF OFF 
9600 OFF OFF OFF 
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4 Command Language 

The command language used for 7081, over the RS232 link, is the same as that used over 
the GP-IB (see previous chapter for language details) except that, when operating over an 
RS232 link, the language is device independent and can be simply keyed into the terminal 
device. 

If, while keying in a command message string, the operator makes an error. the mistake is 
easily rectified by the use of the terminal DELETE or RUB OUT key. 

It is possible to turn off the echo to an RS232 terminal, from the voltmeter, by typing CTRL 
N. To turn the echo back on again enter CTRL 0. The echo to the terminal takes account 
of the Capitals Lock Command, i.e., with CAPitals Iock=ON, all the echoed commands 
will be in capitais with the commas and colons replaced by spaces. 

5 Input and Output 

If an associated terminal/computer attempts to input messages to the 7081 at a faster rate 
than the unit can implement them, 7081 will ignore some of the commands. The voltmeter 
can queue up to a maximum of three messages before it starts to ignore a percentage of the 
input. 

Owing to the lack of handshake, RS232 output messages may be lost if the terminal/ 
computer is not ready to receive. The unit will still accept messages if the output is queued. 

Note: A message is defined, in this context, as an input line terminated by a Carriage 
Return, Line Feed or EOI. 

The following commands are relevant to output control. 

1. OUTPUT - allows generated data to be routed only to those interfaces desired. If both 
RS232 and GP-IB are on, output occurs at the rate of the slowest device to ensure that 
both outputs remain synchronised. 

2. FORMAT - controls the form of the measurement results output. 

3. DELIMIT - defines the 'end of line' character. 

4. ERROR- if the RS232 output is on and ERror = Verbose, error reporting messages 
will also appear at the output. ERror = Brief will result in error numbers. 

5. PAD COUNT - defines the number of nulls inserted before the 'end of line' character. 

These commands enable powerful editing of information transmitted to the output and into 
the history file. 
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4.4 

6 Programming Examples 

The following examples show how the 7081 facilities may be used via RS232 remote control. 
In all the examples it is assumed that the voltmeter is in the initialised state. 

6.1 Measurement Examples 

Having switched the voltmeter and associated devices on, the following may be entered. 

Example I 

Test 
Output, RS232, On 
Error= Verbose 
Format, DVM, Expanded 
Mode =TR 
Range= Auto 
Nines= 6 
Measure, Single 

This example takes the unit through a self test and then sets the RS232 Interface output on 
with verbose error messages. The format of the output display is set to DVM, Expanded. 
A single true resistance measurement is initiated, with automatic range and scale length of 
6 x 9, and the result displayed at the interface output. 

Example2 

Mode= voe 
Nines= 5 
Clock, Elapsed 
Begin= 0, 0, 30 
Interval = 0, 1 
End= 0, 3 
Measure, Clock Controlled 

Example 2 changes the measurement function to Vdc and the scale length to 5 x 9. The 
system clock is then set up and three clock controlled measurements are taken and 
displayed at the interface output. 

Example3 

Mode= VAC 
Nines= 7 
Range= 100 
Format = Engineering 
Measure, Continuous 

Stop 

In this case, the mode is set to Vac, the scale length to 7 x 9, the range to 100 and the 
output format to Engineering, Expanded. Continuous measurements are taken and 
displayed until the Stop command is entered. 
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6.2 Processing Examples 

Assuming that the voltmeter has been switched on, tested and the interface set up for 
verbose error messages, the following examples may be entered. 

Example I 

Format, DVM, Compressed 
Ratio, Mode = Main/N, N = 11 
Ratio, On 
Measure,2 

Ratio, Off 

Example 1 sets up the Ratio program to Main/N with a value of 11 for the constant N. The 
program is turned on and two measurements are taken and processed. The processed 
results are then output in DVM, Compressed format and the program turned off. 

Example2 

Scale, M = 6, C = 4, On 
Nines= 5 
Measure, 10 

Statistics, Mode= Window, Window Size= 10, Output= Average, On 
Measure, 10 

The Scale program is selected and defined, in example 2, and ten measurments taken. The 
processed results are displayed. The Statistics program is then enabled and defined, ten 
measurements taken and the average result displayed. As the Scale program has not been 
turned off, the measurements are processed by both programs. 

Example3 

Limits, Mode= Window, Sample Size= 13, Output= Peak to Peak, On 
Format= DVM, Expanded 
Measure, 13 

Example 3 sets up and defines the Limits program. Thirteen measurements are taken and 
the processed result displayed in DVM, Expanded format. 

Example4. 

Digital Filter, Mode= Walking Window, Window Size= 12, On 
Measure, 23 

This example sets up the Digital Filter program and initiates 23 readings. The program 
window is first filled and then 12 results are displayed. 
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4.6 

6.3 Overload 

If an overload occurs and the voltmeter interface output is set for Expanded format, an 
overload message will appear in the output. 

Example 1 shows such an occurrence. The voltmeter replies are shown in parenthesis. 

Note: The output errors are set to Brief. 

Example I 

Output,RS232,0n 
(OK) 
Error= Brief 
(OK) 
Format= D VM,Expanded 
(OK) 
Mode= V AC+ VDC +Filter 
(OK) 
Range=0.1 
(OK) 
Nines=5 
(OK) 
Measure,3 
(OK) 
(0.28893 
(0.28893 
(0.28892 

6.4 History Dump 

Overload Time= 11,22,11.1,Day=Ol) 
Overload Time= 11,22,13.3,Day=Ol) 
Overload Time= 11,22,15.4,Day=Ol) 

When a Dump command is entered into a voltmeter with format set to expanded, the 
history file number for each result will appear in the output. Any requested file numbers 
that are not available will be indicated by an error message. Refer to Example l. The 
voltmeter replies are again shown in parenthesis. 

Example I 

Format .Engineering.Expanded 
(Command Syntax OK) 
Dump.13.To.30 
(Command Syntax OK) 
(11.00E+OO Go Time=l2.15.12.7.Day=03 Channel 001 Hist No:0013) 
(12.00E+OO Go Time= 12.15.13.4.Day=03 Channel 001 Hist No:0014) 
(13.00E+OO Go Time= 12,15.14.1.Day=03 Channel 001 Hist No:0015) 
(14.00E+OO Go Time= 12,15.14.8.Day=03 Channel 001 Hist No:0016) 
(15.00E+OO Go Time= 12.15,15.5.Day=03 Channel 001 Hist No:0017) 
{16.00E+OO Go Time= 12, 15.16.3,Day=03 Channel OOi Hist No:OOI8) 
(17.00E+OO Go Time= 12,15.17.0,Day=03 Channel 001 Hist No:0019) 
(18.00E+OO Go Time= 12, 15,!7.7,Day=03 Channel 001 Hist No:0020) 
(19.00E+OO Go Time=12,15,18.4,Day=03 Channel 001 Hist No:0021) 
(20.00E+OO Go Time= 12, 15,19. l ,Day=03 Channel 001 Hist No:0022) 
{21.00E+OO Go Time= 12,15,19.8,Day=03 Channel 001 Hist No:0023) 
(22.00E+OO Go Time= 12, 15 ,21.2,Day=03 Channel 001 Hist No:0024) 
(15.00E+OO Go Time= 12,15,15.5,Day=03 Channel 001 Hist No:0025) 
(Record 26 Not Present) 
(Record 27 Not Present) 
(Record 28 Not Present) 
(Record 30 Not Present) 
(Complete) 
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Examples of Output Format 
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> 
H 
N 

character 
position I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 91011121314151617~819~0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ~O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 40 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 5( 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ~ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ro 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 80 

a) Measurement Results 

Hlf t1m:+:L1d 
DVM, Compressed 

,_ p · 1 2 7 I 8 9 3 

p.23s1~ 

6·3308 
- I p p ~ ·· 5 4 3 2 1 

DVM, Expanded 

i... ~ Uni ts Fie Id _.,-l4-+-1-+-+-+--1-Time Fie Id -1-+-1-1r-+--t--t-~ i... Channel Field-~ foil History record no.~ 

-~·1198488 Vdc Time=,Jj9,41,29.2,Day1=jjt Channel ~~4 IHist No:~p~t 

Engineering, Compressed 

- 1 2 7 · 1 8 3 9 E1- ~ 3 

Engineering, Expanded 

-127· 1839E-~3 

Other possible units are: 

v d c 

II<IO Hrv. 
l\ilR~ s 

IO~\ilE R LIO AD 
ICIC 

Bb TIH IC VIL D 
IRE F ICl\IFIL D 

Ti!rre 1=~9,42,31.3,Day=Pl Channel ~~4 Hist No:PP~2 



I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

Notes: 11 In DYM format, the decimal point occupies a fixed 
position and the number therefore gives a positional 
indication of magnitude. 

21 In Engineering format, the number occupies a fixed 
position with constant precision for the integration time 
selected. The exponent, which is always shown, is allowed 
to change in intervals of three, the decimal point may thus 
occupy one of three position. 

3/ If an overload is present, the overload indication replaces 
the units field. 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

51 In MEAsure, CONtinuous the time field contains the 
time of completion of each result, other measurement 
modes record the start time of the measurement. An 
elapsed time count of the number of days since either the 
instrument was switched on, or the current clock 
controlled sequence began is also present. The day of 
switch on is counted as day ~1, the first day of clock 
controlled measurement is day~~· 

61 The history record number is appended to dumped history 
records when FORmat = EXpanded. If the history file is 
stored in compressed format, the dumped results are in 
engineering format. If FORmat = Expanded but 

41 The channel field is left blank if channel = ~~~is selected HISTory = COMpressed, the units and channel field 
(normal voltmeter terminals). would be blank and the time values all zero. 

c;~~=ii !2 '3141516 7 8 9 10 11121314151617181920 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 30 l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 40 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 5( 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ~O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 70 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ~O 
I I I < I I 

b) Other Outputs 
II I I I I 

Repr ~im;s, rt: :ea:?9 87 2 fl 2E-fl 3 
Reply to: Limits, min? 

~ i n ~ ~I. 2 7 2 8 fl 2 6 I IE-+ fl fl 

Reply to: Begin? 

1egin 1 flfl, flfl, lljl fl,Day~flfl 
Notes: I/ Program result replies always have the form text/space/ 

=space/numeric where the number value is in engineering 
format with a minus sign if the value is negative. 

21 Begin, end and interval times use a fixed numeric format, 
i.e. tcxt/space/=/space/HH, MM, SS.S, Day= DD. 

I I i I I i I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
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Binary Compressed 

For 3 to 7 nines, single precision is used = 

byte l/J byte 1 byte 2 byte3 

. / -------.--:f-.....-:------s1gn exponent raction 
Bit7ofbyte 
1 = implied bit 23 

of the fraction 

For 8 nines, double precision is used = 

bytel/J byte1 byte2 
76543211/J7654321 

1111111111111i111 

byte3 byte4 

The exponent bias is 127. therefore 
the number represented is fraction 
x 2 (exponent - 127) 

bytes byte6 byte 7 

/--_._,---------~--------~-----------~----sign exponent 
Bit4ofbyte 
1 = implied bit 52 

of the fraction 

The exponent bias is 1 l/J23, therefore 
the number represented is fraction 
x 2 (exponent - 1 ~23) 

Binary Expanded 

fraction 

If Format= Binary, EXpanded is selected, a binary equivalent of the 
ASCII expanded information is added to the result string: 

byte4 
(or8) . 

' MOOE I OVER-i LOAD 

bytes 5 to 9 (or 9 to 13) 

Time in hours, ~inutes, seeonds, tenths' of 
seconds and days. (Binary digits) . . 

byte 1</J 
(or 14) 

CHANNEL 
(Binary) 

bytes 11and12 
(or 15 and 16) 

' ' HISTORY (Binary) 
' ' 

Mode nibble: l/J = Vdc 
1 = Vac 

Overload nibble: l/J = no overload 

2 =Kohm 
3 = Vac +de 
4 = test (l/J Vdc) 
5 = test (1 r/J Vdc) 
6 = test (Kohm) 
7 = test (Vac) 
8 = ref. terminals only 
9 = Vac + filter 

11/J = Vac +de+ filter 
1 i = rrue Kohm 
12 = kV de probe 

1 = main terminals overload 
8 = reference terminals overload 
9 = both terminals overload 
No other values are used. 
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Appendix 2 
Adopted Settings 

At power-up (resumed), initialise or Device Clear, the voltmeter adopts known states for 
its command settings. Table A 2.1 gives a list of these states. 

Table A 2.1 7081 Adopted Settings 

ITEM INITIALISED RESUMED DEVICE CLEARED 

Keyboard 
Queued Messages deleted deleted deleted 
Local local local Not changed (unless 

REN unasserted) 
Lock off Not changed Not changed 

-· 

GP-IB Input 
Queued messages deleted deleted deleted 

RS232 Input 
Queued messages deleted deleted deleted 
Echo on Not changed Not changed 

Clock 
Time Not changed Not changed Not changed 
Date Not changed Not changed Not changed 
Year Not changed Not changed Not changed 

A-to-D 
Nines 6 6 6 
Channel 0 0 0 
Pull-in Delay 2 2 2 
Drop-out Delay 2 2 2 
Trigger Delay Normal Normal Normal 
Range 1000 Auto 1000 Auto 1000 Auto 
Drift Correct Auto Auto Auto 
Mode Vdc Vdc 

' 
Vdc 

Arm off off off 
Null off off off 
Clock Mode real Not changed Not changed 
Begin zeroed Not changed Not changed 
Interval zeroed Not changed Not changed 
End zeroed Not changed Not changed 
Time control off off off 
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Table A 2. 1 7081 Adopted Settings 

ITEM INITIALISED RESUMED DEVICE CLEARED 

Processing 
Compute off off off 
Ratio off off off 
Ratio Mode Main/Ref Not changed Not changed 
Ratio Constants zeroed Not changed Not changed 
Dig filter off off off 
Dig filter mode Walking Window Not changed Not changed . 
Dig filter size 10 Not changed Not changed 
Scale off off off 
Scale constants zeroed Not changed Not changed 
Stats off off off 
Stats mode continuous Not changed Not changed 
Stats sample size 10 Not changed Not changed 
Stats output normal Not changed Not changed 
Stats results res.et reset reset 
Limits off off off 
Limits mode continuous Notchai:iged Not changed 
Limits sample size 10 Not changed Not changed 
Limits high limit +l.9E18 Not changed Not changed 
Limits low limit -l.9E18 Not changed Not changed 
Limits output normal Not changed Not changed 
Limits results reset reset reset 

Output Manager 

Error brief Not changed Not changed 
Format compressed, dvm Not changed Not changed 

History File 
Format compressed, 1500 Not changed Not changed 
Mode roll around Not changed Not changed 
Direction forward Not changed Not changed 
Contents empty Not changed Not changed 

Display 
Queued messages deleted deleted deleted 
On/Off on Not changed Not changed 

GP-IB Output 
Queued messages deleted deleted deleted 
On/Off off off off 
SRQ enables off Not changed Not changed 

RS232 Output 
Queued messages deleted deleted deleted 
On/Off off Not changed Not changed 

A2.2 
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Adapted Settings, A2. l 

Combined Systems, 1.2 
Commanding Measurements, GPIB, 2.2 
Command Input and Output, 2. 7 
Command Language, General, 3.2 
Command Language, Symbol Definition, 3.3 
Command Words, General, 3.3 
Command, BEEp, 3.4 
Command, BEGin, 3.5 
Command, CALIBRATE, 3.6 
Command, CAPitals Lock, 3.7 
Command, CHannel, 2.4, 3.8 
Command, CLock, 2.4, 3. 9 
Command, COmpute, 3.10 
Command, DAte, 3.11 
Command, DELay, 3.12 
Command, DELimit, 3.13 
Command, DIGital Filter, 3.14 
Command, DISplay, 3.16 
Command, DRift, 3.17 
Command, DUmp, 3.18 
Command, ENd, 3.19 
Command, ERror, 3.20 
Command, Execution Order, 3.49 
Command, FOrmat, 3.21 
Command, Groupings, 3.50 
Command, HEip. 3.23 
Command, History, 3.24 
Command, INitialise, 3.25 
Command, INTerval, 3.26 
Command, Limits. 3.27 
Command, LOck( out) Front Panel, 2.9. 3.30 
Command, MEAsure, 2.3, 3.31 
Command, MEMory, 3.33 
Command, Message Flow, 3.49 
Command, MODe, 3.34 
Command, Nines, 3.35 
Command, NUll, 3.36 
Command, Output, 3.37 
Command. Pad Count, 3.38 
Command, RANge, 3.39 
Command, RA Tio, 3.40 
Command, SCale, 3.41 
Command, SRq, 3.42 
Command, ST A Tistics, 3.43 
Command, STOp, 3.45 
Command, TEst, 3.46 
Command, Time, 3.47 
Command, TRigger, 2.5, 3.48 
Compute Off, 2.10 
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Diagram, Symbol Syntax, 3.3 

Er:ror Indication, Serial Poll, 2.9 
Error Messages, 0 to 19, 3.51 
Error Messages, 20 to 49, 3.52 
Error Messages, 50 onwards, 3.53 
Error Messages, Display, 3.50 
Error Messages, Examples, 3.53 

Front Panel, Lock Out, 2.9 
Functions, GPIB, 2. 7 

GPIB Bus Structure, 1.4 
GPIB Handshaking, 1.5 
GPIB, 3.50 
GPIB, Cabling, 1.3 

Index 

GPIB, Commanding Remote and Local, 2.2 
GPIB, Command Language, General, 1.6 
GPIB, Devices, 1.3 
GPIB, General, 1.3, 2.2 
GPIB, Management, 1.4 
GPIB, Measurement Command, General, 2.2 
GPIB, SRQ, 1.5 
GPIB, Switch Selection, 1.6 

History Dump, 2.10 

IEEE 48811978 see GPIB, 1.5 
Input and Output, Commands, 2. 7 
Interface, GBIB, 1.3 
Interface, RS2J2, 1.2 
Interfaces, General, 1.2 
Interrogation Characters, 2.9 
Invalid Characters, (GPIB). 2.6 

Local, GPIB, 2.2 

Message Groups, 3.51 
Message Protocols. (GPIB), 2.6 
Messages, Error, 0 to 19, 3.51 
Messages, Error, 20 to 49, 3.52 
Messages, Error, 50 onwards, 3.53 
Messages, Error, Display, 3.50 
Messages, Error, Examples, 3.53 
Mode, Interrogation Character, 2.9 

Output Format Examples, Al.2, 1.3 
Output Format Examples, Binary Compressed, Al.4 
Output Format Examples, Binary Expanded, Al.4 

Parallel Poll Sharing, GPIB, 2.8 
Parallel Poll, GPIB, 2.7 



Parallel Poll Sharing, GPIB, 2.8 
Parallel Poll, GPIB, 2. 7 
Processed Measurements, 2.10 
Program Exit, 2.10 
Programming Examples, 

Clock Controlled Measurements, 2.14 
Ratio Program, 2.11 
Scale and Limits Program, 2.13 
Single Measurement, 2.10 
Statistics Program, 2.12 

Range, Interrogation Character, 2.9 
Remote, GPIB, 2.2 
RS232C, Pin Assignments, 1.3 
RS232, 1.2, 3.50 
RS232, Baud Rate Switches, 4.2 
RS232, Command Language RS232, 

Input Output, 4.3 
RS232, GPIB, 3.50 
RS232, General, 1.3, 4.2 
RS232, History Dump, 4.6 
RS232, Overload, 4.6 
RS232, Programming Examples, 

Measurement, 4.4 
Processing, 4.5 

RS232 Transmission Speeds, 4.2 

Serial Poll Byte, 2.8 
Serial Poll Enable, 2.8 
Serial Poll, Error Indicator, 2.9 
SRQ, General (GPIB), 1.5 
SRQ, GPIB, 2.9 
Switch Selection, (GPIB), 1.6 
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SAFETY 

These instruments have been designed and tested in accordance with 

the recommendations of !EC 348 Class 1. They ar~ primarily 
intended for indoor use, and for such use are supplied in a safe 

condition. However, no degradation of their safety will be caused 

if they are occasionally subjected to temperatures below normal 

room temperature. 

This manual contains information and warnings which the user 

should follow to ensure his own safety and for the continued safe 

operation of the instruments . The 7081 and 7071 have been 
engineered with ease of use as one of the primary considerations . 

Attention has also been given to making the instruments irmnune to 

most inadvertent overloads. It should be appreciated, however, 

that even the most sophisticated measuring instrument can be 

dangerous when connected to high voltages, unless elementary 

safety precautions are observed. 

The voltage limits of lkV on AC and DC mean that no damage will be 

caused to the instruments at this level of input. Other than the 

displayed reading, however. no indication is given to the user 

that a voltage of such magnitude is present at the input 
terminals. care should therefore be exercised whenever dvm input 

leads are being connected to/removed from live circuits, 
especially where high voltages are known to exist, or high 
transients could occur. 

Similarly, when using the instruments on mains operated equipment 

capable of delivering high voltage outputs, it is strongly 
recormnended that the equipment under test is NOT switched off with 

a dvm still connected. For example. consider a 7081 connected 

across the secondary winding of a large mains transformer. The 

instruments very high input resistance is such that in the event 

of the mains supply being interrupted, the resultant back emf 

induced in the undamped secondary could be in the order of lOOkV. 

This is obviously hazardous to the user and would certainly harm 

the voltmeter. 

Whenever it is likely that the safety of the instruments have been 

impaired, e.g. if there are any visible signs of damage, failure 

to perform correctly, or if the specfications have been exceeded 

in any way, the instrument should be made inoperative and referred 
to a suitable repair organisation. 

Any adjustment, maintenance or repair of these instruments should 

be carried out only by a skilled person who is aware of the 
hazards associated with mains operated equipment. such 
adjustment, maintenance or repair should be carried out in 

accordance with the procedures, and observing the precautions, 
detailed in this Maintenance Manual. 
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1.1 INTRODUCTION 
This manual contains technical information ·that is intended 
primarily to meet the needs of the service engineer. A detailed 
treatment of the principles of operation is not included but the 
descriptive text covering each circuit diagram is sufficient to 
enable the reader to understand the purpose of the circuit and its 
effect on its input(s). To facilitate fault diagnosis. attention is 
drawn to peculiarities of circuits, together with any precautions 
necessary when carrying out checks. 

Both the 7081 and 7071 have identical electronic circuits. This 
means that all the circuits diagrams included in this manual are 
valid for both instruments. The difference between these two 
instruments exists primarily at the software level. and on the 
higher specification components required by the 7081 . The 7081 
undergoes a significantly more rigourous quality control proceedure. 

1.2 PRESENTATION OF INFORMATION 
The circuit diagrams are arranged to fold out clear to the right. 
Signal paths are indicated by bold lines, arrows being used where 
necessary to indicate the direction of functional flow. In general 
this is from left to right, feedback paths flowing from right to 
left. To prevent ambiguity, however, and where space is limited, 
this convention has not been followed rigidly. 

In addition to the circuit diagrams, lined drawings are reproduced 
in the manual to facilitate rapid identification of components 
during diagnostic checks. 

1.2.1 Power Rails 
These are represented by short, detached bars annotated to show the 
nominal voltage. Several separate bars. annotated with the same 
voltage, may appear on a diagram . These are electrically connected 
to a conanon rail derived from the Power Supply circuits. 

Note that voltages specified on the circuit diagrams are in all 
cases nominal values, the actual values being dependent upon the 
load offered to the supply by the specific circuit. Inconsistencies 
between actual measured values and those quoted should not, 
therefore, be regarded with suspicion without considering other 
symptoms of possible unserviceability. 

1.2.2 Split Pads 
Split pads are used to provide a means of isolating various parts of 
the circuit for fault diagnosis. They are simply bridged with 
solder. open circuit being effected by removing the solder. It 
should be noted that excessive heat applied during this operation 
could damage the solder trace - a small. low wattage iron should be 
used. 
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1.2.3 Test Points 
A further aid to rapid circuit check-out is the provision of test 
pins. These are indicated on the circuit diagrams and clearly 
marked on the pcb's. 

1.3 PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION 
The 7081 and 7071 employ an A-to-0 Converter, which transforms the 
input voltage to a time analogue. This in turn is split into 
discrete, equal length time units, which are counted and the result 
displayed as a numerical indication of the measured quantity. 

The V-to-T converter produces a pulse train, the pulse width being 
variable and proportional to the magnitude of the input signal. The 
pulses gate the output of a fixed frequency clock into a counter. 
over a time period which can be selected by the user . At the end of 
the time period, the total accumulated in the counter is a measure 
of the input during that time. An integrating technique is used 
whereby the total count is divided by the number of gating pulses 
used. The result obtained is displayed as a direct reading of the 
measured quantity . 

Since the total count is much longer when operating at the longer 
integration times, the counter requires more capacity. This results 
in an increase in scale length and it follows that the display 
sensitivity is improved hand-in-hand with the increased measurement 
resolution . 

1.4 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 
The circuits of the 7081 and 7071 can conveniently be divided up 
into four major functional sub-divisions: 

* Signal Conditioning 
* A-to-D Converter 
* Digital Section 
* Power Supply 

An input is processed by the Signal Conditioning circuits, which 
convert all measured quantities into a de voltage, scal ed to a level 
suitable for further processing. Input protection, reference and 
guard circuits are included in this sub-section. 

The correctly scaled de signal is converted to a train of digital 
pulses by the A-to-D Converter. these pulses being used to gate the 
output of a Clock circuit. 

Control of the measurement conversion and timing of the control 
sequences by the microprocessor set are two important functions of 
the Digital Section. It also contains the reversable counters which 
accumulate the gated clock pulses, and the latches which shift the 
counter contents to the databus. 
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The power supply provides all de power for the instrument analog and 
digital circuits. 

1.4.l Signal Conditioning 
The A-to-D Converter is capable of handling de volts only, 
regardles.s of the measurement being taken . Therefore, the Signal 
Conditioning circuits convert the input to a de voltage level. Once 
converted, the input signal is applied to an amplifier, the gain of 
which is determined by the range on which the instrument is 
operating. The amplifier output is compared with the instrument's 
reference and both signals are applied to the A-to-D Converter. 

1.4.2 A-to-D Converter 
The analogue input is converted to digital form by a circuit which 
produces a pulse train - the width of the pulses is proportional to 
the magnitude of the input. This technique is known as 
voltage-to-time conversion, the method employed being a variant in 
which "time" is in fact the difference between two distinct time 
periods. It is this differential which is used to control the 
number of clock pulses finally accwnulateq in an up/down counter in 
the Digital Section. 

1.4.3 Digital Section 
The Digital Section comprises the phase comparator which produces 
the pulses that are counted to digitally measure the applied input: 
the microprocessor clock which supplies timing and synchronising 
signals for the digital circuits and a microprocessor set for 
controlling and shifting data. 

The microprocessor set consists of two Central Processing Units and 
their associated memory devices as shown in Figure 1.1. 

CPU OMAC 

Communicates with Display, 
Keyboard, AS232 and GP·IB 
interfaces 

ROM 

RAM 

Earthy Floating 

NVM 

Controls A·To-0 converter 

Figure 1.1 Microprocessor Set 
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The 'Floating' processor controls the A-to-D Converter and the 
range/mode drive circuits, and communicates with the Non-Volatile 
Memory (NVM) and the 'Earthy' processor. It has its own internal 
Read only Memory (ROM) but also utilises external Random Access 
Memory (RJ\M) and ROM. 

The 'Earthy' processor performs the following functions: 

* communicates with the 'Floating' processor to command 
measurements. 

* communicates with the Display, Keyboard, RS232 and GP-IB 
interfaces. 

* calibrates results. 
* controls the processing of results. 
* controls the storage of results. 

It has its own ROM and RAM set. In addition, some of the data 
movement is handled by a Direct Memory Access Controller (DMAC). 

1.4.4 Power Supply 

1.5 

The Power Supply features two pulse width-modulated switching 
regulators to provide both the "earthy" and "floating" supply 
rails. A mains transformer is used to connect the rear panel ac 
input to the regulators through full-wave rectifiers. A Power Fail 
Detect circuit is also included. 

Note: The analogue boards (printed circuit boards 5 and 6) form a 
calibrated set and may be used with any other digital boards (and 
vice versa) provided that the software fitted is of the same issue 
and status. This is possible because the Non-Volatile Memory (NVM), 
which holds the calibration constants , is located on the analogue 
boards. 

FAULT DIAGNOSIS GUIDE 
owing to the complex nature of 7081/7071 circuits it is virtually 
impossible to document fully all fault conditions that might arise. 
However, it is possible to quickly narrow down a fault condition to 
a particular PCB, and sometimes to an area of just a few 
components. The following pages should prove especially useful 
since the comments are based firmly on the experiences of the 
7081/7071 Test and Service Personnel. 

Note: Sometimes an instrument may be suspected of being faulty 
because it gives 'wrong' or unstable reading. In cases like these, 
the fault quite often turns out to be a poor understanding of 
measurement techniques by the user. Before dismantling the 7081 or 
7071, make absolutely certain during measurement or calibration that 
the proper precautions are taken to guard against interference, 
thermal emfs, high resistance leads, etc. 
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Figure 1.2 Fault Diagnosis Flow Chart 

1.5.l Display 'Dead' 
Check the +5V rail at D58 cathode, PCB3. 

If the indicator lamps are also blank the fault could lie on PCB3 or 
PCB4. If substitute boards are available, use these to narrow down 
the search. The failure could be a MPU, OMA, RAM or ROM fault. 
Suspect !Cs 401, 402, 406 to 411, 430, 412 to 415. or a display 
system fault on PCB3. · 

If the display shows incorrect symbols and figures, a PCB! failure 
should be suspected. 

1.5.2 Display Statement Error 
A correctly calibrated instrwnent must always show a RESUMED 
statement on power-up. Under error conditions, the following 
statements might be seen: 

INITIALISED - This indicates that the NMI routine for retaining the 
history file at power-down was incorrect. Check the power supply of 
IC56: the battery circuit of PCB4 RAM. 

CAL INCOMPLETE - This indicates that the NVM on PCB5 has not 
received all calibration constants following a calibration routine. 

NVM FAIL - This could indicate a failure of the NVM circuitry, or of 
IC804. A spare NVM would prove useful here. 
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WAIT @ F - This. could indicate a communicat.ion failure between the 
'floating' and 'earthy' PCBs. Check IC9, IClO, ICll or the clock of 
PCB3. On PCBS check IC801, IC803, IC826 or the clock. 

MAINS FAULT - This indicates that a mains character has not been 
received from the earthy side and would ·normally indicate a PCB5 
failure. Check IC303, IC834. IC801 . If the fault still persists, 

PCB3 must be s~spected. 

@F - This indicates that the WAIT @ F stage has been passed, but a 
fault probably exists in the 'floating' link. That is. in terms of 
the information flow between the 'earthy' and 'floating' circuits . 

The fault could lie on PCB3 or PCB5 . Rarely. PCB4 or PCBl could be 

faulty. 

The fault is often due to a temperature sensitive IC and manifests 

itself after the instrument has been switched on for some time. It 
is difficult to localise this fault but it is more prevalent on 
PCB5. Check the floating logic sheet or V-T converter (sheet 1) . 

suitable replacement boards and/or judicious use of a tin of freezer 

spray would not go amiss here. 

1.5.3 Self-Test Fail 
A fail here usually indicates a major fault in the PCB 5 analogue 

section. 

(a) DC 
A fail of the OV test probably indicates a faul in the V-T converter 
stage (sheet l), IC201, or the circuits associated with the RATIO 

circuit (sheet 3) of the integrator input. 

If the OV test passes but shows a fail at lOV, a fault could lie in 
the input amplifier which prevents the lOV reference level from 
being fed to the V-T converter. 

(b) OHMS 
If a kQ fault is indicated check that there is: 

(i) approximately 20V across R604 
(ii) approximately 6V across F609. 

If either of these is wrong suspect IC601 or IC602. Failing these, 

check TR610 and the circuits around IC604. 

(c) AC 
Where an AC fail is indicated it is beneficial to check the AC level 
at TP705 to see whether the fault lies in the AC buffer or the AC 
converter. As an approximation. with lV, lkHz applied to 7081/7071 

input, range lV. TP705 should be lV ans . The corresponding level 

out of the converter should be 5VDC (@ TP757). 
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1.5.4 'Wrong' Readings 

(a) DC 
With a shorting-plug applied to the instrument input check the 
ranges lOV to O.lV. If the indicated zero error gets larger as the 
range is ·reduced this indicates a fault in the chopper channel of 
the input amplifier. Check operation of IClOl, IC104, IC401, IC404, 
IC405, and TR404. 

If a constant error appears on all ranges suspect the V-T converter 
(sheet 1), IC201 or the input switching circuits to SP201. 

If the zero readings are correct but the scaling of the readings is 
wrong (with an input applied) firstly check that the correct level 
is being applied to the V-T converter at SP201. If the level is 
correct check the reference voltage supplies (±lOV) . 

(b) OHMS 
A failure to provide correct resistance readings is usually due to 
incorrect levels at TP60l or TP603. The fault could lie in IC60l, 
IC602, IC605, TR601, or TR602. If these are fine then check IC604, 
IC606, TR610, TR605, and 0605. 

(c) AC 
Reference to section 6.7 . l can usually indicate the area of 
failure. If the system is basically working but the readings are 
incorrect then the various gain defining resistors could be suspect: 
R725, R750, R75la and R75lb. 

1.5. 5 Noisy Readings 

(a) DC 

(c) 

Noisy readings on the O.lV range are especially indicate of a noisy 
component in the input amplifier. Suspect component in the input 
amplifier. Suspect components 0403, TR401, TR412. IC401. If the 
lOV range is also noisy (with short circuited input) then IC201 is a 
likely cause. 

(b) OHMS 
Noisy readings on the kQ ranges when the DC ranges are normal 
could be caused by IC60l , IC602, IC603. Also 0601 , 0602, 0616, 0617 
could produce noise if they become 'leaky'. 

AC 
If the AC readings are noisy the switching circuits around TR758 and 
TR759 could be at fault. Unstable readings could be produced by a 
breakdown by any of the FETs TR770 to TR779. By applying an input 
of approximately lV@ lkhz to input, and heating up the FET's 
individually with a hot-air gun (never apply direct heat to a 
component!), the fault may be quite quickly found by examining the 
display for any unreasonable large change in value. 

The setting of the balance control RV751 is quite critical to ensure 
a minimum of noise on the AC readings. See Test Procedure for the 
correct adjustment of this pot. 
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2.1 INTRODOCTION 
This printed circuit board permits processed data to be digitally 
displayed and the front panel annunciators to be lit as required . 

2.2 DATA INPlrl' 
Processed data enters the printed circuit board via PLlOl, pins 14 
to 21 , and is applied to octal D flip- flops IC101 and IC102. IC101 
is clocked by EDATSTB- and IC102 by ODATSTB-. On the rising edge 
of the clock signals the data is transferred to the Q5 outputs of 
IClOl and IC102 from where it is fed to both the Annunciator and 
the Display circuitry . 

2.3 ANNUNCIATORS 
The Q outputs of IC101 and IC102 are applied to the D inputs of 
ICll0/111 and IC112 respectively. ICllO to 112 are controlled by 
the BLANK+ signal such that, when BLANK+ goes to logic 0, a rising 
clock edge causes the D inputs to be transferred to the Q outputs 
io light the LED annunciators. IClll and IC112 are flocked by one 
Q output of IC106 and ICllO is clocked by the other Q output. 

2.4 ANNUNCIATOR CLOCK SIGNALS 
IC106 is driven by the Serial Data OUput from Display drivers IC107 
and IC108 . 

The serial data is applied to the D input of IC106 and transferred, 
upon a rising 4800Hz clock edge, to !he Q output. The inverse of 
the data signal also appears at the Q output and is used directly 
to clock IClll and IC112. The Q output is applied to the D input 
of the second stage of IC106 . On the next rising clock edge, the 
inverse of the original IC106 input appears at the Q output and is 
used to clock ICllO. ICllO is delayed by one 4800Hz clock cycle 
with respect to IClll and IC112 . 

ICllO to IC112 are used to drive the annunciators indicated in 
Table 2.1. 

Table 2.1 Annunciators 

IC Annunciator 

110 NULL ON, SAMPLE . TRACK, TALK, LISTEN, PROGRAM 

111 5x9. COMPUTE. LOCAL, SRQ . 6x9. 7x9. 8x9, DIG FILT; (7081] 
4X, COMPUTE, LOCAL, SRQ, SX. 6X, 7X. DIG FILT; [7071] 

112 V---, V-, V- +---, Q, -FILT. TRUE Q, RATIO. AUTO 
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2.5 DISPLAY 
The Q outputs from IC101 and IC102 are applied, via Buffers IC104 
and IC105, to the Display, DSlOl . This display is controlled, via 
its grid inputs, by Display Drivers IC107 and IC108. 

DSPDAT+ is applied to the Serial Data Input of IC108. on a rising 
edge of the 4800Hz signal, DSPDAT+ is transferred to IC108's 
internal shift registers . When the BLANK+ signal falls to logic o, 
the data signal is passed out of the device. via its parallel 
output pins. to the grid inputs (Gl to 10) of DS101 . 

The Serial Data Output from IC108 is applied to the Serial Data 
Input pin of IC107. IC107 operates in exactly the same fashion as 
IC108 except that there is a delay, with respect to IC108, of one 
clock pulse. The parallel outputs from IC107 are applied to the 
grid inputs (Gll to 20) of DSlOl. 

Serial Data Output from IC107 is applied to the D input of IC106 as 
desc.ribed under 'Annunciator Clock Signals ' . • 

The anode inputs to DSlOl, i.e. inputs a ton. ',' and'.' , denote 
which segment of the display digits is to be lit (see Figure 2.1 ). 
The grid inputs denote which of the twenty digits are to be lit . 

a 

...... 
. f b 

< .. T . ' 

t :•. . . 

· .·!-

1.- : . 
l,f .. ·~· 

e c 

• d 

' Figure 2.1 Display Segments 

DSlOl lights when the grid and anode inputs are pos i t ive wi th 
respect to the filament inputs. Fl and F2 supply the filament 
inputs to DS101. 

CAUTION: The outputs of IC107 and IC1 08 are rated at 40V 
maximum. Care must be taken when probing these res not to connect 
an output to an input pin as the inputs are rated at only 5.SV 
maximum. 
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3.1 INTRODUCTION 
Printed circuit board 3 contains the main power supplies: the 
floating link, which provides the interface between the 'earthy' 
and 'floating' circuits: the microprocessor clock and reset 
circuits: and the RS232, Minate, Keyboard and Display interfaces. 
Figure 3:1 shows the interconnection between these circuits. 

RS232 
Interlace 

Display 
Interlace 

F1 F2 

Floating 
Power 
Supply 

Minate 
Interlace 

+ 40V 

+SVe 

OVe 

Earthy 
Power 
Supply 

Clock 

Keyboard 
Interlace 

Power 
Fail 

Detect 

µART 
(Floating Link) 

PWDN-

VO 
Clock 

Reset 

Figure 3.1 Printed Circuit Board 3 Interconnections 

3.2 FLOATING LINK (Sheet 1) 

Clock 

A 7081 or 7071 is controlled by two microprocessors, one on the 
floating side and one on the earthy side. The two processors 
corranunicate through a two-wire serial link, which .is optically 
isolated by IClO and ICll. on the earthy side, the link is 
serviced by a UART, IC9. This operates under OMA control when 
receiving and under program control when transmitting. 

3.2 . l Link Handshake 
To ensure that the earthy and floating processors stay in step, all 
messages sent through the link are acknowledged . The processor 
which receives a message replies with a single character. 

An exception to the single character reply occurs when new corranands 
are sent by the earthy processor to the floating processor . In 
this case the single character is replaced by the new corranand. New 
corranands are sent to the floating processor only when it is 
expecting an aknowledgement. 

3.2.2 Wakeup 
To keep the earthy side aware of the overload status of the 
analogue circuitry when the instrument is not measuring, the 
floating side prompts single glug integrations at 50ms intervals. 
Range information is sent also so that the earthy side can keep 
track of the analogue range during auto-range operation. 
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3.2.3 Negative Acknowledge 
Most errors that may occur on the floating link can be detected by 
the receiving processor, which responds with a negative 
acknowledgement. 

The OMA is allocated a buffer for the received characters and if an 
attempt is made to use more buffer space than that allowed (buffer 
overflow) a 'float full' interrupt (OMA FL INT-) is generated. A 
'float full' interrupt is also generated if a negative 
acknowledgement (which is a request to resend) is received from the 
floating side. The two error conditions are distinguished by the 
state of the 'float receive single' flag, which is set if a single 
character is expected (negative or positive acknowledgement). A 
buffer overflow results in a negative acknowledgement. A negative 
acknowledgement sets a flag which prompts a resend of the last 
message after a finite period of time . 

The receipt of an End of String CEOS) generates an EOS Interrupt, 
which causes the received message to be inspected. Each character 
is placed in the buffer with a status byte that indicates whether 
or not the character was received correctly. 

3.2.4 Power Up Sequence . 
The floating side is pushed out of reset by a character sent from 
the earthy side. This then displays WAIT@ F. 

As part of its reset procedure, the floating side determines the 
mains frequency and sends one of three characters denoting the 
frequency to the earthy side. If the character sent is 
unrecognised, the system goes to the floating reset state and MAINS 
FAULT is displayed. 

If the mains character is valid, the floating side begins by 
presetting the hold-off counter. To do this it forces a hold-off 
message to the earthy side. Instead of giving a positive 
acknowledgement the earthy side sends a new conunand, i .e. DUMP, 
NVM. This starts a succession of messages from the floating side, 
all of which are acknowledged. An NVM or calibration state message 
is then displayed. Or, if the NVM DUMP has been successful. 
RESUMED or INITIALISED is displayed. 

3.3 RS232 INTERFACE (Sheet 1) 
The RS232 Interface circuit consists of the asynchronous 
conununications interface adaptor (ACIA) , IC19, buffers and drivers, 
IC4, IC25, and interface connector SK3. 

The ACIA (IC19) provides a means of efficiently interfacing the 
microprocessor on printed circuit board 4 to devices requiring an 
asynchronous serial data format. 
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In the transmission of asynchronous data, no pre-synchronised clock 
is provided with the data. Also, the gaps. between the data 
characters require that synchronisation be re-established for each 
character . Therefore, the receiving device must be capable of 
establishing bit and character synchronisation from the 
characteristics of the asynchronous format. Each character 
consists of a specified number of data bits preceded by a start bit 
and followed by one or more stop bits. The purpose of the start 
bit is to enable a receiving system to synchronise its clock to 
this bit for sampling purposes and thereby establish character 
synchronisation ~ The stop bit is used as a final check on 
character synchronisation. 

The microprocessor processes eight bit parallel bytes that do not 
include start and stop elements. Therefore, serial data received 
in an asynchronous format must be converted to parallel form with 
the start and stop elements stripped from each character. 
Likewise . in order to transmit serial data , the parallel data byte 
from the microprocessor must be converted to serial form with the 
start and stop elements added to each character . This 
serial-to-parallel/parallel- to serial conversion is the primary 
function of IC19 . 

Data flow between the microprocessor and IC19 is via 8 
bidirectional lines, DO through D7, that interface with the 
microprocessor data bus. The direction of d~ta flow is controlled 
by the microprocessor via the Read/Write {R/W) input to IC19. 

IC19 is enabled by a logic 0 signal ($4800) app~ied to its CS2 
input. Specific registers within the ACIA are selected by the AO 
signal applied to its Register Select (RS) input . The 
microprocessor can read or write into the internal registers by 
addressing the ACIA, via the address bus, using these two input 
lines . 

The microprocessor also applies a timing signal to the ACIA via the 
Enable input. The Enable {E) pulse conditions the ACIA's internal 
interrupt control circuitry and times the status/control changes . 

The RS232 side of IC19 is configured as a DCE {data conununications 
equipment) and is normally connected, via SK3, to a DTE (data 
terminal equipment) without an intervening modem link. Pin 2 of SK3 
is marked TxD to indicate the path of data transmitted by a 
terminal to the instrument: Pin 3 is marked 'RCVD' to indicate the 
path of data received by a terminal from the instrument . Pins 5, 6 , 
8 and 20 are linked together inside so that a terminal sending DTR 
{data terminal ready) receives back the enabling states of CTS 
(clear to send), DSR (data set ready) and DCD (data carrier detect) 
whether the 7081 or 7071 is ready or not. 

The Tx and Rx Clock inputs are both tied to the output of the MPU 
clock circuit on IC8 pin 6. 
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IC19 requests an interrupt to the microprocessor via its IRQ
output. which is applied to the Interrupt circuitry of IC13 as 
RS232INT-. . 

The pin/signal assignments for the RS232 connector are given in 
Table 3.h 

Table 3.1 RS232 Connector Pin/Signal Assignments 

Pin No. 

1 
2 
3 
5 
6 
7 
8 

20 

Signal 

Gro\lnd 
Transmit Data (TxD) - Input to 7081 or 7071 
Receive Data (RCVO) - output from 7081 or 7071 
Clear to Send (CTS) 
Data Set Ready (OSR) 
av 
Data Carrier Detect COCO) 
Data Terminal Ready (OTR) 

3.4 MINATE INTERFACE (Sheet 1) 
The Minate Interface consists of peripheral interface adaptor 
(PIA) IC20. MOSFETs TR6 and TR7. and interface connector PL4. 

When IC20 is enabled by a logic 0 $5400 signal to its CS2 input 
the data flows between the microprocessor and IC20 on the data 
bus, via eight bi-directional data lines (DO through 07). The 
direction of data flow is controlled by the microprocessor via 
IC20 Read/Write (R/W) input. Two addressing inputs RSO and RSl 
are used in conjunction with a control bit within the PIA for 
selecting specific registers i~ IC20 . The microprocessor uses 
these address lines and the R/W signal to write into the PIA's 
internal registers. 

The microprocessor applies a timing signal to IC20. via the 
enable input. This signal conditions the PIA's internal 
interrupt control circuitry and also controls the timing of the 
peripheral control signals. 

The interface side of the PIA includes two 8-bit bi-directional 
data buses (PAO-PA? and PB0-PB7) and four Interrupt control lines 
(CAI. CA2. CBl and CB2). All of these lines are TTL compatible. 
In addition, all lines serving as outputs on the B side of the 
PIA can supply up to lmA of drive current at l . SV. 

The outputs of IC20 are used as follows : 

* lines PBO to PB7 are fed to the N.V. Clock circuit, 
* lines PAO to PA7 and CA2, CB2 are fed to the Minate Connector, 
* line CA2 is supplied to the gate of MOSFET TR6 to turn it on, 
* line CB2 provides the same function for MOSFET TR7. 

The pin/signal assignments for the Minate connector are given in 
Table 3.2. 
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Table 3.2 Minate Connector Pin/Signal Assignments 

Pin No. Signal 

1 l 
2 2 
3 4 
4 8 Device Control 5 10 
6 20 
7 40 
8 80 
9 Contact closure remote trigger 

10 out of Limit high 
11 Out of Limit low 
12 OVE 
13 +5V 
24 TTL compatible digitise complete signal 
25 lkV probe enable 

3.5 KEYBOARD INTERFACE (Sheet l) 
The Keyboard Interface consists of peripheral interface adaptor 
(PIA) IC21 and BCD to decimal decoder IC23. 

When IC21 is enabled by a logic low $4COO signal applied to its CS2 
input the data flows between the microprocessor and IC21 on the 
data bus, via eight bi-directional data lines (00 through 07)~ The 
direction of data flow is controlled by the microprocessor via IC21 
Read/Write {R/W) input. Two addressing inputs, RSO and RSl, are 
used in conjunction with a control bit within the PIA for selecting 
specific registers in IC21. The microprocessor can read or write 
into the PIA's internal registers by addressing the PI~ via the 
system address bits using these input lines and the R/W signal. 

The microprocessor applies a timing signal to IC21 via the enable 
input. This signal conditions the PIA's internal interrupt control 
circuitry and also controls the timing of the peripheral control 
signals. 

The interface side of the PIA includes two 8-b1t bidirectional data 
buses (PAO to PA7 and PBO to PB7) and one Interrupt control line, 
CB2. 

outputs PBO to PB3 of IC21 are connected to inputs A, B. c and D of 
IC23, the 0 to 9 outputs of which are connected directly to the 
instrument keyboard. Table 3.3 shows the logic states of these 
pins relative to the A to D inputs . outputs PBO to PB3 are also 
connected to IC26 the N.V. cl ock chip . 
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The inputs of IC21 are used as follows: 

* Line PB4 (lkV range select) is connected to the Minate interface 
connector. 

* Lines PBS to PB7 are connected to the RS232 switch to enable 
reading of the baud rate set. 

* Lines PAO to PA4 are connected to the keyboard. 
* Line PAS is connected to the calibration switch on the 

instrument front panel. 
* Lines PA6 and PA7 are connected to switch Sl for stimulus 

program activation. 
* Line CB2 is connected to the Minate interface connector. 

Refer to Table 3.4 for a listing of the Keyboard Matrix Connections. 

Table 3.3 IC23 Logic States 

D c B A 

L L L L 
L L L H 
L L H L 
L L H H 
L H L L 
L H L H 
L H H L 
L H H H 
H L L L 
H L L H 

L = logic low 
H = logic high 

0 

L 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 

1 2 3 4 

H H H H 
L H H H 
H L H H 
H H L H 
H H H L 
H H H H 
H H H H 
H H H H 
H H H H 
H H H H 

s 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
L 
H 
H 
H 
H 

Table 3.4 Keyboard Matrix Connections 

6 7 8 9 

H H H H 
H H H H 
H H H H 
H H H H 
H H H H 
H H H H 
L H H H 
H L H H 
H H L H 
H H H L 

Column PL2 Pin Number:s . . 
Row 

l 2 3 4 s 11 12 13 

p I 6 v RATIO TRU Q AUTO DIG NULL HIST SAMPLE 

L FILT ON ~ 

2 7 Q - FILT PROG SELF INITIAL- MEM 
p -+--- TEST ISE 
I 8 v- -- COMPUTE LOCAL SRQ 
N v---
N 9 6 x 9 s x 9 l!J 7 x 9 8 x 9 NULL HIST TRACK 
0 +-
s 
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DISPLAY INTERFACE (Sheet 1) 
Display data from the data bus Clines D7 to ·DO) is applied through 
inverting lin.!._driver§_(IC22) to the Display, via PL6 pins 14 to 
21. Outputs D6, D5, D4, Dl from IC22 and D7, D3, D2, DO from the 
data bus are applied to NANO gate IC24. If the EOS character 
appears during a receive OMA Bus cycle, the output from IC24 (end 
of string) is appl~ed to IC3 in the interrupt circuitry to generate 

an EOS INT via IC16 Q output. 

Chapter 4 inc1udes a full description of the Display Interface 

operation in relation to the OMA. 

Refer to Figure 3.3 for the display timing. 

DENO-

BA+ 

TAKA 

E-
TSTB-

Ao 

OMA and 
· Microprocessor 

G 

8 
Y2 

A 

IC17 ----
Y, 

8 

A 
Yo 

4800Hz 

BLANK+ 

r-t----iCL 
---40 a,___ ....... _________ _ 

~----iCK 

CL 

........... ----0 
-----4CK 

---4PR 
Reset-

IC18 

OSPOAT+ 
0 i---------

EDATSTB -

Display 

Figure 3.2 Display Interface 
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4800Hz _J 
and 
BLANK+ L 
g:~~y __f"l..__~~~~~~~~r-l~~~~~~~~~r-i~~~~~-

~.ee ....... llIIIIl~.__------t""~"'""'"t-------.......... UIIIl ........ ___ _ 
rigure 4.1 I I 

DSPDAT+ I . 
----Cycles 1to23-- - - 1 

I I 
24th cycle 

. If the OMA fails, Display Clock will r~!fla)n at l~io.1 an~ the Display will be blanked 
· ·.-'<..,. ' . . · . 

Figure 3.3 Display Interface Timing 

3.7 I/O CLCX:K (Sheet 1) 
A l.22SSMHz clock signal is generated by crystal Xl, Inverters !Cl 
and associated components, and applied to the Clock input of part l 
of binary counter IC2. IC2 divides the signal by S to give 153.6kHz 
at its Qc output and by 16 to give 76 .SkHz at its Qo output. 
The QC output signal is applied to !CS 07 input, and the QD 
output signal to the 06 input of !CS, and to the Clock input of 
divider IC7. 

IC7 divides the 76.SkHz signal to produce the following frequencies:-

3S.4kHz to !CS DS input, 
19.2kHz to !CS 04, via inverter !Cl and to IC2 part 2 Clock input. 
9 . 6kHz to !CS 03 input. 
4.SkHz to !CS D2, via inverter !Cl, 
2.4kHz to !CS 01 input, 
37.SHz to provide a Clock signal for the Reset circuitry . 

The 19.2kHz signal is applied to IC2 part 2. The QA and QB outputs 
are ANDed together in IC3 and the output applied to another part of 
IC3 along with IC2 part 2 Qo output. The output of this second 
section of IC3 is fed back to the clear input of IC2 part 2. This 
feedback causes IC2 part 2 outputs to be reset to zero every 11th 
clock cycle (see Figure 3.4). The Qc output of IC2 part 2. i.e. 
1745Hz , is passed to !CS DO input . 

!CS output, to the RS232 interface, is selected by the values 
applied to its A, B and C inputs . These inputs are taken from the 
setting of the RS232 baud rate switch Sl. 
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IC2 

IC3/3 Jl~---n.__ _ __.n.__ _ __.n ..... _ ___,n ...... _ _ n.....___ 
IC3/6 Jl n"------- --- - -

Figure 3. 4 I/O Clock Timing 

3.8 RESET (Sheet 1) 
The microprocessor reset ci rcui t consists of binary counter res and 
its associated components. 

When there is no power loss to the instrument, i.e. PWDN- is at 
logic 1. res is enabled to count, clocked by the 37.5Hz signal from 
the I/0 Clock circuit. On the tenth count IC5 QA output will rise 
t o logic 1 and enable a Reset pulse to the microprocessor set via 
IC6 pin 3. However . under normal operating conditions the 
microprocessor (IC401 on board 4) periodically clears ICS by 
addressing $4COO to disable the count . If the microprocssor does 
not address $4COO for approximately 130 to 160 milliseconds, reset 
is enabled . 

When a power down occurs . the microprocessor must have sufficient 
time to run a checksum of its memory contents, etc, before it 
receives a reset corranand . The PWDN- signal is therefore applied to 
capacitor C2 and whilst this capacitor charges up 'Reset-' is held 
off . The time constant set by C2 and R4 allows sufficient time for 
the microprocessor to save its memory contents. 

If Reset is disabled at switch Sl, the microprocessor will not be 
reset regardless of the state of the power fail input. 
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Reset'-

$4COO 

E -
+SVe 

OV 

OV 

. . _ .... 

Figure 3.5 Reset Control 

3.9 POWER SUPPLIES (Sheet 2) 

CK2 

QA 

CL 

ICS 
A 

c 
B 

Oo 

LO CK, 

From 110 
Clock 

AST Off-

The instrument is fitted with a multi-purpose mains input unit 
mounted on the rear panel . This contains the mains input socket, 
fuses, voltage selector and filter. Switches a toe set the voltage 
to be supplied to transformer Tl. 

3.9.l Earthy Power Supply 
The earthy power supply generates ±12V, +5V and +40Vdc for the 
earthy circuits, and includes a power fail detect circuit. 

±12V Supply 
.· 

The ac voltage is applied, via PL52, to bridge rectifier 054 where 
it is full-wave rectified. The rectified output is smoothed by 
capacitors C59 and C60, and passed through resistors R73 and R74. 
Zener diodes 060 and 061 finally drop the voltage level down to ±12V. 

+40V Supply 
The ac voltage from PL52 is passed to bridge rectifier 055 via 
voltage doubling capacitors C56 and C57 . The rectified output is 
smoothed by C58 and applied to 5V regulator IC52. The 30V zener 
diode 056, between the +5V rail and the G input of IC52, supplies 
+35V. The +5V added to this by IC52 gives the +40V required . C61 
provides high frequency stability . 

+5V Supply 

e 

The +24V unregulated output from 054 is applied to the +5V circuit 
at TR54. Refer to the simplified diagram in Figure 3.6 . ~ 
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3.9.2 

3.9.3 

When TR54 is closed, 1t is in saturation at. a voltage drop of 
approximately lV. When TR54 is opened L52 drives its left-hand end 
negative until diode D57 latches in and conducts: initially at the 
same instantaneous current that had been flowing in TR54 just prior 
to its opening. The voltage at point (A) is approximately equal to 
Vin for the time TR54 is closed (T0 n> and approximately equal to 
OV for the time TR54 is open CT-Ton>· The filter L52, C67 
averages out the peak-to-peak ripple voltage of Vin and produces 
at v0 , a constant de output voltage whose value is given by: 

V
0 

"" Vin (T~n} 

output voltage Vo is regulated by controlling the ratio of 
Ton/T. The frequency T is fixed and Ton• the duration of the 
"on" time for TR54. is varied by pulse width modulator IC55, 
turn-on pulse amplifier TR56, TR53 and associated components. 

TR54 (A) 

057 

Turn-on Pulse 
Amplifier 

TASS, TR53 

C67 

Pulse Width 
Modulator 

ICSS 

.... • · .... ~" .... . .. ___ .. -· .... -- ... ---- - -· 

R71 

Figure 3.6 +5V Supply Simplified Diagram 

Vo= +SV 

C72-78 
C68 

ov 

Zener diode 058 provides over-voltage protection, capacitor C68 
removes voltage spikes and capacitors C72 to C78 provide local 
high frequency decoupling. R71 provides a current limit of 
about 2A via IC55. 

Power Fail Detect 
IC56. D59 and associated components provide a power fail detect 
circuit the output of which is applied to the reset circuit on 
Sheet 1. 

When the output from capacitor C59 falls to less than +21V the 
ouput of comparator IC56 falls to the negative rail value. This 
makes PWDN- equal to logic 0. 

Floating Power Supply 
The ac voltage from PL51 is applied to bridge rectifier 051. 
There it is full-wave rectified and smoothed by C51 before being 
applied to transistor TR52. 
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When TR52 is closed. it is in saturation at a voltage drop of 
approximately lV. When TR52 opens L51 drives its left-hand end 
negative until 052 latches in and conducts. The voltage at 
point (B) is therefore approximately equal to Vin during the 
time TR5~ is closed (Ton) and approximately equal to OV during 
the time TR52 is open (T-Ton). Filter L5l, C55 averages out the 
peak-to-peak ripple voltage of Vin and produces at Vo, a 
constant de output voltage given by 

(Ton) 
Vo ... Vin -T-

OUtput voltage Vo is regulated by controlling Ton, the duration of 
the 'on' time of TR52. via Pulse Width Modulator IC51, Turn-on 
Pulse Amplifier TR55, TR51 and associated components. 

TR52 
Vin 

~ti· . 
•; 

(B) 

R54 

Tum-on Pulse 
Amplifier 

TR55, TR51 

. :.. .. ' : -

052 

- .~ · . . : . / ~ -· . 

L51 

Pulse Width 
Modulator 

IC51 

R70 

C55 

Figure 3.7 Floating Power Supply Simplified Diagram 

Vo 

053 

ov. 
,:;..-

;~~·;i .. 
.~ 

Zener diode 053 provides overvoltage protection and R70 gives a 
current limit of about 2A • 

A Vo value of +5Vo is output to board 5 via SK51. +5Vs is 
output to provide voltage sensing. The signal is returned to the 
circuit and compared with the reference value supplied to IC51 . 

SK51 also outputs 31V and 17V ac for use on board 5 the 'floating 
power supply' circuit. 
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• 3.10 TEST POINTS 
The following Test Points are provided to assist in printed circuit 
board fault-finding. 

Table 3.5 Test Points 

Test Point (TP) Signal 

1 TR52 Drain 
2 ov 
3 BLEEPER + 
4 BLEEPER -
5 Bl -
6 Bl + 

51 IC55 CT input 
52 IC51 CT input 
53 OVE 
54 +5VO 
55 OVF 
56 +12V 
57 OVE 
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4.1 MICROPROCESSOR SET 
This circuit controls the other logic boards and consists of a 
microprocessor IC401, read only memory (ROM) IC412 to 415 and 
IC430, and random access memory (RAM) IC406 to 411. 

IC401 contains all the functions required for multi-instruction 
processing: an arithmetic and logic unit: instruction decode and 
address registers : an instruction register: all of the clock and 
logic circuits required for timing and a full complement of data 
bus lines . 

The microprocessor can modify its sequence of addresses on the 
basis of the results of previous operations. It can also store 
its own state when interrupted (IRQ) and continue from where it 
left off, when the Interrupt cycle is satisfied. 

4.1.1 Read/write (R/W) 
This signal determines the direction of data_flow between the 
microprocessor and its peripherals. When R/W is at logic l, Read 
is selected: when at logic 0, Write is operative. 

4.1.2 Interrupt Request (IRQ) 
several of the 7081 and 7071 internal and interface interrupt 
signals CDMA INT-, RS232 INT-, GP-IB INT- etc . ) are combined in 
IC13 on printed circuit board 3 to form an Interrupt signal to the 
microprocessor. A logic 0 IRQ- from IC13 causes the 
microprocessor to initiate the interrupt sequence which begins 
with the microprocessor, after finishing its current instruction, 
testing the Interrupt Mask in the Condition Code Register and 
storing the contents of its progra11Unable registers in memory 
locations specified by the Stack Pointer . 

IC13 outputs a unique set of values on its A, B and c outputs , 
dependent upon which of the interrupts has been generated, to IC15 
which buffers the signals and passes them onto the data bus. The 
microprocessor reads these signals from the data bus and thereby 
knows which interrupt requires service . 

When the interrupt has been serviced, the microprocessor carries 
on from where it stopped. 

4.1.3 Non-Maskable Interrupt (NMI) 
The Non-Maskable Interrupt (NMI) is recognised by the 
microprocessor as soon as the NMI- line goes to logic zero . The 
interrupt is used as a power-failure sensor . 

Except for the fact that it cannot be masked, the NMI interrupt 
sequence is similar to IRQ. After completing its current 
instruction, the microprocessor stacks its registers, sets the 
Interrupt Mask and fetches the starting address of the NMI 
interrupt service routine. 
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4.1.4 Reset (RESET-) 
The Reset interrupt is used following power on to reach an 
initialising program that sets up system starting conditions . 
Therefore, the RESET- sequence is initiated by a positive going 
edge. Also, since it is normally used only in start-up mode, 
there is .no reason to save the microprocessor contents on the 
stack. 

4.1.5 Address Bus and Data Bus 
The 16 line CAO to Al5) address bus controls data transfer between 
the microprocessor set, input/ output interfaces, memor i es etc. 
The transference of data can take place over part of, or the whole 
of the 8 data lines of the data bus (DO to 07). 

4.2 ADDRESS DECODERS 
The Address Decode circuit provides enable signals for the rest of 
the circuitry on this printed circuit board and consists of 
decoders IC416. 417 and 418, 2-to-l Selector IC419 and associated 
components . 

IC416 uses address lines Al3, Al4 and AlS to generate logic O 
enable signals to the ROM and address decoder IC417. Refer to 
Table 4. 1. 

Table 4.1 IC416 Operation 

Address Lines IC416 output Signals 

Al3 

0 
1 
0 
l 
0 
l 
0 
l 

$EOOO $COOO $AOOO $8000 $6000 $4000 
Al4 AlS CIC412) (IC413) (IC414) (IC415) (IC430) (IC417) 

0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0 0 l 1 1 l 1 1 
1 0 l l 1 1 1 0 
l 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 
0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 
0 1 1 1 0 l l 1 
1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 
l 1 0 1 1 l 1 1 

IC417 is enabled by a logic 0, $4000 signal from IC416 to 
produce logic 0 signals. from address lines AlO to Al2. to 
PL40l, IC419, IC420 and the OMA, IC402. Refer to Table 4.2. 
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Table 4.2 IC417 Operation 

Address Li nes IC417 Output Signal s 

Al O 

0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
l 
0 
l 

$5COO $5800 $5400 $5000 $4COO $4800 $4400 
All Al2 {PL401, (PL401, (PL401, (IC419, (PL401 , (PL401. (IC420, 

0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
1 
l 

40) 39) 33) 13 .11 ) 37) 36) 8) 

0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0 1 1 1 1 l l 0 
0 l 1 l 1 1 0 1 
0 1 l 1 1 0 1 1 
l l l l 0 l l 1 
1 1 l 0 1 l 1 l 
l l 0 l l l l 1 
l 0 l l l l l 1 

IC418 is enabled by the Al 4 and Al 5 s i gnals f r om the address 
bus , i .e . as l ong as both t hese s igna ls are t he same, IC418 uses 
address l ines All , Al2 and Al3 to provide enabl e signals t o the 
RAM. Refer to Table 4 .3 . 

Table 4.3 IC418 Operation 

Address Lines IC418 Output Signals 

$2800 $2000 $1800 $1000 $0800 
All Al2 Al 3 Al4 Al5 {IC411 ) (IC410) (IC409) (IC408) (IC407) 

0 0 0 0 0 1 l l l l 
l 0 0 0 0 1 l 1 l 0 
0 l 0 0 0 l l l 0 l 
1 1 0 0 0 1 l 0 l 1 
0 0 l 0 0 l 0 l l l 
l 0 l 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 
0 1 l 0 0 l 1 l 1 1 
1 1 l 0 0 1 l l 1 1 
x x x l 1 Disabled 
x x x 0 1 Disabled 
x x x 1 0 Disabl ed 

The inputs to IC418 , are also dependent upon links LK3 to LK8 , 
whi ch are , i n t urn , dependent upon the RAM fitted . Refer t o 
Table 4. 4. 

Table 4.4 Links LK3 to LK8 

Links Made 
RAM Fit t ed 

LK3 LK4 LK5 LK6 LK7 LK8 

TC5516P or ./ - ./ - ./ -
HM6117P 
HM6116P ./ - ./ - ./ -
HM6264 - ./ - ./ - ./ 
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OMA SELECT 
(IC402 ,2) 

0 
1 
1 
l 
l 
1 
l 
l 

$0000 
(IC406) 

0 
l 
l 
l 
l 
1 
1 
1 



If HM6264 RAMs are fitted, the only enable· signals generated by 
IC418 are $0000 and $2000. 

IC419 is enabled by the R/W signal from the microprocessor: a 
Read signal selects the IC419 B inputs for output and a Write 
signal selects the A inputs. The lA , 2B, 3A and 4A inputs of 
IC419 are held to logic l, the lB and 2A inputs to logic 0 and 
the 3B and 4B inputs are supplied by the $5000 signal from 
IC417. Refer to Table 4.5. 

Table 4.5 IC419 Outputs 

Inputs IC416 Output Signals 

Select $5000 lY(RD) 2Y(WR) 3Y(R$5000) 4Y(W$5000) 

1 1 0 1 1 1 
1 0 0 1 0 1 
0 1 1 0 1 1 
0 0 1 0 1 0 

The RD and WR outputs from IC419 are applied to the GP-IB 
Interface and the RAM. The R$5000 and W$5000 signals are fed off 
the printed circuit board via PL401 pins 35 and 34 respectively. 

4.3 DIRECT MEMORY ACCESS CDMA) 
The OMA procedure used in 7081 and 7071 can be briefly described 
as follows:-

* The microprocessor, (IC401) , loads the OMA controller (IC402) 
with a starting address for the memory transfer and the number 
of words to be transferred. 

* When the 7081 or 7071 input has data ready to be transferred 
to the memory or when the output is ready for transfer from 
the memory, the OMA controller sends a OMA request to the 
microprocessor. 

* The microprocessor acknowledges the OMA request, floats its 
address and data buses and appropriate control lines, and 
suspends any processing that requires use of the address and 
data bus. 

* The OMA controller provides an address to memory and control 
strobes to read or write memory. The input/output provides or 
accepts the data on the data bus . After a data byte is 
transferred, the DMA controller increments its address 
register and decrements its word count register. If the 
requi red number of words has not been transferred, the OMA 
controller repeats this step when the input/output is ready 
with the next data word. 

* When the required number of words has been transferred, the 
DMA controller terminates the OMA request and interrupts the 
microprocessor to indicate that the OMA transfer is complete . 
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The OMA interface consists of a 16-bit address bus. an 8-bit 
bidirectional data bus and the fol lowing control signals: BA+ or 
DMA GRANT, BREQ- or DMA REQUEST- and R/W. 

The BREQ- CDMA Request) signal from the DMA circuitry conunands 
the microprocessor to halt by going low. The Bus Available (BA+) 
signal from the microprocessor goes to a logic l when the 
microprocessor has halted and all three-state lines are in the 
high impedance state. The R/W line is a conunand signal from the 
DMA channel to control the direction of transfer through the DMA 
interface . For the system to operate correctly, the DMA 
circui!rY connected to the microprocessor's address bus. data bus 
and R/W line must have three-state outputs which are in the high 
impedance state when BA+ is low and the microprocessor is 
controlling the address, data and control buses . The time from 
the BREQ- line going low to the microprocessor halting and 
producing a BA+ CDMA Grant) will be variable depending on what 
instruction is being executed at the time BREQ- goes low and in 
which cycle of that instruction BREQ- goes low. 

DMA requests involve two byte transfers: the first transfer has 
address line AO low (even address) and the second AO high (odd 
address). Before and after each transfer, the OMA performs a 
dununy cycle. 

There are two channels which make requests to the OMA: Channel 0, 
the Display , and Channel l, the Floating to Earthy Data Link. 

4.3.1 Channel 0 
Channel 0 requests are clocked by the 4800Hz signal from the I/O 
Clock circuit on printed circuit board 3. Twenty-four requests 
are made before the circuit generates an interrupt . 

Once the OMA has the bus for a Channel O transfer, a dununy cycle 
occurs followed by the first DMA Transfer . When the transfer 
begins, Transfer Strobe - (TSTB-), Valid Memory Address - (VMA-) 
and Transfer Request 0 CTRQO+) fall to logic low, and, during the 
transfer, Even Data Strobe - (EDATSTB-) goes low to the Display 
for half an E clock cycle. 

The DMA then performs two dununy cycles followed by the second 
transfer. During this second transfer Odd Data Strobe -
(ODATSTB) goes low to the Display for half on E clock cycle. 

DSPDAT+ goes high on the rising edge of the 24th Odd Data Strobe
and goes low on the rising edge of the next. 

Refer to Figure 4.1 for the DMA timing for thi s channel. 
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4.3.2 Channel 1 
Channel 1 requests, via the Data Received (DR) line from IC9 pin 
19 on printed circuit board 2. are delayed in IC29 by five E 
clock cycles . If a Channel 0 request occurs during this delay, 
Channel O· takes the OMA, as it has a higher priority than Channel 
l , and clears IC29. once Channel 0 has finished i ts trans fer, 
the Channel 1 request appears at the OMA after a further f i ve 
clock cycles. This delay circuitry prevents latch up occuring 
between the earthy and floating processors. 

Channel l transfers are similar to Channel 0 trans fers except 
that Acknowledge Data - (ACKD-) goes l ow during the first 
transfer (ins tead of EDATSTB-) and Acknowledge Status - (ACKS-) 
goes low during the second transfer (instead of ODATSTB- ). 

IC18/3 4800Hz 

IC18/S 

IC14112 TAO+ _ll} 

IC402/36 BREQ-

IC402/38 BA+ 

µ Clock E -

IC16/8 BAEXTD + --------' 

IC14/1 

IC3/11 

TSTB - . 

VMA - --------' 
IC17/1;:! . EDATSTB -

IC17/11 ODATSTB -

IC17/1.. .. DENO -

u 

IC18/8 DSPDAT + ---------------------..,------

666ns 

The dotted lines show the Channel O Data Chain cycle 
TAKA = 0 during this cycle, DSPDAT + goes high and low on the next cycle. 

Figure 4.1 OMA Timing - Display (Channel 0) 
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IC9/19 DR (Data Received) 

IC29/10 
5 clock perio;;;.ds:;..,.----------------

_..L".Z/' '-------~ 

IC402/36 

IC402/38 

µ Clock 

TRQ- --L2J 
BREQ-

BA - ---------' 

E-

IC16/8 13AEXTD • -------...J 
IC14/1 TSTB -

IC3/11 

IC17/10 

IC17/9 

IC17/1 

VMA - -------~ 

ACKD

ACKS

DENO-

Dummy Dummy Dummy 

u 

IC1 615 EOS INT - Low if EOS Character received 

666ns 

The dotted lines show the Channel 0 Data Chain cycle 
T AKA = 1 during the time that TSTB- is low. 

Figure 4. 2 DMA Timing - Receive Floating Data (Channel 1) 

If an End of String (EOS) character (ASCII 80) is received during 
a DMA cycle. an EOS Interrupt is generated, i.e . EOS INT - goes 
low. The software services this interrupt and resets the OMA 
channel. 

A OMA FL Interrupt is generated if more data comes in than 
expected or, if a negative acknowledge is received from the 
floating side. 

Refer to Figure 4.2 for the OMA timing for this channel. 

In order to exit from the DMA mode, the BREQ- line is switched 
high (synchronously with the clock), the BA+ signal returns low 
and the microprocessor resumes control 2f the bus. When BA+ 
falls low, the DMA channels address, R/W and data line are in the 
high impedance state . 

4.4 GP-IB INTERFACE 
The GP-IB Interface (IC420), with its associated bus-drivers, 
provides a means of connecting the voltmeter's microprocessor 
with external devices connected to the IEEE Standard bus . The 
handshake lines DAV, NRFD, NDAC are handled automatically by 
IC420. 

Essentially the GP-IB Interface comprises fifteen registers, 
(one, the Address Switch Register IC424, is external to IC420). 
seven of the registers may be written to___Qy the microprocessor 
depending on the state of control lines RD, WR and RSO to RS2. 
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4.4.l GP-IB Address selection 
The voltmeter address and Talk/Listen Status are set up on switch 
SW801 on printed circuit board 8. The values of the switch 
settings are then passed via socket SK801 to SK414 on printed 
circuit board 4 and from there via non-inverting line drivers 
IC424, to the data bus. 

IC424 is enabled by a logic 0 $5800 signal from IC417 in the 
Address Decode circuit. 

4.4.2 GP-IB Signal Lines 
The microprocessor/GP-IB Interface and GP-IB Interface/IEEE bus 
signal lines shown in Figure 4.3 are summarised below: 

T/A2 

I 

[- 07 
. - 06 0101 

}otertaoe ""' 
Microprocessor == OS 0102 

04 0103 
Data Bus - 03 0104 - 02 0105 - Signal Lines - 01 0106 -- DO 0107 -0108 -

Microprocessor { ==::: RS2 
cs RS1 Address Bus _ 

RSO CK 

""' Management [ 

ATN WR 
IFC AD 
REN INT .. . Lines _ 
SRO RESET -- EOI 

B~e Transfer {- DAV 
( andshake ------ NRFO· 

Lines) - NOAC 

T/RI I 

Fig. 4.3 GP-IB Interface Signal Lines 

Bidirectional Data (D0-07) These lines allow data transfer 
between the microprocessor and the GP-IB. The data bus output 
drivers are three-state devices that remain in a high impedance 
(off) state except when the microprocessor performs a GP-IB read 
operation. 

Chip select (CS) IC417 selects the GP-IB interface by pulling 
the line low. 

RD.WR These signals are generated by the microprocessor to 
control register access and the direction of data transfer on the 
data bus. In_conjunction with control lines RSO to RS2 (see 
below), the RD line, when low, selects one of the eight read only 
registers: when WR is low one of the seven write only registers 
is selected. 
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Register Select (RSO, RSl, RS2) . Used in combination with RD 
and WR for register selection. 

Interrup~ (INT) The INT output goes to the conunon interrupt bus 
for the microprocessor. The INT line is set active Clow) when an 
interrupt occurs . and remains so until the microprocessor reads 
the Interrupt Status register. 

Reset The active high Reset line is used to initialise IC420 
during power-on/initialise. Reset is driven by an external 
power-up reset circuit. 

Bus Management Lines CATN, IFC, REN, SRQ, EOI) These lines are 
used to manage an orderly flow of information across the interface 
lines. 

Attention (ATN) is sent by a controller over the interface. 
During the ATN active state, devices monitor the data lines (DO to 
07) for addressing or an interface conunand. 

Interface Clear (IFC) This signal is used to put the interface 
system into a known quiescent state. 

Remote Enable (REN) is used to select one of two alternate 
sources of device progranuning data : local or remote control. 

Service Request (SRQ) When active, the signal indicates the 
need for attention in addition to requesting an interrupt in the 
current sequence of events. This indicates to the controller that 
a device on the bus is in need of service. 

End or Identify (EOI) signals the end of a multiple byte 
transfer signal and, in conjunction with ATN, executes a parallel 
polling sequence. 

Clock Input (CK) Derived from the microprocessor clock 
generator, this input is used to synchronise control and data 
transfer throughout the interface. 

Signal Lines (DIOl to DI08) These bidirectional lines allow for 
the flow of eight-bit ASCII interface messages and device 
dependent messages. 

Byte Transfer Lines (NDAC, NRFD, DAV) These lines allow for the 
proper transfer of each data byte on the bus between talkers and 
l isteners. NRFD is high to indicate that all listeners are "ready 
for data". A talker indicates that "data is valid" by putting DAV 
low and the transfer begins when NRFD falls low. Upon the 
reception of valid data by all listeners, NDAC goes high 
indicating that the "data has been accepted" by all listeners . 

Transmit/Receive Control Signals CT/Rl and T/R2) These two 
signals control IC421 and 422 which drive the interface bus. The 
transmit/receive inputs of REN, IFC and ATN are held high to 
receive, while SRQ is held low to transmit. EOI (transmit or 
receive) is controlled by T/R2 . 
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4.5 TEST POINTS 

The following Test Points are provided to assist in printed 
circuit board fault finding. 

Table 4.6 Test Points 

. Test Point (TP) 

l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

Signal 

START 
STOP 
CLOCK 
E 
GND 
Al5 
OVE 
Not connected 
+SV 

(TPl, 2, 3 and 5 are used with Locator). 
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5.1 INTRODUCTION 
Board 5 contains the voltage-to-time converter, the glug counters, 
the microprocessor and the non-volatile memory (NVM). It also 
provides a cl ock divider and osci l l ator ci rcui t , and t he 
reference , ratio and ohms circuits for the instrument. The board 
has i ts o'wn power supply. A schematic of these functions with 
their interconnections is shown in Figure 5.1 . 

Integrator fnput 

~ -10VRef. 

Forcing Waveform ( + 10V Ref. 

t t ( • 
+ 10V Ref . !l Hi 

.---.. V·To·T - 10VRef. Ratio nLo Ohms 

::.::: 
...J 
(.) 

-

Reference 
:-+ Converter Circuit Bootstrap Circuit 

.__ --
' t Ratio Control 

TestZero , l c:n c:n 

~ ~ 
Floating 

::I ::I '\ ' a a ~ Power 
,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ -

I + E <e 
Supply 

<O .~£~ i/p Amp Control ::l-

!2 e ~ ·.::: oc:: 
OmO -8 - u..~ 

' ' ~ •• 
Glug Clock Clock 

.. Microprocessor 

Counters ~ Divider - Oscillator 
.__ and .... 

NVM 

..& . j1b. i " ' ,, 4J 
r' 

.·.·.·%-.· 

' - · ( _ ·. 
· Reset -

Mux Data and Low Address Bus-ij_ij~W:l~M%t:, 
-

Figure 5.1 Board 5 schematic 

5.2 VOLTAGE-TO-TIME CONVERTER (Sheet 1) 
This circuit, comprising an integrator, comparators, clock 
synchronised bi-stables and reference switching FETs/transistors, 
converts the voltage output from the main amplifier into two pulse 
trains. The pulses are used to gate the clock into a reversible 
count er which produces a nett count proportional to the measured 
input. 

The integrator, which compr ises IC201 (a d .c part) and IC202 (a 
conventional fast part) has the following inputs connected: 

1. The input to be measured 
2. The forcing waveform 
3. +Reference, -Reference or OV. 

With the input at ov, and a l60Hz forcing square wave applied 
continuously to the integrator. the output is driven alternatively 
positive and negative through the thresholds of the two 
comparators IC203 and IC204 . The state of the two comparators is 
followed by IC205, which synchronises the transitions to the 
clock. outputs from IC205 are then used to drive FETs TR201 to 
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TR204, TR207, TR208 and transistors TR205, ·TR206, which switch the 
reference voltages or OV to the integrator input. With this 
arrangement the output will always remain dynamically balanced 
about zero, irrespective of the input to the integrator. 

The ratio of R202 to R201 is set so that, without calibration, the 
instrument is guaranteed to read high and a calibration constant 
of <l is required. This ensures that there are no missing 
digitised codes. 

5.3 REFERENCE VOLTAGE (Sheet 2) 
The reference voltage (+lOV, -lOV) is generated from 0301 by IC305 
and scaling resistors R306 a to d. IC306 and R305 determine the 
zero of the V-to-T convertor as they are used to center the 
reference voltage. 

IC307 switches between +lOV and -lOV to generate the forcing 
waveform. R310 and R311 reduce transients (due to this switching) 
on the reference voltage. 

R308 and R309 current limit the reference output in the event of a 
short-circuit. 0302 ensures that, at power-up, the reference 
circuit starts-up in the correct direction. (The reference circuit 
has two stable operating states.) 

The remainder of the circuit is concerned with 

(a) setting up the linear component of the temperature 
coefficient of 0301 and 

(b) compensating for the curved component of the temperature 
coefficient of 0301. 

The linear component is controlled by IC301, which is a o-to-A 
convertor. and IC304, which is a buffer. The digital signals 
present on TCl to TC6 control the output current of IC301 and thus ~ 
the output voltage of IC304, which may swing between OV and -lOV. ~ 
This in turn varies the current through 0301 and hence varies the 
linear temperature coefficient. R303 converts the output swing of 
OV to -lOV into a current swing through the diode. 

The curved component of the temperature coefficient is compensated 
for by D351. IC351 and associated components. 

0351 generates a current proportional to absolute temperature of 
lµA/K. This is offset by a current through R351 such that, at 
27°C (300K), the voltage at pin 2 of IC351A is approximately 
zero . As a result, IC351B output will also be at zero, since it 
has no input, and transistor IC352 pins 3,4,5 will be biased off. 

When the temperature is less than 27°C, IC351A pin 2 goes 
negative. This produces a positive output, which is fed back via 
D352. Hence IC351A acts as a virtual earth amplifier with an 
input of lµA for every degree Centigrade below 27°C. 
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The ratio of R352 to R353 (6.8k:l0k) causes a positive current to 
flow into IC351B virtual earth, and an equal current of 
+0 . 6µA/°C to flow through transistors IC352 pins 1,2,3,9,10 and 
11. 

The action of IC352 is similar to that of the nns convertor and 
the output current from IC352 pin 5 is (Iin)2/Iref where !ref is 
the current supplied by R354. Hence a square law relationship is 
established between the output current and the input current. 

When the temperature is greater than 27°C , IC351A pin 2 goes 
positive. This produces a negative output, which is blocked by 
0352 . Hence, the voltage at IC351A pin 2 (source impedance 
33k-R351) is developed across the load of R352 and R353 in 
series. The current at IC351B pin 6 (virtual earth) is again 
0.6µA/°C and causes an equal current to flow through IC352 pins 
1.2.3,9,10 and 11. 

The result is that for all temperatures a positive current of 
0. 6µA/°C flows into IC351B virtual earth, i .e. IC351A 
effectively perfonns the function of the absoluter in the AC RMS 
converter . 

The output current from IC352 pin 5 is therefore: 

((T-27)x0 . 6]2 µA 
I ref 

where T is the temperature in degrees Centigrade. 

The output current is developed across R355, so that it is added 
to the zener voltage. This is because the diode characteristic is 
such that on either side of 27°C, the voltage falls. 

5.4 RATIO CIRCUIT (Sheet 3) 
Ratio measurements are performed using Hi and Lo lines. The 
voltages are switched through their own amplifier to avoid 
difficult switching of the main input amplifer . The ratio signals 
are routed into the main system just before the integrator. 

TR502 buffers the input and generates bootstrapped rails to power 
the main amplifier IC502. TR504 protects IC503 against over 
voltage during negative measurements. 

Switching allows either the ratio output, the input amplifier 
output, or zero to be measured . Zero is used during a drift 
correct or self-test . Transistors TR505 and TR506 are used to 
switch the signals as long as the input or output lies in the 
range -15V < V < +lSV. 
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To prevent variation of resistance at turn-on, transistors TR505, 
TR506, TR508, TR509, TR516 and TR517 must be turned on by a 
voltage which has a fixed value above the signal voltage . This is 
supplied by the input signal 'I/p AMP+ 5V BOOTSTRAP'. If this is 
not the case , non-linearity occurs as the input impedance to the 
integrator is only 160kQ. 

Relay RLl isolates the current source terminals from the current 
sources in non-kohm modes, when a two-wire cable is being used and 
RL501 connects the lOµA current source straight into the 
integrator for the kohm self-test facility. 

5.5 OHMS CIRCUIT (Sheet 4) 
True four-terminal ohms measurements are made since the current 
source is floating with an independent power supply . The 
reference is transferred across to the independent supply using 
IC601, IC602 and optocouplers IC605 a and b to give isolation. 
The only currents which flow between the two sections are 
insulation leakage currents ahd amplifier bias currents (-lOpA). 

The reference is generated across R604. This provides a current 
which regenerates a voltage across R609. This is then applied 
across either R611 or R612 to create either lOµA or lmA. FET 
switching is employed· and hence a separate current switch and 
voltage sense FET is required for each position. 

0608 ensures that the voltage dropped across TR607 and TR609 does 
not forward bias the gate-source junction and 0605, 0609 , 0610 are 
protection diodes in the event of a mains voltage being 
inadvertantly applied to the terminals. 

In some cases the reference voltages collapse briefly after 
power-up and this can inject current into pin 10 of IC601 and 
IC602 via capacitors C605 and C606. R616 and R617 limit this 
current to a value which does not cause latch-up. 

Since the power ra~ls are assyrnetrical about OV and only one 
transformer winding is used, 0615 is included in the circuit to 
improve the balance and equalise the voltage stress on IC607 and 
IC608. 

This circuit is used for measuring resistances up to lMQ . Above 
this value a conductance method is used, ratio-ing the unknown 
resistor to the 9.9MQ attenuator resistor. The switching for 
this is done in the input attenuator. 

5. 6 GLUG COUNTERS (Sheet 5) 
The outputs from the V-to-T converter ~LUGA, +GLUGA , +GLUG and 
~LUG are used to gate clock into a reversible counter chain 
comprising IC812. IC807, IC810 and IC811. 

If the output of NOR-gate IC822 pin 10 rises to logic high, the 
counters are inhibited. 
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The Q outp~t of D flip-flop IC835 determines the direction of the 
count: if Q goes low, the counters count up, if Q goes high, the 
counters count down. As the D and Clock inp~ts to IC835 are 
pennanen~ly tied to VEE• the state of the Q output is solely 
dependent upon the state of the Reset and Clear inputs, i~e. 
-GLUGA and +GLUGA respectively. If -GLUGA goes low, t!!e Q output 
also goes low and conversely, if +GLUGA goes low. the Q output 
goes high. 

+GLUGA and -GLUGA are derived from the Q outputs of IC205 b and d 
in the V-to-T converter. IC205 b has comparator IC203 output 
applied to its D input and IC205d has comparator IC204 output 
applied to its D input. Both flip-flops are clocked by the 
5.24MHz clock signal from IC835 in the clock oscillator circuit. 
Figure 5.2 shows the timing of +GLUGA and -GLUGA generation and 
the operation of the counter enable direction pulses. 

The Q output of IC205b is applied to the D input of IC205a which 
outputs +GLUG on the next rising clock edge to IC821 pin 10 and 
IC822 pin 8. 

IC821 gates together +GLUG and +GLUGA to supply the 'clear' signal 
for IC813. Clear is generated when both +GLUGA and +GLUG are 
logic high. 

The Q output from IC205d is also applied to the D input of IC205c 
which outputs -GLUG on the next rising clock edge to IC822 pin 9. 
IC822 provides 'chip enable' for IC812 as previously described. 

IC813 acts as a glug synchronisation monostable and is 
continuously triggered until the final count down pulse. when the 
Qs output (pin 13) goes low. Latches IC809 and IC808 then 
record the contents of the counters. After 0.5~s. IC813 
triggers to reload the counters with zero and to send an interrupt 
request CIRQ-) to the microprocessor IC801. The microprocessor 
then reads the contents of the two latches (by sending GLUG HI
and GLUG LO- via IC805) and also re-enables IC813 in readiness for 
the next glug input. 
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IC203 
Output I 
IC204 l 
Output 

SMHz 

- GLUGA 

+GLUGA I 
-GLUG l I 
+GLUG I I I 
IC821/8 LJ LJ lJ 

IC822/10 J n n n_ 
up- I I I 

Figure 5.2 Glug Generation and Timing 

5.7 CLOCK DIVIDER (Sheet 5) 
A mains derived 17VAC signal is buffered and isolated by IC303 
before being applied to IC834. The output from IC834 pin 6 is 
applied to the microprocessor IC801 Ei!Ll9, which measures the 
mains frequency and sets its 400Hz, 60Hz lines accordingly. Refer 
to Table 5 .1. 

Table 5.1 Microprocessor Frequency Settings 

Microprocessor OUtput Lines 

--Mains Frequency 400Hz 60Hz 

50Hz 0 1 
60Hz 0 0 
400Hz 1 1 

If the mains frequency is equal to 50Hz, the Qc output of IC819 
is low to IC822 pin 2. IC822 therefo.!.!t_Easses the mains frequency 
(50Hz) to the clock input of IC820. 60Hz is high to the A input 
enabling IC820 to divide the input frequen£Y._Qy 5 to give lOHz at 
its Q.a output. If the mains frequency is 60Hz, 60Hz is low and 
IC820 divides the input by 6 to gi ve lOHz at QB. With a 400Hz 
mains frequency, the top half of IC819 is enabled giving 400 + 
8, ie 50Hz, at its Qc output. IC822 is disabled at pin 6 but 
enabled at pin 2 to pass this 50Hz signal to IC820 pin 2. IC820 
then divides the frequency by 5 to give lOHz at its QB output. 
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The bottom half of IC819 is driven by IC814 and IC815. IC814 is 
clocked by the 5.24MHz signal from the clock oscillator circuit. 
The 5.24MHz signal is repeatedly divided down by IC814 and IC815 
until 160Hz is output to IC819 clock input. IC819 divides this 
clock by 16 to give the lOHz signal for IC824 . . 
The forcing waveform drive signal for the reference circuit is 
also derived from IC814 and IC815. The ~ (640Hz) and Oc 
(160Hz) signals from IC815 are applied to the D3, Dl, D2 and DO 
inputs respectively of IC833. When IC833 receives a logic high 
FWS signal from IC830, it outputs 640Hz at YO to the reference 
circuit. (The 640Hz signal is used when the unit is configured 
for nines= 3). If FWS is at logic low, IC833 outputs 160Hz to 
the reference circuit. 

5.8 CLOCK OSCILLATOR (Sheet 5) 
The mean de level on C814 controls the varactor diodes 0808 and 
0809, the capacitance of which determines the frequency of the LC 
oscillator (TR805, L801 etc.) The output from the clock 
oscillator is applied via TR806 and TR807 to IC835 which divides 
the frequency by two to give a clock output. This is divided by 
524288 (219) to give the lOHzC signal from IC819/818. The lOHzC 
signal is phase-locked to the lOHz derived from the mains input. 
Thus, the clock oscillator outputs approximately 5 .24MHz which 
varies with the mains frequency. 

5.9 NON-VOLATILE MEMORY (NVM) (Sheet 5) 
The NVM (IC804) is organised in 1024 x 4 bit nibbles and is 
accessed via the normal address bus, to specify the NVM address, 
and the microprocessor (IC801) port 1 (PlO to Pl5), to specify the 
function required and to pass data . 

The NVM has logical addresses in the range 0 to 1023 and physical 
addresses in the range 0 to 2046 (even values only). Since the 
access time of the NVM is slower than the normal microprocessor 
cycle time, the NVM is addressed twice for each operation. IC805, 
823 and 806 convert an even address into the address to be 
accessed and assert 'chip select'. An odd address causes chip 
select to be unasserted. 

As the NVM holds the calibration data for the instrument, the 
integrity of the storage is vital. TWo data validation measures 
are used: 

1. The information is duplicated on two pages. 

2. Each page has an 8-bit checksum (stored in two consecutive 
nibbles). Since a simple checksum would not detect an 'all 
zeroes' failure, the stored checksum is offset by a value held 
in ROM (IC803). At calibration the information is written into 
both pages. 
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At power-up. information is read out of the NVM as a complete 
page. Page 1 is checked first by the microprocessor (IC801) and. 
if it is found to be correct, it is transmitted to the 'earthy' 
processor IC401 on board 4. If page 1 is found to be faulty, page 
2 is che~ked. If page 2 is found to be correct, it is transmitted 
across: the 'earthy ' processor uses this page whilst flagging a 
non-fatal error condition to the user. If page 2 is also faulty, 
the 'earthy' processor will use page 2 information whilst flagging 
a calibration error condition to the user. 

An NVM erase voltage is generated by TR804, 0806 and associated 
components, but is present at the NVM only when (i) the NVM is 
addressed (ii) an even address is applied to IC806, and (iii) 
Write is enabled . The NVM is not necessarily erased if the Erase 
voltage is present: erase has to be enabled first. 

5.10 FLOATING POWER SUPPLY (Sheet 6) 
This circuit produces the floating power for the analogue circuits. 

The ±15V supplies are produced from a bridge rectifier circuit. 
0901 and voltage regulators IC901, IC902. The ±28V supplies are 
obtained from the same inputs via a voltage doubler and voltage 
regulators IC903 and IC904. 

5.11 TEST POINTS 
The following T~st Points are provided to assist in printed 
circuit board fault-finding. 
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Test Point (TP) 

201 
202 
203 
204 
205 
301 
302 
303 
304 
305 
501 
502 
503 
504 
505 

601 
602 
603 
604 
605 
606 
607 
608 
609 

801 
802 
803 . 
804 
805 
806 
807 

901 
902 
903 
904 
905 
906 
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Table 5.2 Test Points . 

5.9 

Signal 

Integrator 
-Glug 
+Glug 
Glugs 
ov 
Current 
lOV Ref 
-lOV 
3.8V 
ov 
Ratio In 
Ratio 6V 
Ratio -6V 
Ratio Out 
ov 
lOV 
-lOV 
-25V 
ov 
22V 
37V 
IC604 Input 
IC604 Output 
Ohms Control 
Free S/S 
Clock 
GND 
$6400 
-15V 
$6500 
Frequency 

28V 
15V 
ov 
-15V 
-lOV 
-28V 
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6.1 INTRODUCTION 
Board 6 contains the input and signal conditioning circuits for 
the instrument, including the input amplifier, ac attenuator and 
nns converter. A schematic of these functions, with their 
interCOllf!eCtions, is shown in Fig 6.1. 

Input 
Amplifier 

·Amplifier 
Output 
Limit 

Input DCHi 
Protection 

DC 
Ranging 

AC RMS 
converter 

ov 
Bootstrap 

Filter Drive 

RMS Drive 

AC Output 

+ 1 OV Reference 

Figure 6.1 Board 6 schematic. 

6.2 ATTENUATOR {Sheet 1) 

Attenuator 

AC Hi 

RLD3 

AC 
Attenuator 
and Buffer 

The voltmeter input signals. from either the front or rear panel 
connector. enter printed circuit board 6 and are fed, via the 
front/rear switch Sl , through various combinations of relays and 
resistors, depending upon the measurement function selected. The 
resistors attenuate the signals to the levels required for the 
voltmeter's circuitry. Table 6.1 indicates the relays made for 
different measurement functions. 

Table 6.1 Attenuator Relays 

Function 

O to lOV de 
10 to lOOOVdc 
Vac 
0 to lMQ 
lMQ to lGQ 
lOV Test 
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Relays On 

RL5 
RL4, RL6 
RL3 
RL5 
RL2 . RL5, RL6 
RL2, RL4 
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Note: RL7 is closed whilst RL5 opens or closes. 

AC input signals are passed onto the AC Attenuator and Buffer: de 
and resistance signals to the DC Ranging circuit. 

6.3 INPUT AMPLIFIER (Sheet 2) 
The voltage applied to the amplifier, via the Hi and Lo lines, is 
limited by diodes 0401 and 0408 to protect the circuit from 
accidental overload. The limited voltage is then applied to input 
FET pair TR401. IC401 is connected to the drains of TR401 to 
improve the conanon mode rejection and hence the settling time to 
transients: if the offset does not change the chopper channel need 
not resettle. 

The output from IC401 is fed directly to IC402 and from IC402 to 
the amplifier output limit circuitry. 

The offset from TR401 is fed, via a filter circuit consisting of 
R407, R408 and C404, to a bridge modulator made up of four low 
leakage FETs: TR406, TR407, TR408 and TR409. IC406 provides 
anti-phase switching signals for the modulator. The amplitude of 
these signals is determined by diode 0404. The resultant 
modulated signal from the FETs is then amplified by low noise 
amplifier TR404 and high gain amplifier IC404. 

'Any de output is removed by capacitor C410 and the signal is 
demodulated by IC405 and its associated components. 

The amplified offset is fed back into IC401 via R406, which is 
balanced by R404 to give rejection of rail noise. 

IC402 is unity gain stable but TR401 provides gain for its 
inputs. This extra gain is "lost" by C401 (R402 + R401) in the 
lower limit and R403 (C401) in the upper limit. The result is to 
make the combination of TR401 and R403 have a gain of one and no 
phase shift at high frequencies. 

The cross-over frequency between the high frequency amplifier and 
the chopper channel is approximately 8Hz so that a 6dB per octave 
roll-off is maintained for most frequencies. 

TR412 and IC402 provide low voltages which are defined relative to 
the input voltage. e .g. -6.'ZV. These can be used to provide rail 
currents for TR401 and TR404. 

6.4 DC RANGING (Sheet 3) 
The gain of the main input amplifier is controlled by the scaling 
resistor network in this circuit. The network also provides an 
additional measure of input amplifier protection. relative to the 
bootstrap. 
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6.4.1 Input Protection 
Despite the use of an input attenuator, large input swings could 
still overdrive the input amplifier. The input protection circuit 
provides an extra safeguard, limiting the signal line excursions 
to approximately 15V. The circuit consists of diode 0101, zener 
diode 0102, 0103 and associated resistors. 

6.4.2 Ranging 
Resistors Rlll to Rll4 form the feedback paths for the input 
amplifier . The feedback, and hence the gain, is selected by one 
of the F.E.T. switches TRlOl to TR103 which are driven from 
board 5 via the opto-isolators in IC104. 

6.5 AMPLIFIER .OUTPUT LIMIT (Sheet 3) 
This circuit, which consists of operational amplifiers IC102, 
IC103, diodes 0107 to 0114 and associated components, ensures that 
the input amplifier output does not exceed ±15V. If the output is 
within these limits, the voltage at the non-inverting inputs to 
IC102 and IC103 is within ±lOV. The circuit operation is as 
follows : 

OV input to IC102 
Amplifier output equals -12V. 0112 is forward biased, thus 
enabling the IC102 feedback loop. IC103 output equals +12V, but 
its inverting input is kept at -lOV by the reference input. Under 
these conditions, 0107 and 0108 are reversed biased and no current 
flows to 0109, 0110, RllO. 

+lOV input to IC102 
Amplifier output equals -2V. 0112 is still forward biased. IC103 
output equals +22V. therefore 0107 and 0108 are still reverse 
biased. 

+15V input to IC102 
Amplifier output rises above -2V. 0112 is reversed biased, thus 
disabling the feedback loop. The amplifier (IC102) output 
therefore rises rapidly in an attempt to equalise its inputs . 
IC103 output, on the other hand, continues to track the input 
(Vin + 12) because of the -lOV reference applied to its 
inverting input . Therefore, as TP106 rises to the rail voltage 
and TP107 equals +27V, diodes 0107 and 0108 become forward biased 
switching 0109, 0110, RllO onto the input amplifier feedback loop . 

Large negative voltages input to IC102 
0114 in the feedback loop of IC103 be.comes reverse bi ased and 
forces IC103 output more negative in an attempt t o equal ise its 
inputs. IC102, on the other hand. continues to track negative 
inputs . 0107 and 0108 are again forward biased and switch 0109 , 
0110, RllO into the input amplifier feedback l oop. 
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6.6 AC ATTENUATOR AND BUFFER (Sheet 4) 
This circuit is required to acconunodate either nns ac only or the 
nns of the ac + de. For the ac only case, RL701 is closed, RL702 
open. For the ac + de case, both RL701 and RL702 are closed. In 
any other· mode RL702 is closed to keep C701 discharged. 

The ac gain of the attenuator is one at RL703 for high 
frequencies. At low frequencies the gain is rolled off by C701, 
R703, 707 and 708 in the ac only mode but, in the ac + de mode, 
the gain begins to roll off because of C701, R703, 707 and 708 and 
then, flat tens off again at about 0.95 because of R702. 
Therefore, to give a flat ac + de response, a similar network, 
C702, R701 and R704 is introduced into the feedback path of buffer 
amplifier IC705 . 

For ac only, the buffer amplifier has a gain of one at all 
frequencies. In practice, a large capacitor is put in series with 
TR704 (C703). This gives a slight lift in response at low 
frequencies to counteract the effect of C701 at frequencies just 
above the cut-off point. 

In the lOOmV and lV ranges , the signal passes through R711 at low 
frequencies and R722 plus C709 at high frequencies to clamp diodes 
0712 and 0713. The combination of R711 and C709 in parallel, 
combined with the amplifier input capacitance, gives a gain of 
about 0.9985. 

For the lOV and lOOV ranges, the attenuator is put in the +100 
position and the buffer set to either Xl or XlO. C706 and C720 
compensate for capacitance across R703. 

For the lOOOV range, the attenuator is put in the +1000 position 
(R706). 

For ac self-test, the attenuator is set to the lOOOV position and 
a square wave generated from the forcing waveform is injected into 
the bottom of the attenuator. This method of injecting a low 
signal into the attenuator gives good isolation from the test 
voltage when normal measurement is being made without adding 
another relay to the sensitive input amplifier node. 

IC705 fonns the basis of the buffer amplifier. C704 is included 
in the circuit to prevent IC705 oscillating in the region of 
50Hz . A gain of either 1 or 10 is required from the buffer 
amplifier, both with a bandwidth of at least ?MHz. TR703 and 
associated components C714, R721 and R720 provide the gain of 10. 
They are switched into the feedback loop by IC706 . 0716. 0715, 
0717 and TR702 acting as a conunon-base amplifier . IC706 pin 1 is 
logic low so that 0715 is forward biased and 0716 causes the 
cathode of 0715 to clamp at -9V. TR702 is an emitter followe r 
which drives the conunon-base amplifier. 

C712 compensates the feedback attenuator for the capacitive 
l oading by the various components connected through TR706 when it 
is turned on . 
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To get a gain of one, the output stage is saturated: for this , the 
bias to TR703 is changed by turning off the low collector output, 
pin l, of IC706. As a result, current flows from the positive 
rail through R705f, g, R716 and R720 (0715 is now reverse biased), 
and turns TR703 on. This effectively couples the emitter follower 
TR702 directly to the output. R718 is needed to decouple TR702 
from the output load, which is fairly capacitive. Feedback is now 
unattenuated through TR705, giving an overall gain of one. 

IC704 guards the sensitive input lines to the buffer amplifier and 
reduces the capacitance to ground. It also provides switch-on 
drive for TR704, TR705 and TR706. 

6.7 AC RMS CONVERTER (Sheet 5) 
The nns converter can be divided into two specific sections: 

1. The absoluter. which converts the alternating signal int~ one 
with a single polarity. 

2. The converter , that converts the varying single polarity input 
into a de signal which represents the ans value of that input. 

6.7.1 The Absoluter 
The absoluter consists of a fast virtual earth amplifier with a 
pair of diodes in the output that generate the positive and 
negative components pf the output signal separately. The 
bandwidth of the nns converter depends primarily on the bandwidth 
of this circuit and, for this reason, it is constructed to be as 
fast as possible. To speed up the output transition , from 
positive to negative polarity, the two diodes are driven by a 
constant current stage. 

The input current is generated by R750 and the feedback is through 
R750 or R753 depending on the polarity. The positive output 
voltage is added to the original input signal (but with twice the 
weighting) through R751. Thus, for an input of -s volts, the 
converter has an input current of: 

-s + 25 s 
lOk !Ok = !Ok 

For an input of +s volts, the converter i nput cur rent equals :-

S + OS S 
!Ok l Ok = !Ok 

i .e. the input current is always positive . 

The amplifier consists of two paths: a fas t , l ow accuracy path 
and a slow, high accuracy path . 

The fast path is through TR762 (a source follower), TR763 Can 
emitter follower), TR751 {common base) and TR764 which is the 
constant current output stage. The lOOkHz frequency response is 
set by RV752. This component controls the phase shift of network 
C760, R759 and RV752 at lOOkHz, and hence the gain. 
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The slow path is through integrator IC752. Change over from one 

path to the other occurs at lOOkHz . 

6. 7.2 The Converter 
The basic amplifier is very similar to the absoluter amplifier, 

but with RV752 replaced with a fixed resistor (R767) and a 

variable resistor (RV753) added. This allows the gain bandwidth 

product to be adjusted and, in effect, allows the lMHz gain to be 

controlled . 

A simplified circuit diagram of the converter is shown in Figure 

6.2 . 

i) Transistors A and B, in conjunction with IC753, produce a 

voltage at the emitters of B and C, which is equal to 

2logeiin 

ii) D develops a voltage at its emitter which is equal to 

log aV{I ), where av(I ) is the average value of 
e out out 

Iout derived from the filter output . 

iii) The difference between {i) and {ii) is developed across the 

base emitter junction of C to produce lout: 

exp{2logeiin - logeavCiout>> = lout 

which implies 

I Jn = Iout 
av{Iout) 

(iv) This is filtered again, to give: 

av[lJn - av<Iout>l = av[Ioutl 

which implies 

avlJn = [av<Iout>l 2 

or 

av<Iout> = vavlJn 

In other words, the filter output {avI0 yt> is 
vavIJn which is simply the definition of the rms 

value of Iin. 

To obtain good gain stabili ty t ransistors A and D are a matched 

pair: similarly B and c. Any offset between these transistors 

appears as a gain error given by: 

exp{logeI + Voffset> = Iexp Voffset 

If Voffset = 0, exp Voffset = 1. 
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However. even the use of matched pairs can .give a certain 
improvement only, particularly with respect to long term drift, 
so the circuit goes one stage further . 

Transistor pair A and D are swapped over at a rate of lOHz, 
similarly B and c. The effect can be seen mathematically, i.e. 
the output is given by 

~exp(logeI + Voffset> + ~exp ClogeI - Voffset> 

• ~ [Iexp Voffset + Iexp (-Voffset>l 

For small values of Voffset• a Taylor expansion may be used, 
i.e. 

exp Voffset = 1 + Voffset + V6ffset 
2 

giving: 

~[Iexp Voffset + Iexp C-Voffset>l = ~I(2 + V3ffset> 

= I Cl + Voffset > 
2 

The unchopped error would have been: 

I(l + Voffset + V3ffset ) 
2 

The components which achieve the switching are TR770 to TR779 
inclusive. They are driven through resistors to minimise the 
transient disturbance by IC750, which switches between -15V and 
-l.3V. TR780 performs logic level shifting . 

If the voltmeter is using an integration rate below lOOms on ac, 
a reading may be generated with the chopper in one of two states 
and no averaging effect will occur. Thus, as a result of 
Voffset• two possible outputs could occur, differing by more 
than one bit. For this reason. RV751 , R791 and R790 are included 
to reduce the offset to a minimum. 
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6.8 TEST POINTS 

lin 

Ano 

T 
Figure 6.2 Converter 

AC 
Output 

av.(iout) 

A751 

The following Test Points are provided to assist in printed 
circuit board fault-finding. 

Table 6.2 Test Points 

Test Point (TP) Signal 

101 HI 
102 LO 
103 DC output 
104 Bootstrap 
105 OV Mytchett 
106 +15 Clamp 
107 -15 Clamp 
401 Bootstrap 
402 Chopper output 
403 Demodulator output 
404 Demodulator 
405 ov 
702 AC Bootstrap 
705 Buff er OUtput 

750 Rectifier Bi as 
751 Log Bias 
753 Bias 
756 Log Drive 
757 RMS Output 
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7.1 

7 .2 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter contains detailed Parts Lists and Circuit Diagrams 
for each of the printed circuit boards fitted in the instrument. 
When ordering spare parts, it is essential to quote the 
instrumertt serial number, located on the rear panel, as well as 
the full description shown in the appropriate parts lists. 

component Parts List Abbreviations 

7.2 . l Circuit Reference 
B - Battery R - Resistor (Q) 

c - Capacitor (µF) RL - Relay 
CSR - Thyristor RNL - Non Linear Resistor (Q) 

D - Diode RV - Variable Resistor (Q) 

FS - Fuse s - switch 
IC - Integrated Circuit SK - Socket 
L - Inductor T - Transformer 
LP - Lamp (including Neon) TP - Terminal Post (or Test Point) 
LK - Link 
MSP - Mains selector Panel 
PL - Plug 

7.2.2 Component Types 
Fixed Resistors 

CACP Carbon Compositiion 
CAFM Carbon Film 
CKCA Cracked Carbon 
MEFM Metal Film 
MEGL Metal Glaze 
MEOX Metal Oxide 
POWW Power Wirewound 
PRWW Precision Wirewound 
TEMP Temperature Sensitive 
TKFM Thick Film 
TNFM Thin Film 
VOLT Voltage Sensitive 

Capacitors 

Air 

TR - Transistor 
x - Other components 

Variable Resistors 

CAFM ·carbon Front Panel Multiturn 
CAFS Carbon Front Panel Single Turn 
CAPH Carbon Preset Multiturn 
CAPS Carbon Preset Singl e Turn 
CMFM Cermet Front Panel Multiturn 
CMFS Cermet Front Panel Single Turn 
CMPM Cermet Preset Multiturn 
CMPS Cermet Preset Single Turn 
CMPS Cermet Preset Single Turn 
WWFM Wirewound Front Panel Multiturn 
WWFS Wirewound Front Panel Single Turn 
WWPM Wirewound Preset Multiturn 
WWPS Wirewoud Preset Sj,ngl e Turn 

AIR 
ALME 
ALMS 
CARB 
CERM 
ESTF 
ESTM 
MICA 
GLAS 

Aluminimum Electolytic 
Aluminimum Solid 
Polycarbonate 

Ml.AC 
PAPF 
PAPM 
PTFE 
PYLN 
STYR 
TAND 
TANF 
TANW 

Metallised Lacquer 
Paper Foil 
Paper Metallised 
PTFE 

Ceramic 
Polyester Foil 
Polyester Metallised 
Mica 
Glass 
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Polystyrene 
Tantalum Dry 
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PCB 1 Parts List 

Cct Solartron 
Ref . General Description Part No. 

RlOl CACP 5Q6 l/2W 10\ 172305600 
Rl02 CACP lOk l/4W 10\ 172041000 
Rl03 CACP lOk l/4W 10\ 172041000 
Rl04 CACP lOk l/4W 10\ 172041000 

ClOl CERM 47n 12V 20\ 241744700 
Cl02 CERM 47n 12V 20\ 241744700 
C103 CERM 47n 12V 20\ 241744700 
C104 CERM lOOn 40V +80\ 208450140 

-20\ 

Cl05 CERM lOOn 40V +80\ 208450140 
-20\ 

Cl06 CERM lOOn 40V +80\ 208450140 
-20\ 

Cl 07 CERM 330p 500V 20\ 241323300 

IC101 LS273 510004380 
IC102 l.5273 510004380 
IC103 Resistor Pack, 150 160400587 
IC104 UDN6118 510005710 

IC105 UDN6118 510005710 
IC106 L574 510Cl02600 
IC107 UCN4810A 510005180 
IC108 UCN4810A 510005180 

ICllO L.5374 510004390 
IClll l.5374 510004390 
IC112 l.5374 510004390 
IC113 Resistor Pack, 150 160400587 

0101 
to LED 300750280 
0122 

05101 FG209M 300730460 

Pl.101 Plug, 26 way 351326030 

Stick-on Feet 420310260 
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PCB 3 Parts List 

Cct 
Ref. General Description 

Rl CACP lk5 l/4W 
R2 CACP lk5 l/4W 
R3 CACP lOk l/4W 
R4 CACP 47k l/4W 

RS CACP lOk l/4W 
R6 CACP 470 l/4W 
R7 CACP 150 l/4W 
RS CACP lk5 l/4W 

R9 CACP lk l/4W 
RlO CACP 3k3 l/4W 
Rll CACP 27k l/4W 
Rl2 CACP lOk l/4W 

Rl3 CACP 47k l/4W 
Rl4 CACP 22k l/4W 
Rl5 CACP !Ok l/4W 
Rl6 CACP lOk l/4W 

Rl7 CACP lk l/4W 
Rl8 CACP lk5 l/4W 
Rl9 CACP 15k l/4W 
R51 CACP 100 l/4W 

R52 CACP lk8 l/4W 
R53 MEFM 3k3 l/8W 
R54 CACP 100 l/4W 
R55 CACP 47k l/4W 

R56 CACP !Ok l/4W 
R57 CACP 22 l/4W 
R58 CACP 22 l/4W 
R59 MEFM 470k l/8W 

R60 CACP lk8 l/4W 
R61 MEFM 3k3 l/8W 
R62 CACP 100 l/4W 
R63 CACP 47k l/4W 

R64 CACP !Ok l/4W 
R65 MEFM 33k l/8W 
R66 MEFM 12k l/8W 
R67 MEFM 22k l/8W 
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SOlartron 
Part No. 

10\ 172031500 
10\ 172031500 
10\ 172041000 
10\ 172044700 

10\ 172041000 
10\ 172024700 
10\ 172021500 
10\ 172031500 

10\ 172031000 
10\ 172033300 
10\ 172042700 
10\ 172041000 

10\ 172044700 
10\ 172042200 
10\ 172041000 
10\ 172041000 

10\ 172031000 
10\ 172031500 
10\ 172041500 
10\ 172021000 

10\ 172031800 
0. 5\ 192733302 
10\ 172021000 
10\ 172044700 

10\ 172041000 
10\ 172012200 
10\ 172012200 
0.5\ 192754702 

10\ 172031800 
0.5\ 192733302 
10\ 172021000 
10\ 172044700 

10\ 172041000 
0.5\ 192743302 
0.5\ 192741202 
0.5\ 192742202 



PCB 3 Parts List (cont.!) 

Cct SOlartron 
Ref. General Description Part No. 

R68 MEFM 3k9 l/8W 0. 5\ 192733902 
R69 MEFM 3k9 l/8W 0.5\ 192733902 
R70 POWW OQl 10\ 160200088 
R71 POWW OQl 10\ 160200088 

R72 MEFM 470k l/8W 0. 5\ 192754702 
R73 CACP lk5 l/4W 10\ 172031500 
R74 CACP lk5 l/4W 10\ 172031500 

Cl CERM 68p 500V 20\ 241316800 
C2 TAND 4µ7 lOV 20\ 265464700 
C3 VAR 2 to 27p 290030280 
C4 CERM 22p 500V 20\ 241312200 

C5 CERM 150p 500V 20\ 241321500 
C6 CERM lOOp 500V 20\ 241321000 
ClO TAND l µ 35V 20\ 266061000 
C51 ALME 2200µ 63V +50\-10\ 208600264 
C52 ESTF 4n7 lOOV 10\ 227034700 

C53 ESTF lOn lOOV 10\ 227041000 
C54 TAND l µ 35V 20\ 266061000 
C55 TAND 220µ lOV 20\ 265482200 
C56 ALME 47µ 40V +50\-10\ 273774700 

C57 ALME 47µ 40V +50\-10\ 273774700 
C58 ALME 47µ 40V +50\- 10\ 273774700 
C59 ALME 4700µ sov +50\-10\ 208600268 
C60 ALME 22µ 40V +50\- 10\ 273772200 

C6l ESTM l OOn lOOV 10\ 225451000 
C62 TAND 10µ 25V 208700108 
C64 ESTF 4n7 lOOV 10\ 227034700 
C65 ESTF !On . lOOV 10\ 227041000 

C66 TAND lµ 35V 20\ 266061000 
C67 TAND 220µ lOV 20\ 265482200 
C68 ALME 220µ lOV +100\-10\ 273182200 
C69 ESTM lOOn lOOV 10\ 225451000 

C70 ESTM lOOn lOOV 10\ 225451000 
en 
to CERM 47n 12V +50\-25\ 241744700 
C78 

Bl Battery 800400260 
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PCB 3 Parts list (cont. 2) 

Cct SOlartron 
Ref. General Description Part No. 

I Cl 74LS04 510002690 
IC2 74LS393 510004470 
IC3 74LS08 510002910 
IC4 74LS14 510003120 

IC5 74LS196 510004710 
IC6 74LS03 510004140 
IC? CD4040BE 510001820 
IC8 74LS151 510002720 

IC9 6402 510002820 
IClO 6Nl36 300540150 
ICll 6Nl36 300540150 
IC12 Resistor pack 6.8k (15 off) 160400569 

IC13 LS148 510005800 
IC14 74LS157 510002240 
IC15 74LS367 510003030 
IC16 74LS74A 510002600 

IC17 74F139 510005880 
IC18 74LS74A 510002600 
IC19 68A50 510003011 
IC20 68A21 510002851 

IC21 68A21 510002851 
IC22 74LS240 510005310 
IC23 74LS145 510004990 
IC24 74LS30 510003560 

IC25 LM301 510001270 
IC26 MM58174N 510005480 
IC27 LS32 510093140 
IC28 LS107 510004550 

IC29 LS164 510002890 
IC51 TL494 510000690 
IC52 7805 Regulator 510000500 
IC55 TL494 510090690 

IC56 LM311 510091280 

TRl BC214L 
TR2 3Nl63 300554530 
TR3 MPSA13 

TR4 BC107 300553320 
TR6 VNlOKM 300555860 
TR7 VNlOKM 300555860 

-- ' 
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PCB 3 Parts List (cont.3) 

Cct Solartron 
Ref. General Description Part No. 

TR51 2N2907A 
TR52 BD131 
TR53 2N2907A 
TR54 BD131 

TR55 Ul897 300553800 
TR56 Ul897 300553800 

Dl SD3 300522160 
D2 SD3 300522160 
D3 SD3 300522160 

D51 W04 300524700 
D52 VSK340 300525850 
D53 IN5339B 300526000 
D54 W04 300524700 
055 W04 300524700 

056 C30 300521430 
057 VSK340 300525850 
058 IN5339B 300526000 
059 C5V6 300521450 

060 Cl2 300521480 
061 Cl2 300521480 

PLl Ribbon Plug , 40 way 352340110 
PL2 Bergstik Plug, 15 way 352336070 
PL3 Amp Header, 2 way 352302080 
PL4 Ribbon Plug, 26 way 352326110 

PL5 Ribbon Plug, 26 way 352326110 
PL6 Ribbon Plug, 26 way 352326110 
PL51 Amp Header, 8 way 352308060 
PL52 Amp Header, 6 way 352306090 

LSl RMlO Inductor, 250µH 309511001 
LS2 RMlO Inductor, 250µH 309511001 

Nl Mains Selector 550001480 
Mains Switch 375500020 

Sl 8-pole OIL Switch 375000540 

SKl Socket , 40 way DIL 300585190 
SK2 Socket, 40 way DIL 300585190 
SK3 Socket, 40 way DIL 300585190 
SK4 Socket, 24 way DIL 300584190 

SK51 Socket, 16 way DIL 300584860 

~e 
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e PCB 3 Parts List (cont.4) 

Cct SOlartron 
Ref. General Description Part No. 

FSl Fuse 200mA 240V 360106280 
FS2 Fuse 200mA 240V 360106280 

Tl Mains transformer 309617701 

Xl Crystal l.2288MHz 300810360 
X2 Crystal 32 .768kHz 300810640 

TPl Test Hook 355400760 
TP2 Test Hook 355400760 
TP3 Amp Disconnect Pin 355900550 
TP4 Amp Disconnect Pin 355900550 

TP5 Terminal Lug 355500430 
TP6 Terminal Lug 355500430 
TP51 Test Hook 355400760 
TP52 Test Hook 355400760 

TP53 Amp Disconnect Pin 355900550 
TP54 Test Hook 355400760 
TP55 Test Hook 355400760 
TP56 Test Hook 355400760 

TP57 Test Hook 355400760 

.PCB Hinge (2) 412011220 
PCB Edge Support (2) 412011230 
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PCB 5 Parts List 

Cct Solartron 
Ref. General Description Part No. 

R201 MEFM 160k Matched Precision 169616002 
R202 MEFM lOOk pair 
R203 MEFM lOk l/8W 0.5\ 192741001 
R204 MEOX lk l/4W 5\ 195631000 

R205 MEOX lk l/4W 5\ 195631000 
R206 MEOX lOOk l/4W 5\ 195651000 
R207 MEOX lOOk l/4W 5\ 195651000 
R208 MEFM lOk l/8W 0.5\ 192741001 

R209 MEFM lOk l/8W 0.5\ 192741001 
R210 MEOX lOk l/4W 5\ 195641000 
R211 MEOX 560 l/4W 5\ 195625600 
R212 MEOX lOk l/4W 5\ 195641000 

R213 MEOX 560 l/4W 5\ 195625600 
R214 MEFM 680 l/8W 0.5\ 192726802 
R215 MEFM 680 l/8W 0.5\ 192726802 
R217 MEOX 22k l/4W 5\ 195642200 

R218 MEOX 22k l/4W 5\ 195642200 
R219 MEOX 2k2 l/4W 5\ 195632200 
R220 MEOX 2k2 l/4W 5\ 195632200 
R221 MEFM 39k l/8W 0.5\ 192743902 

R222 MEFM lOOk l/8W 0.5\ 192751001 
R224 MEOX 68 l/4W 5\ 195616800 
R301 MEFM 47k l/8W 2\ 160400571 
R302 MEFM 470 l/8W 2\ 192124700 

R303 MEFM 4k7 l/8W 0.5\ 192734704 
R304 (To be fitted only if supplied with diode 0301) 
R305a MEFM lOk Matched Precision 169616102 
R305b MEFM lOk Pair 

R306a MEFM 6k 
R306b MEFM 12k7 Matched Precision 169616201 
R306c MEFM 600 Set 
R306d MEFM 300 

R308 CACP 100 l/8W 10\ 172021000 
R309 CACP 100 l/8W 10\ 172021000 
R310 CACP lk l/8W 10\ 172031000 
R311 CACP lk l/8W 10\ 172031000 

R351 MEFM 33k l.8W 0.5\ 192743302 
R352 MEOX 6k8 l/4W 5\ 195636800 
R353 MEOX lOk l/4W 5\ 195641000 
R354 MEFM 82k l/8W 0.5\ 192748202 
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PCB 5 Parts List (cont.l) 

Cct Solartron 
Ref. General Description Part No. 

R355 HEFM 100 l/8W 0.5\ 192721002 
R501 Network 680 160400570 
R502 Network 47k 160400571 
R503 MEFM 470 l/8W 2\ 192124700 

R504 CACP lOk l/8W 10\ 172041000 
R505 CACP 3k3 l/8W 10\ 172033300 
R506 MEFM 470 l/8W 2\ 192124700 
R507 MEFM 470 l/8W 2\ 192124700 

R509 CACP lk l/8W 10\ 172031000 
R601 MEOX 2k2 l/4W 5\ 195632200 
R602 MEOX 2k2 l/4W 5\ 195632200 
R603 MEFM lOOk l/8W 0.5\ 192751001 

R604 lOOk Precision 169616402 
R605 MEFM lOOk l/8W 0.5\ 192751001 
R606 MEOX 56k l/4W 5\ 195645600 
R607a Network 47k l.8W 2\ 160400571 
R607b 

R608 MEOX IM l/2W l\ 195461000 
R609 MEFM 30k 
R611 MEFM 600k Matched Precision Set 169616303 
R612 MEFM 6k 

R614 POWW 12k 2W 5\ 193041200 
R615 MEFM 470 l/8W 2\ 192124700 
R616 MEOX lOk l/4W 5\ 195641000 
R617 MEOX lOk l/4W 5\ 195641000 

R801 CACP 150 l/4W 10\ 172021500 
R802 CACP 3k3 l/4W 10\ 172033300 
R803 CACP 3k3 l/4W 10\ 172033300 
R804 CACP 22k l/4W 10\ 172042200 

R805 CACP 47k l/4W 10\ 172044700 
R806 CACP lM l/4W 10\ 172061000 
R807 CACP lOOk l/4W 10\ 172051000 
R808 CACP lOOk l/4W 10\ 172051000 

R809 CACP 220k l/4W 10\ 172052200 
R810 CACP lOOk l/4W 10\ 172051000 
R811 CACP 47k l/4W 10\ 172044700 
R812 CACP 470 l/4W 10\ 172024700 

. R813 CACP lOk l/4W 10\ 172041000 
R814 CACP lk l/4W 10\ 172031000 
R815 CACP 100 l/4W 10\ 172021000 
R816 CACP 330 l /4W 10\ 172023300 
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PCB 5 Parts List (cont.2) 

Cct SOlartron 
Ref. General Description Part No. 

R817 CACP 27k l/4W 10\ 172042700 
R818 CACP 47k l/4W 10\ 172044700 
R819 CACP 47k l/4W 10\ 172044700 
R820 CACP 3k3 l/4W 10\ 172033300 

R821 CACP lOk l/4W 10\ 172041000 
R822 CACP 680 l/4W 10\ 172026800 
R823 CACP lOk l/4W 10\ 172041000 
R824 CACP 2k7 l/4W 10\ 172032700 

R825 CACP 6k8 l/4W 10\ 172036800 
R826 CACP 6k8 l/4W 10\ 172036800 
R827 CACP lk l/4W 10\ 172031000 

C201 PROP lOOn 200V l\ 208100180 
C202 ESTM 470n lOOV 10\ 225454700 
C203 ESTH 68n lOOV 10\ 225446800 
C204 CERM 150p 500V 20\ 241321500 

C205 ESTH lOn lOOV 10\ 225441000 
C208 CERM lOn 500V +80\ 241941000 

-20\ 
C209 CERM lOn 500V +80\ 241941000 

-20\ 
C210 CERM 2n2 500V +40\ 241332200 

-20\ 

C2ll CERM 2n2 500V +40\ 241332200 
-20\ 

C212 ESTM 470n lOOV 10\ 225444700 
C213 TAND 47µ 20V 10\ 265774700 
C214 ESTM lOOn lOOV 10\ 225451000 

C215 ESTM lOOn lOOV 10\ 225451000 
C216 CERM 47n 25V +50\ 241944700 

-25\ 
C217 CERM 47n 25V +50\ 241944700 

-25\ 
C218 CERM 47n 25V +50\ 241944700 

-25\ 

C219 CERM 47n 25V +50\ 241944700 
-25\ 

C220 CERM 470p soov 20\ 241324700 
C221 CERM 470p soov 20\ 241324700 
C223 TAND 22µ 35V 10\ 265972200 
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PCB 5 Parts List (cont.3) 

Cct SOlartron 
Ref. General Description Part No. 

C301 CERM 47n 2SV +SO\ 241944700 
-2S\ 

C302 CERM 47n 2SV +SO\ 241944700 
-2S\ 

C303 CERM lOp soov 20\ 241311000 
C304 CERM lOp soov 20\ 241311000 

C305 CERM lOp soov 20\ 241311000 
C306 CERM 22p 500V 20\ 241322000 
C3Sl CERM lOn 2SV +50\ 241941000 

-25\ 
C3S2 CERM lOn 25V +50\ 241941000 

-25\ 

C501 ESTM lOn lOOV 10\ 225441000 
C502 ESTM lOOn lOOV 10\ 22S451000 
C503 ESTM lOOn lOOV 10\ 225451000 
C601 ESTM lOOn lOOV 10\ 225451000 

C602 ESTM lOOn lOOV 10\ 225451000 
C603 ESTM lOOn lOOV 10\ 225451000 
C604 ESTM lOOn lOOV 10\ 225451000 
C605 ESTM lOn lOOV 10\ 225441000 

C606 ESTM lOn lOOV 10\ 225441000 
C607 lOOp lOOV 20\ 208900004 
C608 ESTM 33n 400V 10\ 226043300 
C609 ALME 100 lOOV +100\ 273981000 

-10\ 

C610 ALME 47µ ioov +100\ 273974700 
-10\ 

C611 CERM lOn 250V 208450036 
C612 CERM lOn 25V +50\ 241941000 

-25\ 
C613 CERM lOn 250V 208450036 

C614 ESTM lOOn lOOV 10\ 225451000 
C615 ESTH lOOn lOOV 10\ 225451000 
C616 CERM 47n 25V +50\ 241944700 

-25\ 
C617 CERM 47n 25V +50\ 241944700 

-25\ 

C801 CERM 22p 500V 20\ 241312200 
C802 CERM 22p 500V 20\ 241312200 
C803 CERM 22n 25V +50\ 241842200 

-20\ 
C804 ALME 47µ 40V +50\ 273774700 

-10\ 
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· PCB 5 Parts List (cont .4) 
Cct SOlartron 
Ref. General Description Part No. 

C805 TAND 4µ7 lOV 20\ 265464700 
C806 TAND 100µ lOV 20\ 265481000 
C807 VAR 6-30p 160V 10\ 290020450 
C808 CERM lOp 250V 20\ 208450000 

C809 CERM 3n3 500V +40\ 241333300 
-20\ 

C810 CERM 330p 500V 10\ 208450060 
C811 CERM 47n 12V +50\ 241744700 

-25\ 
C812 TAND 47µ 6V 20\ 265274700 

C813 CERM ln 500V +40\ 241331000 
-20\ 

C814 TAND lµ 35V 20\ 266061000 
C815 ESTM lOOn lOOV 10\ 225451000 
C816 CERM 47n 12V +50\ 241744700 

-25\ 

C817 CERM 47n 12V +50\ 241744700 
-25\ 

C818 CERM 47n 12V +50\ 241744700 
-25\ 

C819 CERM 47n 12V +50\ 241744700 
-25\ 

C820 CERM 47n 12V +50\ 241744700 
-25\ 

C821 CERM 3n3 500V +40\ 241333300 
-20\ 

C822 TAND 22µ 16V 208700106 
C823 CERM 47n 12V +50\ 241744700 

-25\ 
C824 CERM 47n 12V +50\ 241744700 

-25\ 

C825 CERM 47n 12V +50\ 241744700 
-25\ 

C826 CERM 47n 12V +50\ 241744700 
-25\ 

C901 ALME 220µ 40V 208600262 
C902 ALME 220µ 40V 208600262 

C903 ALME 1000µ 40V 208600263 
C904 ALME 1000µ 40V 208600263 
C905 ALME 220µ 40V 208600262 
C906 ALME 220µ 40V 208600262 

C907 TAND lµ 35V 20\ 266061000 
C908 TAND lµ 35V 20\ 266061000 
C909 TAND lµ 35V 20\ 266061000 
C910 TAND lµ 35V 20\ 266061000 
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PCB 5 Par ts List (cont.5) 

Cct Solartron 
Ref. General Description Part No. 

C912 TAND 220 lOV 20\ 265482200 

IC201 ICL7650 .BCPD 510091810 
IC202 LM301 510091270 
IC203 LM311 510091280 
IC204 LM311 510091280 

IC205 745175 510003460 
IC301 A07533JN 510090670 
IC302 ILQ74 300540250 
IC303 ILQ74 300540250 

IC304 741CH 510091310 
IC305 OP07EZ 510091420 
IC306 OP07EZ 510091420 
IC307 00301 510091110 

IC351 MC1458 510091300 
IC352 CA3046 300554090 
IC501 ILQ74 300540250 
IC502 ICL7650 .BCPD 510091810 

IC503 78Ll2 510090450 
IC601 ICL7650 .BCPD 510091810 
IC602 ICL 7650 .BCPD 510091810 
IC603 LH0052 510090260 

IC604 ICL7650 BCPD 510091810 
IC605 I LQ74 300540250 
IC606 TILlll 300540140 
IC607 78Ll5 510090420 

IC608 79Ll5 510090430 
IC801 63A03MPU 510006170 
IC802 LS373 510004870 
IC803 2564* 510005610 
* On later model s Par t No. 2764 is used. 

IC804 ER3400 510005600 
IC805 Fl38 510005870 
IC806 LS74A 510002600 
IC807 LS191 510004190 

IC808 LS374 510004390 
IC809 LS374 510004390 
IC810 LS191 510004190 
IC811 LS191 510004190 

IC812 LS191 510004190 
IC813 LS163 510004170 
IC814 LS393 510004470 
IC815 LS393 510004470 
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PCB 5 Parts List (cont.6) 

Cct Solartron 
Ref. General Description Part No. 

IC816 LS273 510004380 
IC817 LS273 510004380 
IC818 LS273 510004380 
IC819 LS393 510004470 

IC820 LS163 510004170 
IC821 LSOO 510002000 
IC822 LS02 510002230 
IC823 LS04 510002690 

IC824 CD4046 510005690 
IC825 Resistor Pack, 6.8k 160400569 
IC826 TC5516P 510005470 
IC827 LS161AN · 510004160 

IC829 ULN2003A 510004980 
IC830 LS273 510004380 
IC831 Fl38 510005870 
IC833 LS153 510002740 

IC834 LS132 510002980 
IC835 LS74 510002600 
IC901 7815cT 510090320 
IC902 7915cT 510090330 . 

IC903 7812CT 510090520 
IC904 7912CT 510090530 

TR201 VN67AK 300555940 
TR202 VN67AK 300555940 
TR203 3Nl63 300554530 
TR204 3Nl63 300554530 

TR205 BCY70 300553590 
TR206 BCY70 300553590 
TR207 VNlO 300555860 
TR208 VNlO 300555860 

TR301 BC107 300553320 
TR302 BCY70 300553590 

TR504 Ul897 300553800 
TR505 VN67AK 300555940 
TR506 VN67AK 300555940 
TR508 VN67AK 300555940 

TR509 VN67AK 300555940 
TR510 U235 300553810 
TR512 Ul897 300553800 
TR513 Ul897 300553800 
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PCB 5 Parts List (cont . 7) 

Cct 
Ref. 

TR515 
TR516 
TR517 
TR518 

TR519 
TR601 
TR602 
TR603 

TR604 
TR605 
TR606 
TR607 

TR608 
TR609 
TR610 
TR801 

TR802 
TR803 
TR804 
TR805 

TR806 
TR807 

0204 
0205 
0301 

General Description 

01899 
VN67AK 
VN67AK 
Ul899 

Ul899 
Ul899 
Ul899 
3Nl63 

WM222 
3Nl71 
2N4118A 
2N4118A 

2N4118A 
WN807 
3Nl63 
BCY70 

BC107 
2N2484 
BC107 
2N2369 

BCY70 
2N2369 

Zener , 7 .5V 
Zener, 7 . 5V 
Reference Zener* 

Solartron 
Part No. 

300554320 
300555940 
300555940 
300554320 

300554320 
300554320 
300554320 
300554530 

300555940 
300555270 
300555880 
300555880 

300555880 
300555380 
300554530 
300553590 

300553320 
300552860 
300553320 
300552390 

300553590 
300552390 

300521460 
300521460 
70818008A 

(for 7071 only) 
70818007A 

(for 7071 or 7081) 
* Special selection during test. Available from factory on 
failure only. Package may include a resistor (R304), whose value 
is selected, on test, to match diode 0301 . 

0302 Zener, lOV 300522760 
0351 AD590K 510090760 
0352 503 300522160 
0353 503 300522160 
0501 OPADlO 300525870 

0502 DPADlO 300525870 
0503 Zener, 6.8V 300522540 
0504 Zener, 15V 300521390 
0505 Zener, 15V 300521390 

0507 Zener, 5.6V 300521450 
0601 WR057 300525770 
0602 WR057 300525770 
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PCB 5 Parts List Ccont.8) 

Cct Solartron 
Ref. General Description Part No. 

0603 DPADlO 300525870 
0604 Zener , 8.2V 300521330 
0605 DPADlO 300525870 
0606 503 300522160 

0607 503 300522160 
0608 LED 300750080 
0609 DPADlO 300525870 
0610 IN4007 300524990 

0611 IN4004 300522070 
0612 IN4004 300522070 
0613 Zener, lOV 300522760 
0614 Zener, lOV 300522760 

0615 Zener, 3.9V 300521420 
0616 WR057 300525770 
0617 WR057 300525770 
0801 503 300522160 

0802 503 300522160 
0803 503 300522160 
0804 C8V2 300521330 
0805 503 300522160 

0806 SD3 300522160 
0807 C3V6 300523890 
0808 HV2110 300525320 
0809 HV2110 300525320 

0810 SD3 300522160 
0901 Bridge W04 300524700 
0902 IN4004 300522070 
0903 IN4004 300522070 

0904 IN4004 300522070 
0905 IN4004 300522070 

RLl Coto Relay 300652230 
RL501 Coto Relay 300652230 

L801 Inductor, 33lJH 305020440 
L802 Inductor, 3.9lJH 305020750 

PL501 Plug, 34 Way 352334050 
PL502 Plug, 10 Way 352310070 
PL504 Plug, 4 Way 352304080 

SK801 Socket, 40 Way OIL 300584970 
SK802 Socket, 28 Way OIL 300585120 
SK804 Socket, 22 Way OIL 300584980 
SK806 Socket, 24 Way OIL 300584740 
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PCB 5 Parts List (cont.9) 

Cct Solartron 

Ref. General Description Part No. 

SK901 sOcket, 16 Pin OIL 300584860 

Sl Switch, 6-pole OIL 375000570 

X801 Crystal, 4.9152MHz 300810590 

TP201 
to Test Hook 355400760 

TP205 

TP301 
to Test Hook 355400760 

TP305 

TP501 
to Test Hook 355400760 

TP505 

TP601 
to Test Hook 355400760 

TP609 

TPl 
to Test Hook 355400760 

TP6 

TP901 
to Test Hook 355400760 

TP906 
Transistor Pads 300584090 
Diode Pad 300584220 
Heat Sink 300584940 
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PCB 6 Parts List 

Cct Solartron 
Ref. General Description Part No. 

Rl MEFM 
to 3M3 
R3 MEFM Matched Pree. Set 169615802 
R4 MEFM lOOk 

R5 MEFM 18k 0.1\ 160300503 
R6 MEFM 18k 0.1\ 160300503 
R7 CACP 56 l/2W 10\ 172315600 
RlOl MEFM lOk l/8W 0.5\ 192741002 

Rl02 MEFM 24k 1/8W 0.5\ 192742402 
Rl03 MEFM lOk 1/8W 0.5\ 192741002 
Rl04 MEFM 4k7 160300501 
Rl05 MEFM 47k l.8W 2\ 160400571 

Rl07 MEOX 47k l/4W 5\ 195644700 
Rl09 MEFM 470 l/8W 2\ 192124700 
RllO CACP lk l/8W 10\ 172031000 

Rlll MEFM 9k 
Rll2 MEFM lkl Matched Pree. Set 169615902 
Rll3 MEFM 9k 
Rll4 MEFM lkll 

R401 MEFM 33k 1/8W 0.5\ 192743302 
R402 MEFM 33k 1/8W 0.5\ 192743302 
R403 CACP lk 1/4W 10\ 172031000 
R404 MEFM 470k 1/8W 0. 5\ 192754702 

R405 MEFM 15k 1/8W 0.5\ 192741502 
R406 MEFM 470k l/8W 0.5\ 192754702 
R407 PRWW 15k 160300502 
R408 PRWW 15k 160300502 

R409 MEFM 270k l/8W 0.5\ 192752701 
R410 MEFM lM l/4W 1\ 198361002 
R411 MEFM lM l/4W l\ 198361002 
R412 MEFM lOOk l/8W 0.5\ 192751002 

R413 MEFM lOOk l/8W 0.5\ 192751002 
R414 MEFM lOOk l/8W 0.5\ 192751002 
R415 MEFM lM l/4W l\ 198361002 
R416 MEFM lM l/4W l\ 198361002 

R421 MEFM lOOk l/8W 0.5\ 192751002 
R422 MEFM 680 l/8W 0.5\ 192726802 
R423 MEFM :t5k 1/8W 0.5\ 192741502 
R424 MEFM lOOk l/8W 0.5\ 192751002 
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PCB 6 Parts List (cont.I) 

Cct Solartron 
Ref. General Description Part No • 

. 
R425 MEFH lM l/4W l\ 198361002 
R426 MEFH lM l/4W l\ 198361002 
R427 MEFH lM l/4W l\ 198361002 
R428 MEFH lOk l/8W 0.5\ 192741002 

R701 MEFH 47k l/8W 0.5\ 192744102 
R702 MEGL 47k 3W 2\ 175244700 

R703 MEFH 990k 
R707 MEFM 9k Hatched Set 169616601 
R708 MEFH lk 

R705a-g MEFM !Ok l.8W 2\ 192141000 
R706 CACP lk . l/2W 10\ 172031000 
R709 MEFM 470k l/8W 0.5\ 192754702 
R710 MEFH 5kl l/8W 0. 5\ 192735102 

R711 CACP lM l/2W 10\ 172361000 
R712 MEOX 3k3 l/4W 5\ 195633300 
R713 MEOX 3k3 l/4W 5\ 195633300 
R714 MEOX 47k l/4W 5\ 195644700 

R715 MEOX 47k 1(4W 5\ 195644700 
R716 CACP 2k2 l/4W 10\ 172032200 
R718 CACP 100 l/8W 10\ 172021000 
R720 CACP 560 l/4W 10\ 172025600 

R721 CACP 4k7 l/4W 10\ 172034700 
R722 CACP lk l/2W 10\ 172331000 
R723 CACP 22M l/2W 10\ 172372200 
R724 MEFH 965k l/4W 0. 5\ 160400530 

R725 MEFM 405k/500 Matched Pair 160400604 
R729 HEFM 33k l/8W 0.5\ 192743302 
R750 Caddock Network 5k/5k 0. lW/R 160400605 

R751A Caddock Network 10k/5k 0. lW/R 160400606 
R751B Caddock Network 50k/50k 160400606 
R753 MEFM 5kl l /8W 0.5\ 192735102 
R754 MEFM 5kl l/8W 0.5\ 192735102 
R755 MEOX 6k8 l/4W 5\ 195636800 

R756 MEOX 2k2 l/4W 5\ 195632200 
R757 CACP 220 l/8W 10\ 172022200 
R758 MEFM 47 l/8W 0.5\ 192714702 
R759 MEOX 220 l/4W 5\ 195622200 

R760 MEOX lk l/4W 5\ 195631000 
R761 MEOX 33k l/4W 5\ 195643300 
R762 CACP lk l/8W 10\ 172031000 
R763 MEOX 6k8 l/4W 5\ 195636800 
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PCB 6 Parts List (cont.2) 
Cct SOlartron 
Ref. Generai Description Part No. 

R764 MEOX lk l/4W 5\ 195631000 
R765 CACP 220 l/8W 10\ 172022200 
R766 MEFM 47 l/8W 0.5\ 192714702 
R767 MEOX 560 l/4W 5\ 195625600 

R768 MEOX lk l/4W 5\ 195631000 
R770 MEFM lk l/8W 0.5\ 192731002 
R771 MEOX lOOk l/4W 5\ 195651000 
R772 HEFM 39k l/8W 0.5\ 192743902 

R774 MEFM lk l/8W 0. 5\ 192731002 
R775 MEOX lOk l/4W 5\ 195641000 
R776 HEOX lOk l/4W 5\ 195641000 

R778 MEOX lOk l/4W 5\ 195641000 
R779 MEOX lOk l/4W 5\ 195641000 
R780 lOk I.SW 2\ 192141000 
R781 MEOX lOk l/4W 5\ 195641000 

R782 HEOX lOk l/4W 5\ 195641000 
R784 CACP lk 1/8W 10\ 172031000 
R785 CACP 5Q6 l/2W 10\ 172305600 
R786 CACP 5Q6 l/2W 10\ 172305600 

R787 CACP 220 l/8W 10\ 172022200 
R788 CACP 220 l/8W 10\ 172022200 
R790 HEFM 10 l/8W 0.5\ 192711002 
R791 MEFM 330k l/8W 0.5\ 192753302 

RV701 CMPM Sk l/2W 10\ 130935000 
RV751 CMPM lOOk l/2W 10\ 130951000 
RV752 CMPM 500 l/2W 10\ 130925000 
RV753 CMPM 100 l/2W 10\ 130921000 

Cl ESTF 22n 400V 10\ 222342200 
ClOl CERM 3n3 500V 20\ 241333300 
C102 CERM 3n3 500V 20\ 241333300 
Cl03 ESTF ln 400V 10\ 222331000 

C401 CERH 3n3 500V 20\ 241333300 
C404 ESTM 22n lOOV 10\ 225442200 
C405 ESTM lOOn lOOV 10\ 225451000 
C406 ESTM lOOn lOOV 10\ 225451000 

C407 TAND 4µ7 35V 20\ 266064700 
C408 ESTM 220n lOOV 10\ 225452200 
C409 ESTM 220n lOOV 10\ 225452200 
C410 ESTM 2µ2 IOOV 10\ 225462200 

C411 ESTM 2µ2 IOOV 10\ 225462200 
C412 ESTM 1 lOOV 10\ 225461000 
C413 CERM !On 25V +50\-25\ 241941000 
C414 CERM 47n 25V +50\-25\ 241944700 
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PCB 6 Parts List (cont.3) 

Cct Solartron 
Ref. General Description Part No. 

C415 CERM lOn 25V +50\-25\ 241941000 
C416 CERM 47n 25V +50\-25\ 241944700 
C701 ESTM 220n lOOOV 20\ 226752200 
C702 ESTM 220n lOOV 10\ 225452200 

C703 TAND 1µ5 20V 20\ 265861500 
C704 CERM 22p 500V 20\ 241312200 
C705 ESTF lOn lOOV 10\ 225441000 
C708 CERM lOn 25V +50\-20\ 241941000 

C709 ESTF lOn lOOOV 10\ 222841000 
C712 CERM 2p2 208450094 
C714 TAND 10 25V 20\ 208700108 
C716 TAND 4µ7 35V 20\ 208700109 

C717 TAND 4µ7 35V 20\ 208700109 
C718 CERM 47n 25V +50\-20\ 241944700 
C719 CERM 47n 25V +50\-20\ 241944700 
C720 CERM lOn 25V +50\-20\ 241941000 

C721 CERM lOn 25V +50\-20\ 241941000 
C751 ESTF 3n3 400V 10\ 222333300 . 
C755 CERM 47n 25V +50\-20\ 241944700 
C756 CERM 47n 25V +50\-20\ 241944700 

C757 TAND lµ 35V 20\ 266061000 
C758 STYR 150p 125V 10\ 210221500 
C759 CERM lOn 25V +50\-20\ 241941000 
C760 ESTF 3n3 400V 10\ 222333300 

C761 TAND 1 35V 20\ 266061000 
C762 CERM 47n 25V +50\-20\ 241944700 
C763 CERM 47n 25V +50\-20\ 241944700 
C764 STYR 150p 125V 10\ 210221500 . . 
C765 CERM lOp soov 20\ 241311000 
C766 ESTM 220n lOOV 10\ 225452200 
C767 ESTM 4µ7 63V 10\ 225164700 
C768 ESTM 4µ7 63V 10\ 225164700 

C769 ESTM 220n lOOV 10\ 225452200 
C770 CERM ln 500V +40\-20\ 241331000 
C771 TAND 2µ2 20V 20\ 265862200 
C775 CERM lOp 500V 20\ 241311000 

IClOl TILlll 300540140 
IC102 LM343D 510091140 
IC103 LM343D 510091140 
IC104 ILQ74 300540250 
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PCB 6 Parts List (cont.4) 

Cct Solar tron 
Ref. General Description Part No. 

IC401 CA3183AE 300555390 
IC402 LM343D 510091140 
IC403 LM343D 510091140 
IC404 OP05CP 510091130 

IC405 LH0052 510090260 
IC406 4093 510001780 
IC701 908-CC 
IC702 7406 510000760 

IC703 7406 510000760 
IC704 LM310 510090040 
IC705 OP16FJ 510091370 
IC706 LM339 510090490 

IC750 4093 510001780 
IC752 OP- 07EZ 510091420 
IC753 OP- 07EZ 510091420 
IC754 OP- 07EZ 510091420 

IC755 OP-07EZ 510091420 

TR101 WNlOOl 300555770 
TR102 WNlOOl 300555770 
TR103 WNlOOl 300555770 
TR104 Pl087 300555550 

TR105 UI897 300553800 
TR106 UI897 300553800 
TR107 UI897 300553800 
TR401 WD401 300555370 

TR404 MATOlGH 300555930 
TR405 2N4303 300553160 
TR406 PN4117A 300555950 
TR407 PN4117A 300555950 

TR408 PN4117A 300555950 
TR409 Zener, 16V 300521320 
TR410 Zener, 16V 300521320 
TR412 2N5905 300554230 
TR702 BCY70 300553590 

TR703 BFY90 300553890 
TR704 Ul899 300554320 
TR705 Ul899 300554320 
TR706 Ul899 300554320 

TR751 BCY70 300553590 
TR752 BCY70 300553590 
TR755 BCY70 300553590 
TR756 BCY70 300553590 
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PCB 6 Parts List (cont.5) 

Cct SOlartron 
Ref. General Description Part No. 

TR758 MATOlGH 300555930 
TR759 MATOlGH 300555930 
TR760 Ul897 300553800 
TR761 Ul897 300553800 

TR762 Ul899 300554320 
TR763 2N2369 300552390 
TR764 BFY90 300553890 
TR765 Ul899 300554320 

TR766 2N2369 300552390 
TR767 BFY90 300553890 
TR770 Ul897 300553800 
TR771 Ul897 300553800 

TR772 Ul897 300553800 
TR773 Ul897 300553800 
TR774 Ul897 300553800 
TR775 Ul897 300553800 

TR776 Ul897 . 300553800 
TR777 Ul897 300553800 
TR778 Ul897 300553800 
TR779 Ul897 300553800 
TR780 Ul899 300554320 

DlOl DPADl 300525930 
Dl02 Zener, 16V 300521320 
0103 Zener , 16V 300521320 
0104 J511 300526040 

0105 Zener, 5Vl 300521310 
0106 J507 300525820 
DH>? S03 300522160 
0108 S03 300522160 

0109 WR057 300525770 
0110 WR057 300525770 
0111 Zener, 12V 300521480 
0112 SD3 300522160 

0113 SD3 300522160 
0114 Zener , 12V 300521480 
0401 WR057 300525770 
D402 J507 300525820 

0403 IN821 300522460 
0404 Zener, 3V3 300521860 
0405 Zener, 5Vl 300521310 
0406 J507 300525820 . 

e 
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PCB 6 Parts List (cont .6) 

Cct SOlartron 
Ref. General Description Part No. 

0407 J507 300525820 
D408 WR057 300525770 
D409 Zener, 16V 300521320 
0410 Zener, 16V 300521320 

0711 Zener, 12V 300521480 
D712 IN3595 300523590 
0713 IN3595 300523590 
0714 Zener, 12V 300521480 

0715 S03 300522160 
0716 Zener, 8V2 300521330 
0717 J511 300526040 
0750 HP5082-6221 300525380 

0751 HP5082-6221 300525380 
0752 Zener, 5V6 300521450 
0753 IN3595 300523590 
0754 IN3595 300523590 

0755 SD3 300522160 
0756 SD3 300522160 

RL2 Coto Relay 1240-0145 300652250 
RL3 Coto Relay 1240-0145 300652250 
RL4 Coto Relay 3400-0011 300652270 
RL5 Coto Relay 3400-0051 300652290 

RL6 Coto Relay 1240-0144 300652260 
RL7 Coto Relay 1285-0051 300652310 
RL701 Coto Relay 7002-5082 300652300 
Rl702 Coto Relay 4000-0119 300652320 

RL703 Coto Relay 4000-0119 ·~00652320 
RL704 Coto Relay CR-4010-5-1011 300652200 
RL705 Coto Relay CR-4002-5-1011 300652210 
RL706 Coto Relay CR-4002-5-1011 300652210 

RL707 Gentech Relay 831C-l 300652180 

Sl Front/Rear Switch 377000410 

SGl Spark Gap 300011470 

PL603 Amp Mod, 6 Way 352306090 

TLl Turret Lug 355500430 
TL2 Turret Lug 355500430 
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PCB 6 Parts List (cont.7) 

Cct SOlartron 
Ref. General Description Part No. 

TPlOl 
to Test Hook 355400760 
TP107 

TP401 
to Test Hook 355400760 
TP405 

TP702 Test Hook 355400760 
TP705 Test Hook 355400760 
TP750 
to Test Hook 355400760 
TP753 

TP756 Test Hook 355400760 
TP757 Test Hook 355400760 

Ceramic Beads 470120100 
Ceramic Beads 470120040 
Heat sink 300584200 
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PCB 8 Parts List 

Cct 
Ref . General Description 

IC801 Resistor Pack, 22k 

SK801 Socket, 16 Way DIL 

SW801 Switch, 8 Way DIL 
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SOlartron 
Part No. 

160400589 

300584860 

375000600 



PCB 14 Parts List 

Cct Solartron 
Ref . General Description Part No. 

R401 CACP lOOk l/4W 10\ 172051000 
R402 CACP lOOk l/4W 10\ 172051000 
R403 ' CACP 470 l/4W 10\ 172024700 
R404 CACP 820 l/4W 10\ 172028200 

R405 CACP 150 l/4W 10\ 172021500 
R406 CACP 3k3 l/4W 10\ 172033300 

C401 CERM 22p 500V 20\ 241312200 
C402 CERM 22p 500V 20\ 241312200 
C403 CERM 47n 12V 20\ 241744700 
C404 CERM 47n 12V 20\ 241744700 

C405 CERM 47n 12V 20\ 241744700 
C406 CERM 47n 12V 20\ 241744700 
C407 CERM 47n 12V 20\ 241744700 
C408 CERM 47n 12V . 20\ 241744700 

C409 TAND 4µ7 lOV 20\ 265464700 
C410 TAND 33µ lOV 20\ 265473300 
C411 CERM 47n 12V 20\ 241744700 
C412 CERM 47n 12V 20\ 241744700 

IC401 HC68B09P 510005121 
IC402 HC68A44 510005031 
IC403 74LS02 510002230 
IC404 Resistor Pack, 22 192112200 

IC405 Resistor Pack, 6.8k 160400569 
IC406 TC5516P 510005470 
IC407 TC5516P 510005470 
IC408 TC5516P 510005470 

IC409 TC5516P 510005470 
IC410 TC5516P 510005470 
IC411 TC5516P 510005470 
IC412 TMS2564* 510005610 

IC413 TMS2564* 510005610 
IC414 TMS2564* 510005610 
IC415 TMS2564* 510005610 
IC416 74LS138 510003530 

IC417 74LS138 510003530 
IC418 74LS138 510003530 
IC419 74LS157 510002240 
IC420 8291 510005590 

* On later models Part No . 2764 is used. 510006280 
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PCB 14 Parts List (cont. 1) 

Cct Solartron 
Ref. General Description Part No. 

IC421 MC3447 510005700 
IC422 MC3447 510005700 
IC424 74LS244 510004500 
IC430 TMS2564* 510005610 

TR401 BCY70 300553590 
TR402 BC107 300553320 
TR403 2N2369 300552390 

0401 SD3 300522160 
0403 SD3 300522160 
0404 Zener , 3.3V 300521860 

SK401 Socket, 40 Way DIL 300585190 
SK402 Socket , 28 .Way DIL 300585160 
SK403 Socket, 28 Way OIL 300585160 
SK404 Socket, 28 Way DIL 300585160 

SK405 Socket, 28 Way OIL 300585160 
SK406 Socket, 28 Way OIL 300585160 
SK407 Socket, 28 Way OIL 300585160 
SK408 Socket, 24 Way OIL 300584910 

SK409 Socket, 24 Way OIL 300584910 
SK410 Socket, 24 Way OIL 300584910 
SK411 Socket, 24 way OIL 300584910 
SK412 Socket, 24 Way OIL 300584740 

SK413 Socket, 16 Way DIL 300584900 
SK414a Socket, 40 Way OIL 300585190 
SK414b Socket, 16 Way OIL 300584860 
SK415 Socket, 40 Way OIL 300585190 
SK424 Socket, 20 Way OIL 300585220 
SK430 Socket, 28 Way OIL 300585160 

B401 Battery, 3.6V, 90mA/hr 800400210 

PL401 Plug and Ribbon Cable 70810204 

X401 Crystal. 6MHz 300810560 

TPl 
to Test Hook 355400760 
TP6 
TP7 Amp. Disc. Pin 355900550 

TP8 Test Hook 355400760 
TP9 Test Hook 355400760 

* On later models Part No. 2764 is used. 510006280 
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7081 General Assembly 

Chassis Assembly Part 2 
Chassis Assembly Part l 
Front .Moulding Assembly 
Rear Panel Assembly 
PCB 3 Assembly 
PCB 5 Assembly 
Chassis S/Plate Assembly 
T/Form PCB 3 Lead 
Mains SKT Lead Brown 
Mains SKT Lead Blue 
screen 
Transformer 
Chassis/PCB 5 Lead 
Cable Clip S/ADH 
Sleeve , Rubber Black 
Sleeve. PTFE Natural 
Sleeving, 4mm Black 
Cable Assembly, 16-Way 
Cable Clip S/ADH 
Display Keyboard Assembly 
Switch Assembly 
Keyswitch 
PCB 1 Assembly 
PCB 4 Assembly 
PCB 6 Assembly 
PCB 8 Assembly 
Cable Assembly 
socket, 5-way 

Cover Top Final Assembly 
Cover Top Assembly 
Screen Top cover 
Screen Insulation 
Screen Insulation 

Cover Bottom Final Assembly 
Cover Bottom Assembly 
screen Bottom Assembly 
Screen Insulation 

Accessories 

Rear Panel Assembly 
Rear Panel 
Input Socket/Board 6 
Cable Assembly , RS232 
Cable Assembly, Minate 
Cable Assembly, GP-IB 
Rear Panel/Trasnformer Lead 
Socket, 5-way 
Socket, 5-way DIN 
Socket. 4-way 
Mains Switch, DPCO 
Mains Selector 
FUselink, 200mA (for 240v supply) 
Fuselink, 400mA (for 120V supply) 
Sleeve, Rubber Black 
Sleeve, Rubber Black 
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70810002A 
70810003A 
70810004A 
70810005A 
70810503X 
70810505X 
70810208A 
70810217A 
70810218A 
70810219A 
70812021A 
309617701 
70810222A 
412090440 
425100000 
429500080 
425509000 
359900260 
412090340 
70810006A 
70810207B 
377000410 
70810501X 
70810504X 
70810506X 
70810508X 
35300233A 
352105010 
70810007A 
70810209A 
70819510X 
70812011A 
70812006A 
70810008A 
70810210A 
70810213A 
70812020A 
70810009A 

70812003A 
70810220A 
70810201A 
70810202A 
70810211A 
70810215A 
352105010 
352505020 
352504100 
375500030 
550001480 
360106280 

425100500 
425100000 



---------------- - ---- ------·- -· . 

Sleeve, PTFE Natural 
Sleeving, 4nun Black 
Resistor, lM 
Wire. 7/0 .2 PTFE Red 
Wire, 7/0 .2 PTFE Green 
Wire, 

0

23/0. 2 PVC Green/Yellow 

Board Interconnection Assemblies 
Cable Assembly, Boards 5-6 

Plug, 34-Way 
Socket, 34-Way 
Ribbon Cable, 34-Way 

Cable Assembly, Boards 5-6 
Plug, 10-Way 
Socket, 10-Way 
Ribbon Cable, 10-Way 

Cable Assembly, Boards 3-4 
Plug, 40-Way 

Socket, 40-Way 
Ribbon Cable, 40-Way 

Cable Assembly , Boards 1-3 
Plug, 26-Way 
Socket, 26-Way 
Ribbon Cable, 26-Way 
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429500080 
425509000 
172361000 
480073020 
480073050 
480095740 

70810206A 
351334010 
351534010 
480095500 

70810205A 
351310040 
351510060 
480095560 

70810204A 
351340020 
351540010 
480120590 

70810203A 
351326030 
351526020 
480095520 
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CHAPTER 8 
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8.1 Monitor Command 

The MONITOR cormnand enables the user to access the address/data space of 
both the "earthy" and "floating" processors of the 7081. The cormnand 
should only be used by qualified service personnel and requires the use 
of an RS232 terminal operating at a preferred baud rate of 9600. The 
Reset Inhibit switches on printed circuit boards 3 and 5 should be set to 
ON, whilst the MONITOR cormnand is being used, and the baud rate switches 
set to match the baud rate of the terminal. 

WARNING: 1. The Reset Inhibit switches must be set to OFF when returning 
from MONITOR, ie. before the instrument undergoes a Device 
Clear, Power Off/On or Initialise. 

2. Great care must be taken when writing data into the unit 
using the MONITOR conunand as incorrect use may result in 
confused operation and/or loss of calibration constants. 

8.1.l Earthy Monitor 
To access the "earthy" processor, enter: 

MONITOR Carriage Return (CR) 

The 7081 will respond with: 

M 

Facilities To inspect an address location, enter: 

aaaa, 

where aaaa is the address in hexadecimal 

The 7081 will respond with the contents on the same line, ie: 

M 0000, 07-

To inspect the next location. enter: 

To change the existing value, enter : 

dd, CR 

ie: M 0000. 07-08 

To inspect a new address, enter: 

CR 

bbbb. 

where bbbb is the new address 
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To initialise the NVM (Non-Vol atile Memory), enter·: 

I CR 

Thi s conunand wri t es a chequer board pattern i nto t he NVM together wi t h a 

checksum. Any cal ibrat ion constants present wi ll be lost . 

To t rans fer to t he "floating" processor , enter : 

T CR 

To exi t from MONITOR back t o normal operati on , ent er : 

CTRL X 

Note : Any alpha hexadecimal characters must be entered in capitals. 

Refer to Table 8.1 for a l ist of the mai n address locations for Earthy 

Monit or. 

Table 8.1 Earthy Monitor Address Locat ions 

Location Address Conunents 
Software ,Software 

to AE f rom AF 

MEMORY 2FlD 2F2E Used for establishing constant 
va lues (see ' Interpreting Data') 

lOEO lOFl Negative acknowledge from floating 
error counter 

10E2 l OF.3 Floating to Earthy receive error 
counter 

MAINS FREQUENCY OF64 OF75 P.roduces the following possible 
values: 

31 = 50Hz 
32 = 60Hz 
33 = 400Hz 

DUMP OF NVM 1071 1082 Produces the following possible 
CONTENTS val ues: 

0 = Dump OK 
1 = overrun Er ror 
2 = Underrun Error 
3 = Message checksum error 

NVM PAGE 1070 1081 Produces the following possible 
val ues: 
0 = Both pages failed, page 2 used 

and defaul ted where necessary 
l = Page 1 in use 
2 = Page 2 in use, page 1 failed 

VDC Constants OF70 OF81 10 constant s, ie 5 ranges, 2 
constants per range 

VAC Constants 0FA2 OFB3 5 constants, ie 5 ranges, 1 
constant per range 
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Locat ion Addrer Conunents Software Software 
to AE from AF 

Ohms Constant s OFBB OFCC 10 constants, ie 5 ranges, 2 constants per range 
Top Ohms OFED OFFE 3 constants, ie l range, 3 Range Constants constant s 
Ratio Input OFFC 1000 l constant, ie l range, 1 Constants const ant 
Zener Temp- 106E 107F erature 
coefficient 
Page Checksum 106F 1080 

8.1 .2 Floating Moni tor 
Access to the "floating" processor is only possible via the "earthy" processor. (See previous section). 

once the transfer conunand has been entered, the unit will respond with the sign on message "DIS EM FLOAT" followed by the prompt !, indicating that the unit is in the RAM/ROM mode. 

Two modes are possible: 

* To change to RAM/ROM mode, enter:-

R CR 

The 7081 will respond with : -

* To change to NVM mode , enter:-

N CR 

The 7081 will respond with:-
II 

Faci l ities To inspect an address location, enter: 
aaaa 

where aaaa is the address in hexadecimal. 
To change the value, enter:-

dd CR 
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Note: If the NVM mode is enabled. addresses 0 to 3FF only have any 

meaning. 

To print a block of memory. enter: 

P SSSS. FFFF 

where ssss. is the start address in hexadecimal and FFFF is the end 

address in hexadecimal e.g. 

"PO,AO 
0000 OA 05 OA 05 OA 05 OA 05 OA 05 OA 05 OA 05 OA 05 

0010 OA 05 OA 05 OA 05 OA 05 OA 05 OA 05 OA 05 OA 05 

0020 OA 05 OA 05 OA 05 OA 05 OA 05 OA 05 OA 05 OA 05 

0030 OA 05 OA 05 OA 05 OA 05 OA 05 OA 05 OA 05 OA 05 

0040 OA 05 OA 05 OA 05 OA 05 OA 05 OA 05 OA 05 OA 05 

0050 OA 05 OA 05 OA 05 OA 05 OA 05 OA 05 OA 05 OA 05 

0060 OA 05 OA 05 OA 05 OA 05 OA 05 OA 05 OA 05 OA 05 

0070 OA 05 OA 05 OA 05 OA 05 OA 05 OA 05 OA 05 OA 05 

0080 OA 05 GA 05 OA 05 OA 05 OA 05 OA 05 OA 05 OA 05 

0090 OA 05 OA 05 OA 05 OA 05 OA 05 OA 05 OA 05 OA 05 

OOAO OA 05 OA 05 OA 05 OA 05 OA 05 OA 05 OA 05 OA 05 

To return to the "earthy" processor, enter:-

CTRL X 

WARNING: Writing to the NVM will destroy the calibration constants. 

Refer to Table 8.2 for a list of the main address locations for Floating 

Monitor. 

Table 8.2 Floating Monitor Address Locations 

Location Addrer 
Comments 

Software Software 
to AE from AF 

Link Receiver 0068 002E Earthy to Floating link receive 

Error Counter error counter. 

Link Transmit 0084 0030 Floating to Earthy Link counter 

Error counter 

ROM !dent - FFDA 

8.1.3 Interpreting Calibration Constant Data 

Each calibration constant consists of a packed binary number of 5 bytes 

in the following form:-

Byte No. 0 

sign bit 7 bit 2's 
complement 
exponent 

0053g/0825g/GAM 
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The easiest way to interpret the value of a constant is to write the number into the 7081 memory, come out of monitor, turn on the RS232 output and type MEMORY? The value will be output at the terminal in engineering format. For example: 

M OF70,7l-,AA-,80-,00-,00-
M 2Fl0,00-7l,l8-AA,0A-80,l8-00,00-00 
M 
OUT.RS232,0N 
OK 
MEM? 
OK 
Memory contents = 20.3251838E-06 

When inspecting the NVM, each location is only a nibble wide. Therefore, each constant occupies ten locations not five as in the RAM copy on the "earthy" side. The NVM has two identical pages: locations O to lFF are page 1 and locations 200 to 3FF page 2. In order to interpret a number it is first necessary to reform the bytes from the nibbles. The first nibble of a byte pair is the most significant nibble, the second nibble the least significant. Once reformed the five byte number can be put into the memory as before, e .g. 

MT 
* DIS EM FLOAT * 
!N 
"0,07-,0l-,OA-,OA-,08-,00-,00-,00-,00-,00-
" 
M 2Fl0,00- 71, l8-AA ,0A-80,l8-00,00-00 

M 
OUT,RS232,0N 
OK 
HEM? 
OK 
Memory contents = 20.3251838E-06 

Constants are given in ascending range, all the constants for each range being grouped together in the order (where applicable) of Zero , High , Open. 
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8.2 Calibration Messages 

The responses to the CALIBRATE? command are described below. Reference 

should also be made to the MONITOR command for a further breakdown. 

FAIL 1 

FAIL 2 

FAIL 3 

OK 

this message is output if the checksum in page 1 and/or page 

2 of the NVM has failed. It is equivalent to the front 

panel 'NVM FAIL' message, which could appear at power up. 

if a failure occurs during the transfer of the calibration 

constants from the NVM to the RAM, this message is output. 

It is equivalent to the front panel 'DUMP FAIL' message, 

which could appear at power up . 

this message is output if some of the calibration constants 

are out of range and default values have been susbstituted. 

It is equivalent to the front panel 'CAL INCOMPLETE' 

message, which could appear at power up. 

if this message is output. the transfer of the calibration 

constants has been successfully completed and no errors have 

been found. 
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8.3 Calibration commands 

Two commands are provided to enable inspection or refresh of the unit calibration constants. They can both be activated via the RS232 or GP-IB interfaces. 

8.3.l CALIBRATE, DUMP 
This command enables an output of all the calibration constants. with headings, and the zener temperature coefficient current token. 
To activate a calibration dump, the following procedure should be used. (It is assumed that an RS232 terminal is connected to the voltmeter) . 
* Turn the front panel calibration key to the CAL position . * Enter. 

Output.RS232,0N 
CALIBRATE ,DUMP · * The voltmeter will respond with the output shown in Figure 8.1. 

VDC CALIBRATION CONSTANTS 
8.04662704E-06 
164 .224612E-03 

-834 .465026E-09 
l.64196003E+OO 

-953 .674316E-09 
16.4218391E+OO 

-298 .023223E-09 
l64 .185607E+OO 

-774 .860382E-09 
l.64381286E+03 

VAC CALIBRATION CONSTANTS 
327.550067E-03 
3.27523722E+OO 
32.7807025E+OO 
328.446396E+OO 
3.29051217E+03 

KOHM CALIBRATION CONSTANTS 
8.04662704E-06 
165. 944119E-03 

-834.465026E-09 
l.65961519E+OO 

-953.674316E-09 
16.5984867E+OO 

-834.465026E-09 
165.980795E+OO 

-953.674316E-09 
l.66008452E+03 

TOP OHMS RANGE CALIBRATION CONSTANTS -953.674316£-09 
9.90188959E+03 
602.3939848-03 

RATIO TERMINALS CALIBRATION CONSTANT 16.4375923E+OO 
ZENER CURRENT TOKEN VALUE 
068 

Fig. 8.1 CALIBRATE, DUMP Output 
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Vdc calibration Constants These constants are given in the following 

order: 0.1 Volt range zero. 0.1 Volt range high, 1.0 Volt range zero, 1.0 

Volt range high, etc .• up to 1000 Volt range high. The values take into 

account the range factor and the digital full scale constant value of 

16777216. As the 7081 is designed to produce slightly high results 

before calibration, the high constants are slightly less than the full 

scale value. i.e. l.OVolt range high= 1.64196003, 10 Volt range high= 

16.4218391. etc. 

Vac Calibration Constants The Vac mode has high calibration constants 

only, given in the order: 0.1 Volt range. 1.0 Volt range, etc., up to 

1000 Volt range. The constants are measured at half the full scale value 

and so are equal to twice the nominal values expected. i.e. 1.0 Volt 

range constant = 3.27523722 which is approximately equal to 1.64 x 2. 

Kohms Calibration Constants These constants appear in the following 

order: O.lk ohms range zero, O. lk ohms range high, l.Ok ohms range zero, 

l.Ok ohms range high. etc., up to lOOOk ohms range high. The zero 

constants are obtained from the Volts de set according to the range on 

which the ohms measurement is taken. The zero constants are transferred 

to the k ohms set when an NVM dump is performed. 

Top Ohms Constants The three constants for the M ohms range are given 

in the order: zero. open , high. The zero is taken from the lOOOk ohm 

range and the open value is derived from the reference circuit. 

Ratio Constant The Ratio has a calibration high constant but no zero 

as any zero offsets in the circuit would be cancelled out by the 

subtraction of Ratio Lo from Ratio Hi. The constant is measured on the 

Ratio 10 Volts range. 

Zener Current Token Value This value represents the code sent by the 

microprocessor to set up the reference zener current. It is designed to 

give the diode the lowest temperature coefficient . 

8.3.2 CALIBRATE, REFRESH 
This corrunand enables a refresh of the NVM. i.e. the present calibration 

constants are written back into the NVM. The sequence of operation is as 

follows: 

* Microprocessor checks both pages of the NVM. 

* First correct page is down-loaded to the RAM. 

* Microprocessor checks the RAM 

* RAM contents are written into both pages of the NVM. 

* Microprocessor checks both pages of the NVM. 

To activate a calibration constants refresh. the following procedure 

should be adopted. (It is again assumed that an RS232 terminal is 

connected to the voltmeter). 

* Turn the front panel calibration key to the CAL position. 
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* Enter, 
0Utput,RS232,0N 
CALIBRATE.REFRESH 

* One of the following messages will appear: 
REFRESH COMPLETE - refresh has been successful and no faults have been found. 

REFRESH COMPLETE NVM PAGE l WAS FAULTY 
- refresh has been successful. Page 1 of the NVM was originally faulty but is now correct. 

REFRESH COMPLETE NVM PAGE 2 WAS FAULTY 
- refresh has been successful. Page 2 of the NVM was originally faulty but is now correct . 

REFRESH FAIL RAM COPY FAIL 
- refresh has been unsuccessful as the RAM copy is faulty. 

REFRESH FAIL NVM PAGE 1 IS FAULTY 
- refresh has been unsuccessful. Page 1 of the NVM is faulty. 

REFRESH FAIL NVM PAGE 2 IS FAULTY 
- refresh has been unsuccessful. Page 2 of the NVM is faulty. 

REFRESH FAIL NVM PAGE 1 & 2 ARE FAULTY 
- refresh has been unsuccessful. Both pages of the NVM are faulty. 

Note: The 7081 display outputs either REFRESH COMPLETE or REFRESH FAIL. 
8.4 7081 Calibration 

The 7081 is sent from the factory in a fully calibrated state but, if the unit is damaged or the specifications exceeded, re-calibration may be required. owing to the high accuracy of 7081, the calibration reference values entered should be very precise. Solartron will re-calibrate the unit if the user is unable to supply precise references. 
Note: All calibration should be performed in a stable temperature environment, i.e. variation of less than ±l°C. 
8.4.l Complete Re-calibration If a new Non-Volatile Memory (NVM) is installed in the unit, it is necessary to perform a complete re-calibration of 7081 using the procedure given below. 

It is assumed that an RS232 terminal device is connected to the 7081 . 
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* With reference to Section 8.1, set the Reset Inhibit switches to 

ON and initialise the NVM. 

* Exit from MONITOR and set the Reset Inhibit switches to OFF. 

* Turn the front panel key operated switch to the CAL position. 

* Insert a short circuit plug into the input socket and enter the 

following command: 

CALIBRATE, VDC=O . l, ZERO 

* Wait a few seconds for the unit to complete the ' zero' 

calibration, then remove the short circuit plug and connect a 

reference supply of approximately 0.1 volts de to the input. 

* Enter: 

CALIBRATED, VDC=O.l, HIGH=0.100012 

where 0.10012 is the 'exact' value of the reference supply. 

* Repeat the previous three steps for each of the volts de ranges, 

using a suitable reference input . 

* Connect an ac reference supply of approximately 0.1 volts to the 

input. 

* Enter: 

CALIBRATE, VAC=O.l, HIGH=0.100012 

where 0.10012 is the 'exact' value of the reference supply . 

* Repeat these two steps for each of the volts ac ranges, using a 

suitable reference input. 

* Remove the input lead and leave the input open circuit. 

* Enter: 

* 

* 

* 

CALIBRATE, KOHM= 10000. OPEN 

Wait a few seconds for the unit to complete the ' open' 

calibration, then connect a reference supply of approximately 

10000 kohms to the input . 

Enter: 

CALIBRATE. KOHM = 10000, HIGH = 10000 

where 10000 is the 'exact ' value of t he reference. 

Connect a reference supply of approximately 1000 kohms to the 

input and enter: 
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CALIBRATE, KOHM = 1000, HIGH = 1000 
where 1000 is the 'exact' value of the reference. 

* Repeat the previous step for each of the remaining kohms ranges, using a· suitable reference input. 
* connect a reference supply of approximately 10 volts de to the input. 

* Enter: 

CALIBRATE, REFERENCE, HIGH= 10.000012 
where 10.000012 is the 'exact' value of the reference. 

* Do not attempt to re-calibrate the zener diode. Refer to Solartron. 

8.4.2 Partial Re-calibration If a particular range or mode requires re-calibration, it is recommended that the NVH first be refreshed using the procedure set out in Section 8.3.2. The range/mode can then be re-calibrated as described in the previous section. 

Whenever calibration is being carried out, reference should be made to the CALIBRATE command described in Chapter 3, of 7081 Operating Manual, Part 2. 

8.4.3 GP-IB Calibration Program When calibrating the 7081 over the GP-IB a program is required which (a) commands the 7081 to calibrate the necessary ranges/modes and (b) tells the operator when to connect the reference supplies, etc. The following example program, written in HP9835A Basic, calibrates the 10 Volts de range and could be adapted or expanded for other modes/ranges. To use a program of this type, the controller must be able to perform both a parallel and a serial poll. 

10 !EXAMPLE CALIBRATION OF 7081 20 !set up program parameters 30 S=O 
40 P=O 
50 Waiting=O 
60 Signal=O 
70 Rqs=6 
80 Rdy=4 
90 !INITIALISE 7081 
100 RESET 716 
110 OUTPUT 716:"INITIALISE" 120 WAIT 3000 
130 GOSUB Setremote 
140 PRINT "TURN KEY TO CAL ON 7081" 150 DISP "PRESS CONTINUE WHEN READY" 160 PAUSE 
170 ON INT#7 GOSUB Intserve 
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180 CONTROL MASK 7:128 
190 CARD ENABLE 7 
200 OUTPUT 716: "CALIBRATE.REFRESH" 

210 OUTPUT 716: "SRQ ,READY,ON" 

220 Signal=O . 
230 GOSUB Wa1ts1gnal!WAIT FOR REFRESH END 

240 OUTPUT 716:"SRQ,OFF" 
250 PRINT" CALIBRATE, voe, 10, ZERO" 

260 GOSUB Shortc1rcu1t 
270 OUTPUT 716: "CALIBRATE, voe, 10 ,ZERO" 

280 OUTPUT 716:"SRQ,READY,ON" 

290 GOSUB Wa1ts1gnal!WAIT FOR COMPLETION 

300 OUTPUT 716:"SRQ,OFF" 
310 PRINT" CALIBRATE, voe, 10 ,HIGH= [ref. value J" 

320 GOSUB Connect 
330 OUTPUT 716:"CALIBRATE,voe.10,HIGH=l0 .0" 

340 OUTPUT 716: "SRQ,READY ,ON" 

350 GOSUB Wa1ts1gnal!WAIT FOR COMPLETION 

360 OUTPUT 716:"SRQ,OFF" 
370 DISP"lOVDC RANGE CALIBRATION COMPLETE" 

380 STOP 
390 Shortc1rcu1t:! 
400 PRINT"INSERT SHORTING PLUG INTO 7081 INPUT" 

410 DISP"PRESS CONTINUE WHEN READY" 

420 PAUSE 
430 RETURN 
440 Connect:! 
450 PRINT"CONNECT REFERENCE TO 7081 INPUT" 

460 DISP"PRESS CONTINUE WHEN READY" 

470 PAUSE 
480 RETURN 
490 Setremote:! 
500 Remote=! 
510 REMOTE 716 
520 LCX::AL LCX::KOUT 7 
530 RETURN 
540 Intserve:! 
550 Int=Int+l 
560 PRINT"INTERRUPT#":Int 
570 PPOLL CONFIGURE 716: "00001011" 

580 P=PPOLL(7) 
590 GOSUB Remotelocal 
600 IF BIT(P,3}<>1 THEN GOTO Endpol 

610 STATUS 716:5 
620 IF BIT(S ,Rqs}<>l THEN GOTO Endpol 

630 IF BIT(S,Rdy}=l THEN GOTO Endtry 

640 Signal=l 
650 Wa1t1ng=O 
660 Endtry: ! 
670 Endpol: ! 
680 PPOLL UNCONFIGURE 716 
690 GOSUB Remotelocal 
700 CARD ENABLE 7 
710 RETURN 
720 Wa1ts1gnal:! 
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730 Waiting=! 
740 Idle=O 
750 Repeatwait:! 
760 Idle=Idle+l 
770 DISP "Status:Waiting for interrupt":Idle 780 IF Signal=O THEN GOTO Repeatwait 790 Signal==O 
800 PRINT " " 
810 RETURN 
820 Rernotelocal:! 
830 IF Remote=O THEN GOTO Elseremote 840 GOSUB Setremote 
850 GOTO Endremote 
860 Elseremote: ! 
870 GOSUB Setlocal 
880 Endremote: ! 
890 RETURN 
900 Set local:! 
910 Rernote=O 
920 LOCAL 7 
930 RETURN 
940 END 

Lines 10 to 80 - set up the program parameters, i.e. serial poll and parallel poll registers, waiting flag for the background routine, interrupt acknowledge flag and serial poll bits. 
Lines 90 to 130 - initialise the 7081 and set it to remote. 
Lines 140 to 380 - calibrate the 10 Volts de range. 
Lines 390 to 430 - 'Shortcircuit' subroutine to tell the operator to insert the shorting plug. 

Lines 440 to 380 - 'Connect' subroutine to tell the operator to connect the reference supply. 

Lines 490 to 530 - 'Setremote' subroutine to put 7081 into remote. 
Lines 540 - 710 - 'Intserve' subroutine for servicing interrupts. 
Lines 720 to 810 - 'Waitsignal' subroutine which is a background routine used when the controller is waiting for 7081 to produce interrupts. 
Lines 820 to 890 - ' Remotelocal' subroutine which decides if 7081 was in remote or local and returns to its previous state . 
Lines 900 to 940 - 'Setlocal' subroutine which sets 7081 to local. 
8.5 Self Test 

If 7081 fails the self test, initiated by either pressing the front panel self test control or sending the Test corranand via one of the interfaces, the area of failure can be investigated using the MODE Conunand. 
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MOOe,TEST Ovdc 

MOOe,TEST lOvdc 

MODe,TEST Kornn 

MODe,TEST Ac 

0053g/0825g/GAM 

measures the integrator zero and outputs the 

results . 

measures the reference voltage. A value of 

approximately 10 volts should be output. Values 

in the region of 9.8 to 10.2 volts are acceptable. 

measures a resistor in the V-to-T converter 

circuit. A value of 166 Kohins should be output. 

the reference forcing waveform is attenuated to a 

lOOmV square wave and passed through the ac 

circuitry. Readings of lOOmV ± 10\ should be 

obtained if the circuits are operating correctly. 
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9.1 Introduction 

This chapter provides a comprehensive setting-up procedure which may be necessary after rectification and/or component replacement on the voltmeter. 

9.2 Test Equipment 

The test equipment listed below should be available to carry out setting-up procedures. 

{a} Oscilloscope {20MHz bandwidth) 
{b) Digital Voltmeter {eg Type 7060) 
{c) Calibrator 
(d} Variac Transformer 
(e} Silent 700 (or similar RS232 terminal) 
(f} RS232 Cable 
(g) Frequency Counter (e.g. HP5135A) 
{h) 240V/400Hz Power Supply Unit 

9.3 Safety 

The instrument should be disconnected from the mains supply before any attempt is .made to remove the printed circuit boards. 
9.4 Printed Circuit Board 4 Test 

* Ensure that the following links are fitted depending upon the RAM used:-

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

RAM l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 16 
5516/6117 In Out In out In out In Out Out 6116 Out In In Out In Out In out Out 6264 Out In out In out In Out In out 

Check that the printed circuit board is correctly connected to the following:-
Printed Circuit Board 3 via PLl 
GP-IB Socket via SK412 
Printed Circuit Board 8 via SK414. 

Switch on the voltmeter and check that "INITIALISED" appears in the display . 

Switch off and then on again, and check that "RESUMED" appears in the display. (This assumes a fully calibrated printed circuit board 5) . 
Press the front panel "initialise" control and check that "INITIALISED" appears in the display. 

Set the GP-IB address switch to address 7. Switch off and then on again, and press the "local" control. "GP-IB ADDRESS=?" should appear in the display. 
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* Set the address switch to address 16. switch off and then on again, and press the "local" control. "GP-m ADDRESS= 16" should appear in the display. 

9.5 Printed Cirauit Board 6 Test 

All measurements are relative to OV "MYTCHETT" with oscilloscope settings of [\div], [\div], [trigger=]. 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

Check that the printed circuit board is correctly connected to the following: 
Printed Circuit Board 5 via PL50l, PL502 
Ratio/Reference socket via PL603 

switch the voltmeter on and connect an oscilloscope (set t o SOOmV, 2ms ,· Line) to TP402 · "CHOPPER O/P". The observed results should be in the ranges: 
spikes <lV peak 
noise <0.5V peak 

To check the main amplifier offset, connect a digital voltmeter (set to Vdc) to TP403 "DEMOD O/P". The digital voltmeter result should be: -lOV < reading < +lOV 

To set the ac offset voltage , connect the digital voltmeter (set to Vdc) to TP705 "BUFFER O/P" and adjust RV701 until -lOOµV < reading <+1001.N. 

connect the calibrator Low to Sl right second pin back and calibrator High to Sl left, second pin back. With the digital voltmeter set first to Vdc, check the ranges shown below:-

7081 Setting 

lOOmV, lV, lOV de 
lOOV de 
lOOmV, lV, ac 
lOV ac 

Expected Digital Voltmeter Result 

Zero < lOµV, full scale +O\ to +4\ 
Zero < lmV, full scale +O\ to +4\ 
Zero < 500µV, full scale +O\ to +4\ 
Zero < SOmV, full scale +0\ to +4\ 

Connect a lV, lkHz source and press the 7081 front panel v- control. With an oscilloscope (set to 20mV~ Sms . External) connected to TP752 "CHOPPER BALANCE", trigger from R779, adjust RV751 "BALANCE" until the flattest trace is achieved. 

Connect a lV, lOOkHz source and adjust RV752 to give a reading of 1.00000 ± 20 bits. 

Connect a lV, lMHz source and adjust RV753 to give a reading of 1.00000 ± 100 bits. 

Repeat the previous two steps. 
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9.6 Assembly Check 

* Ensure that links 1. 3, 4. 5, 6, 7 and 8, on printed circuit board 3, are installed. 

* Check that the following split pads, on printed circuit board 5, are made:- 201, 202, 501, 801, 802, 803, 804, 805, 806, 807, 808, 809, 901, 902, 903. 904. 

• Set the mains power selector to 240V and check that a 200rnA fuse is installed. 

* Set the GP-IB address to 18, ie 

x I x I x I x I x I x I x I x 
ON 
OFF 

* Set Sl, on printed circuit board 3, as follows:-

* 

* 

* 

ON 

x 

x 

x 
x 

x 

x 
x 
x 

OFF 

Check that the shorting clip {printed circuit board 3) has been removed from TR2. 

Set Sl, on printed circuit board 5, as follows:-

680l1-1P 

ON OFF ON x 
x 

x 
x 

x 
x 

~ 
x 
x 
~ 
x 

x 

OFF 

Check that printed circuit board 3 is connected to the following :RUN/CAL switch via PL3 
Keyboard via PL2 
Printed Circuit Board 1 via PL6 
Printed Circuit Board 5 via SK51 
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RS232 Socket via PL5 
Minate Socket via PL4 
Transformer via PL51, PL52 
Beeper via TP3 , TP4 
OV Earth vi~ TP53. 

* Check that printed circuit board 4 is connected to the following:Printed Circuit Board 8 via SK414. 
GP-IB Socket via SK412 
Printed Circuit Board 3 via PLl. 

* Ensure that printed circuit board 5 is connected to printed circuit board 3 via SK901. Also check that the orientation of IC801 and IC826. on printed circuit board 5, is correct, as their orientation should be the reverse of all the other ICs. 

* Ensure that the shorting clips are removed from TR203, TR204, TR603, TR605 , TR610 (printed circuit board 5). 

* Check that printed circuit board 6 is connected to the following:Printed Circuit Board 5 via PL501, PL502, PL504. Ratio Socket (High, Low) via PL603 (TLl, TL2). 

9.1 Power supply and Digital Checks 

* Connect the 7081 power input to a variac and gradually increase the input to 240V. "NVM FAIL" should be displayed but "CAL INCOMPLETE", "INITIALISED or "RESUMED" are also acceptable . 

* Check that there are no missing or additional display segments. 
* Check the keyboard operation by pressing each key and listening for a "beep". 

* Ensure that the LED annunciators work. 

* Press "initialise" followed by "DIG FILT". The "compute" LED should light . 

* Press "V---" followed by "V". The second beep should be twice as long as the first . 

* Connect the 7081 to a variac source. Set the variac first to 216 and then to 264V, and check, using a digital voltmeter, that each of the following test point voltages is within the stated range: -
Printed 

Measure Across Low Mains Input High Mains Limit Circuit Board 

3 TP53-56 24 35 TP54- 55 24 35 TP53- IC52 pin l 38 42 TP53-D58 cathode 4. 75 5.25 TP53-D53 cathode 4.75 5.25 TP53-D60 cathode 11.4 12.6 TP53-D61 anode 11.4 12.6 
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* 

Printed Measure Across Low Mains Input High Mains Limit Circuit Board 

5 TP903-D904 cathode 29 45 TP903-901 25.6 28.4 TP903-902 14.2 15.8 TP903-904 -14.2 -15.8 TP903-906 -25.6 -28.4 C609 36 53 TP604-606 35 39 TP604-603 -23 . 7 -26.3 

connect normal 240V ac mains power (increase mains from zero using a variac each time) and check that the voltage across IC901 left hand pin and TP903 is not less than +17.5V. Repeat test with 198V ac input on the 220V setting .. 

* Change to a 400rnA fuse and repeat step 8 for 108V ac input on the 120V ac setting and 90V ac input on the lOOV ac setting. 
* Refit 200rnA fuse and return to the 240V setting. 
* connect a Silent 700 to the RS232 port. Set the Silent 700 NUM, LOW SPEED and HALF DUP switches OFF and the ON LINE switch ON. 

Type: OUT,RS,ON:MEAS,SING 

One result should be printed out. 

* Connect frequency counter ground to printed circuit board 3 TP2 and probe TPl. Adjust C3 for a frequency in the range of 32767 .99 to 32768.0lHz. 

Set up date by typing on the Silent 700, for example: DATE = 14,3,83 
Set up the time by typing, for example: TIME = 14,22 
Check that the values have been accepted by typing 
TIME? :DATE? 

* Press "initialise". The display should return with "NVM FAIL" . 
9.8 Analogue Checks 

* 

* 

Phase Locked Lo0p Frequency Set a bench supply to +2 . 5V. Connect the low terminal to TP904 and the high (+2.5V) to the negative end of C806 . Connect the low terminal of a frequency counter to TP904 and probe IC835 pin 5. Adjust C807 for a frequency between 5.21MHz and 5.27MHz. 

Using a high impedance voltmeter (e.g. 7060) monitor the voltage at the negative end of C806 with respect to TP904. The voltage should settle to 2.5V ± 0.3. Adjust C807 to correct, if necessary. 
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Disconnect the bench supply and switch on the· 7081 using 60Hz mains frequency. Check that, after settling, the voltage on C807 is 2.5V ± 0.5. 

* Reference Voltage Connect the 7060 between TP302(+10V) and TP303(-10V), ensuring that LK301 and LK302 are configured as follows:-

Voltage LK301 LK302 

19.7-20V OPEN OPEN 20-20 .3lV OPEN BRIDGED 20.31-20.63V BRIOOED OPEN 20.63-20 .96V BRIDGED BRIDGED 

* D-A Converter Check the operation of the digital-to-analogue converter by connecting a 7060 to TP305(0V) and TP301 "CURRENT". Switch 7081 to CAL (front panel key): Type: 

* 

* 

CALIBRATE, ZENER, 064 

and wait for the conunand to be executed. 

Press "initialise" on the front panel. 

The 7060 should read <lOmV 

Now type: 

OUT,RS ,ON 
CALIBRATE.ZENER,124 

and wait for the commands to be executed. 

Press "initialise". The 7060 should read -9.18V ± 0.2V. 
Connect scope ground to the printed circuit boards OV level, (scope should be set to 5V, 2rns, AUTO) and probe TP204 "GLUGS". 

Short circuit the 7081 input. The waveform should have a period of 6.25rns. 

Type : MODE .TEST O:NINES,3 

The period should reduce to l.56rns . 

Set scope to SV, lOOns, AUTO and check that each edge has a rise or fall time of <300ns and that the gap time is 13 ± 3µs. 
Check that the voltage across R355 is less than lOOµV at room temperature. 
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